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This military handbook is approved for use by the Department of the Air Force and is available for use by
all Depanments and Agencies of the Department of Defense.

Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any pertinent data’which maybe of
use in improving this document should be addressed to ASC/ENSl, 2530 Lmp Road-West, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Baaa, Ohio 45433-7101 using the self-addressed Standardization Document
Improvement Proposal (DD Form 1426) appearing at the end of this document or by fetter.

This handbook replaces AFGS-87213B, of the same title, and AFGS-87216: Instrument Systems,
Airborne. The first section (Controls and Displays Segment Requirements) of this handbook is closely
related to the controls and displays requirements in the Joint Services Guide Specification on Avionics
Systems. The rest of this document covers requirements applicable to the basic elements of an aircraft
control and display (and instrument) subsystem.

Amx+ndix A contains historical reference material taken from AFGS-872 16, which dealt mainly with.rr----

electromechanical instruments. Although many of the issues covered there are now the subject of
symbology standards (see MlL-STD-l 787), the history of how it was done on mechanical instruments
(which many current pilots fearned to fly with) can be very valuable.

This document no longer contains the specification sections of the old guide specifications. It does
include most of the material from the old guide specification handbooks, including most of the sample
specification paragraphs. This material has been updated to include new technical information and
lessons fearned, and to eliminate references to military specifications and standards that controlled
design of equipment rather than dealing only with performance requirements.
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ELECTRONICALLY/OPTICALLY GENERATED

AIRBORNE DISPLAYS

HANDBOOK

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope.
This handbook provides sample specification paragraphs, rationale, guidance, and lessons learned that
are useful in the development of the primary flight displays and mission avionics controls and displays
subsystem foran aircraft. This includes Head-Up Display s(HUDs), Helmet-Mounted Display s(HMDs),
and Multi-Function Display s(MFDs), used forpresentation olgraphics aswellas display of TV, FLIR, and
radar vidw, andtheassociated electronic display generation equipment. Rationale paragraphs explain
thereason forspecifying each parameter, Guidance paragraphs explain what values are normally used
and why. Lessons leamedparagraphs seweasa historical information reposito~for this technical area.

1.2 Use.
This handbook cannot beusedas a contractual document. Sample specification paragraphs within this
document should be completed using the information in the guidance and fessons learned paragraphs,
and may be used in a contract-peculiar item development specification, subsystem specification, or
system specification.

1.3 Structure.

This document is arranged to cover topics as they are normally covered in display equipment
specifications. ltusesthe tiered numbering scheme commonly found ingovemment documents withone
major exception: Each topic iscovered as a package, i.e., therationale, guidance, andlessonsleamed
paragraphs foflow the sample specification paragraph, and the corresponding section 4 (Verification)
paragraph foflows immediately after the section 3 (Requirement) package.

1.4 Deviation.

This document contains no firm requirements andisnotmandato~. Intheevent that deviation from the
guidance herein results in improvement of system performance, reduced life cycle cost, or reduced
development cost, or where the requirements of this specification result in compromise in operational
capability, theuser isencouraged to deviate, with careful consideration ofall system tradeoffs. Such
deviations should be brought to the attention of the responsible engineering office for consideration of
changes to the handbook,

1.5 Responsible engineering otfice.
The responsible engineering office (REO) for this handbook is ASC/ENAS, Bldg 560, 2530 Loop Road
West, Wright-Patferson AFB,OH 45433-7101. RNuests foradditional information orassistanceon this
handbook can be obtained from James C. Byrd, DSN 785-8731, commercial (513) 255-8731, fax (513)
255-3466, OrEMail: ByrdJC@ASC-EN.WPAFB. AF.MIL. Anyinformation obtained refatingto
Government contracts must be obtained through contracting officers.

2.0 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

Documents cited herein areintended toprovide supplemental technical data and guidance. Documents
referenced inthishandbook should betailored before contractual use. Thedocuments are listed hereto
provide guidance for developing requirements for specification sections 3 and 4 and program tasking.
Section 2,0fthe contractual specifiHtion, should hstalldocuments required forlhe program. DoDis

1
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Section 2, of the contractual specification, should list all documents required for the program. DoD is
currently implementing policy to minimize use of military specifications and standards. Programs should
verify status of all the documents listed and/or cited herein before applying them or referencing them in
contracts.

(Copies of specifications, standards, handbooks, drawings, and publications required by contractors in
connection with specific acquisition functions should be obtained from the contracting activity or as
directed bv the contracting officer. If no contract has been cited, the source of document availability
follows ea~h section.) -

2.1 Government documents.
Unless otherwise indicated, the documents specified herein are referenced solely to provide
supplemental technical guidance.

2.1.1 Specifications, standards, and handbooks.

SPECIFICATIONS

MI L-L-85782

AFGS-87235

AFGS-87240

AFGS-87268

STANDARDS

MIL-STD-21O

MI L-STD-48t

MIL-STD-462

MI L-STD-704

MIL-STD-1472

MlL-STD-l 553

MIL-STD-1776

Ml L-STD- 1787

MIL-STD-1801

HANDBOOKS

MIL-HDBK-1 553

MIL-HDBK-87244

Lighting, Aircraft, Interior, Night Vision Imaging System (NVIS) Compatible

Emergency Escape, Aircraft

Lighting Equipment, Airborne, Interior and Exterior

Aircraft Cockpit Transparency System

Climatic Information to Determine Design and Test Requirements for Military
Systems and Equipment

Control of Electromagnetic Interference Emissions and Susceptibility,
Requirements for the

Measurement of Electromagnetic Intetierence Characteristics,
Test Method Standard for

Aircraff Electric Power Characteristics

Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems,
Equipment and Facilities

Digital Time Division Command/Response Multiplex Data Bus

Aircrew Station and Passenger Accommodations

Aircraft Display Symbology

User/Computer Interface

Multiplex Applications Handbook

Requirements for the Integrity of Avionics

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and militaty specifications, standards, and handbooks are
available from the Standardization Documents Order Desk, Building4D, 700 Robbins Avenue,
Philadelphia PA 19111-5094, phone 21 5-697 -2667.)

2
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2.1.2 Other Government documents, drswings, snd publications

Unless otherwise indicated, the documents specified herein are referenced solely to provide
supplemental technical information and data.

ASC/ENFC 96-01 Lighting, AircraH, Interior, Night vision Imaging System (NVIS) compatible

AFAMRL-TR433-095 Optical and Human Performance Evaluation of HUD Systems Design

AFR 161-35 Hazardous Noise Exposure

ASD-TR-83-5019 Optical and Human Performance Evaluation oIHUD Systems Design

FAA AC NO. 25-1309-1A System Design and Analysis

FAA FAR-25.1309 Airworthiness Standards, Transport Catego~ Airplanes (Equipment, Systems,
and Installation)

FAA-TSO-C113 Airborne Multipurpose Eleckonic Displays

NAT-STD-3350 Analogue Video Standard for Aircraft System Applications

NAT-STD-3800 Night Vision Goggle Lighting Compatibility Design Criteria

OSHA Code of Federal Regulations Part 19103

(ASC/ENFC documents maybe obtainad from ASC/ENFC, Building 560,2530 Loop Road-West,
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-7101.)

(Air Force regulations (AFR), military technical reports (TR) and Occupational Safety and Health
Standards (OSHA) maybe obtained from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), 5285 Port
Royal Road, Springfield VA 22161)

(Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Advisory Circulars (AC) , and Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR)
may reobtained from the Superintenden\of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington
DC 20402)

(FAA Technical Standard Ordera (TSO) may be obtained from the Federal Aviation Administration,
Aircraft Certification Service, Aircraft Engineering Division, Technical Analysis Branch (AIR-1 20), 800
Independence Avenue-SW, Washington DC 20591)

(NAT standards may be obtained f rom Naval Publications and Forms Directorate (N PFD), 5801 Tabor
Avenue, Philadelphia PA 19120-5099)

2.2 Non-Government publicationa

Unless otherwise indicated, the documents specified herein are referenced solely to provide
supplemental technical information and data.

ARINC 725 Electronic Flight Instruments

C.I.E. Supplement No. 2 to Pubficstion 15 (E-1.3.1), Recommendations on Uniform
Color Spaces-Color Difference Equations, and Psychometric Color Terms

EIA-RS-170 Electrical Performance Standards~Monochrome Television Studio Facilities

EIA-RS-343 Electrical Performance Standards for Wlgh Resolution Monochrome Closed
Circuit TV Camera

EIA-TEPAC-105-9 Line Profile Measurements in Shadow Mask and Other Structured Screen
Cathode Ray Tubes

EIA-TEP-1 16-B Optical Charactatisticsof CRTS

3
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RTCA-DO-160 Environmental Conditions and Test Procedures for Airborne Equipment

SAE-ARP-1782 Photometric and Calorimetric Measurement Procedures for Akborne Direct
View CRT Displays

SAE-AS-8034 Minimum Performance Standard for Airborne Multipurpose Electronic Displays

SAE-ARP-4256 Dssign Objectives for Liquid Crystal Displays for Part 25 (Transport) Aircraft

Barfen, P. “The effect of glass transmission on the subjective image quality of CRT pictures.” In:
Eurodisolav ’90 International D@ay Research Conference, Amsterdam, September 25-27, 1990,
Proceedings. Playa del Rey, CA; Society for Information Display, 1990. Pp. 336-339.

Boff, K. R. & Lincoln, J. E. Engineering Data Compendium, Human Perception and Performance. Wright-
Patterson Air Force @ase, OH: Hany G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laborato~, 1968.

Farley, W. “Determination of monochrome display MTFs in the presence of glare.” In: SID ’89
International Conference, Baltimore, MD, May 1989, Digest of Technical Papers. Playa de! Rey, CA:
Society for Information Display, 1989. p. 212.

Gard, Jerry. HUDS in Tactical Cockpits. Kaiser Electronics Company, unofficial guidebook, 1989.

Keller, P. and R. Beaton. “The EIA standard for MTFs of monochrome CRTS.” In: StD ’89 International
Conference, Baltimore, MD, May 1989, Digest of Technical Papers. Pfaya del Rey, CA: Society for
Information Display, 1989. p. 204.

Kocien, D. F. Design Considerations for Virtual Panoramic Dkplay (VPD) Helmet Systems Design.
Neuilfy-sur-Seine, France: NATO Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development (AGARD),
1991. AGARD Conference Proceedings, no. 425.

Post, D, L. “US Air Force color display issues.” In: Aerospace Behavioral Engineering Conference, 5th,
Long Beach, CA, October 13-16, 1986, Proceedings. Warrendale, PA: Society of Automotive Engineers,
Inc., 1986, pp. 227-247.

Tannas, Larry. Flat Panel Displays and CRT Displays. New York Van Nostrand ”Reinhold, 1985.

(Application for AGARD documents should be addressed to Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and

I Development, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 7 rue Ancelle, 92200 Neuilly sur Seine, France)

I (Armlication for ARINC documents should be addressed to Aeronautical Radio, Incorporated, 2441 Riva
Road, Annapolis MD 21401)

(Application for EIA documents should be addressed to Electronics Industries Association, 2001
Pennsylvania Avenue-NW, Washington DC 20006)

(Application for RTCA documents should be addressed to RTCA Incorporated, 1140 Connecticut
Avenue-NW, Suite 1020, Washington DC 20036)

(Application for SAE documents should be addressed to Society of Automotive Engineers, Incorporated,
400 Commonwealth Drive, Warrendale PA 15096)

(Application for SID dccuments should be addressed to Society for Information Display, 1526
Brookholfow Drive, Suite 82, Santa Ana CA 92705-5421 )

(Technical society and technical association specifications and standards are also generally available for
referance from libraries. They are also distributed among technical groups and using Federal agencies.)

2.3 Order of precedence

fn the event of conflict between the text of this handbook and the references cited herein, the text of this
handbook should take precedence. Nothing in this handbook, however, shall supersede applicable laws
and regulations unless a specific exemption has been obtained.
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3.0 and4.O REQUIREMENTS AND Verifications

3.1 Controls and Displays Segment.
The avionic subsystem shall provide for presentation of information and mntrol of functions of the

system, including presentalionof 1 Theinformalion display edshall be fully legible, easily
interpreted, and free of distracting arfifacts such as flicker, jitter, and noise under all specified

environmental, mission andthreat corrditions. Latency ofdisplayed data shall be fimitedsuch thaithe
crew does notperceive adelaybeWeen control inputs andthe system's response. Redundancy or
multiple information paths shall provide for _2_.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.1)

The Control and Display (C&D) requirements herein define the Pilot Vehicle Interface (PVI) functions that
are performed bythe avionic subsystem. C& Dispart olthetotal PVlrequirement (which will be
specified in other specifications, such as an air vehicle and a crew station specification) and must be
integrated with theotherparls, e.g. flight controls, escape systems, thecanopy, pilot accommodation,
internal and external lighting, andthelayout of the cockpit.

In the case of a non-manned vehicle, this paragraph would be re-worded to define what C&D data must
be collected, processed and transmitted by the avionic subsystem for use by system operators who may
be on the ground.

Major system procurements, such as a new aircraft, will generally only have a System requirements
document in the initial request for proposal (RFP), and the contractor will be required to submit
specifications oneachsubsystem orunit, either aspaflof hispropoael orasa data item. Procurements
for a single unit or a subset of the display system require that the project engineer prepare a separate
Technical Requirements Document.

An aircraft or avionics system specification generally includes overall display system functional
requirements, asd!scussd inthe{ollowing subparagraphs. There will elsogenerally be specifications for
the individual elements of the display segment (MFDs, HUD, VCR, etc) broken out according to the
contracting structure. These specifications should be based on the detailed specification paragraphs in
section 3.2 herein.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.1)

This paragraph defines the major functions of the C&D function and establishes that it is expected to
work over the full range of missions and environments. “Easily interpreted” means Ihat a minimum of
mental interpretation is required, for example, an unknown symbol should not be used if a plain Engtish
word will convey the meaning more clearly. Legibility and interpretability can also be aided by making the
level of detail tailorable or declutterable.

Blank 1 should describe the major functions to be provided by the C&D element of the avionics
subsystem such as

- Display of Primary Ffight Data (PFD)

- Prioritizing and displaying Warning, Caution and Adviso~ (WCA) data

- Dispfay of mission avionics data, including situation awareness and flight plan information

- Entering or transferring of data

- Recording the results of the mission

- Display of data for other vehicle systems (engines, fuel, etc.).

5
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“Display of mission avionics data” is generally expanded to more specifically state what display modes
are required (Helmet mounted, Head up, Multifunction displays, etc.) in the EMD phase, when a specific
system concept has been established. More specific requirements and guidance, as might be found in
individual display element specifications, are contained in other section 3.2 “characteristics” of this
handbook.

The requirements in the second sentence (fully legible, free of artifacts) are somewhat qualitative in
nature, but they are important to the flow-down of requirements. The specific luminance, contrast,
refresh rate, resolution, etc. requirements in lower Ieval specifications are there to insure that this
system-fevel performance requirement is met.

Blank 2 should describe the level of redundancy expected, if it is not already driven by a more basic
mission completion requirement elsewhere in the spec. A typicaf requirement on the C&D segment
would be to retain the capability to present all data in the presence of any single point failure. This
requirement would apply to the entire C&D segment, while the separate limitations on the display of
hazardously misleading information in the Primary Flight Displays paragraph only applies to dispfays used
as prima~ ffight displays.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.1)

Evolution of cockpits has progressed to the point where nearly all C&D functions can be provided with an
integrated system of electronic controls and displays, resulting in major savings in the amount of
hardware required, whife providing the capability of processing and integrating data into the specific
information the aircrew needs, The old paradigm called for mission avionic displays separate from flight
instruments, propulsion displays and maintenance displays, but this is being proven unnecessary in
modern cockpit designs like the F-22 and f3eeing 777.

The mission of the aircraft will determine which display functions and characteristics are required. In the
early phases of a program, very general guidance will be available in documents such as the Statement
of Need and Program Management Direction, Studies, simulations, and meetings with the users must all
be usad with good engineering judgment to arrive at a suitable set of display requirements.

4.1 Verification of Controls and Displays Segment.

Compliance with the generaf display requirements of 3.1 will generally become obvious during other tests
and inspections. Any other introductory and general quality assurance provisions should also be put into
4,1 They are located here in order to aflow all of the remaining paragraphs of section 4 to exactly parallel
the section 3 paragraph with the similar number.

[a] Verification of legibility shall be by _.

[b] Verification of latency shall be by _.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.1 )

Legibility and latency requirements are generally allocated down to individual C&D elements, but must be
verified at the C&D subsystem level to estabfish that the complete system meets requirements.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.1 )

Legibility should be measured against the luminance, resolution and symbology characteristics
requirements contained herein andin MIL-STD-1787. Latency can remeasured in a laboratory

environment. They must also reevaluated bypilot evaluations insimulation and flight tests.
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VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.1)

Legibility andlatency requirements apply totheentire C& Dsegment. They areoften controversial and
difficult tomeasure butarectitical toaneffecfive u*rintedace. Ability of thedisplay subsystem to
provide essential information to the crew during limited failures is normally planned for and implemented.
However, unexpected faults and failure modes have caused a “dark cockpit” situation on more than one
prototype airpfane.

3.1.1 Primary Flight Display s(PFD).

Ptimawflight display presentations (asdefined in MlL-STD-1787) shall be provided 1 Integrity

ofdatapresented shall be such that 2 Primary flight data shall be clearly legible in all ambient

lighting environments, including full sunshine as defined in section 3.2 of this handbook.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.1 .1)

The continuous availability and integrity requirements that apply to primary flight data are significant
drivers ontheavionic hardware, software andarchitecture design. They must bemadeclearat a high
level and flowed down into lower tier documents.

RECIUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.1.1)

MIL-STD- 1787 defines the information (such as attitude, airspeed, altitude, roll, etc) which must be
available ina PFDanddefines thestandard symbols which should be used. Blank l)mustdescribelhe
major characteristics of the PFD, e.g., "head-up, head down, continuously, in both cockpits." Blank2)
establishes thecapability of thesystem inthepresence of failures, typically ”noloss of function witha
single point failure”. ltshould also deal with theprobability ofpresenting baddata, with a requirement
such as”the probability of presenting Hazardously Misleading information (HMl)shall beless than once
perlO’ffight hours.” Thedata integrity requirements have not been consistently applied, but are
important. They should prevent things like the"dark cockpit" which hasoccurred when all the cockpit
displays shut down simultaneously on a certain prototype aircraft (which we will not mention here),
resulting in intense design correction efforts to make sure it never happens again.

The traditional approach to guaranteeing that the pilot has valid data available was to provide a separate,
independent set of standby instruments, so the pilot always had more than one source for essential
infomation andcould therefore usually detemine if an instrument was malfunctioning. ln an all-
electronic cockpit, the"s@ndby" instruments consist ofa Flight Usplayformat on another electronic
display. Thedata andpower sources forthis display must beeither completely independent of the
primary or be designed with redundancy and integrity that can meet the extreme probabilities associated
with HMI.

ltshould b~ssible tocomplete amission with asingle-point failure. This isoften possible witha
reasonably small amount of redundant hardware and wiring if a degraded mode of operation is allowed.
This mayrequire workarounds, such asshating adisplay, wtichincrea~s wokload. For ffight critical
information, aseparate, independent system isgenerally required. For example, inthe Combat Talon II
display system at least two of the four CRT displays will continue to work and will be capable of
.displaying any*nsor intheevent ofasingle point failure. Manyexisting aircraft also have backup
instruments which will provida adequate data for instrument flight even if the main computers and
displays fail. lnsomenew aircraft, which have sufficient redundancy insensors andpowermurcesto
insure that certain displays will continue to operate even with a catastrophic failure of the avionics
system, the standby instruments are on an integrated electronic display.

Hazardously Misleading Information is defined as conditions which can result in the display of misleading

or false information tothepilot and, asaresult, lead to hazardous conditions. These situations shoutdbe
detected and annunciated if/when they cannot be completely prevented.
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H Ml situations are generally considered CATASTROPHE IC failures since they can result in death ano’lor
Iossof the aircraft. AlargeaircraH oronemr~ing passengers might require theproba&tity of such an
event occurring tohavea mathematical probabifityof 1 x10’, orless, per hourof exposure, while small
aircraft (including fighter aircraft) might requirel X10”7.

The functions considered Safety Critical include, as a minimum, undetected and unannunciated display of
hazardously misleading information for the following:

. Altitude indication (includes vertical velocity indication)

- Attitude indication (includes flight path marker, climb dive marker)

- airspeed indication

- Heading indication

- Engine monitor and display

- Fuel quantity indicator

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.1 .1)

Analysis of HMI was carried out in detail on the C-17 with a requirement that the probability of presenting
HMf be less than 10’” per flight hour. Their criteria were based somewhat on what the FAA does for
airliners. Such strict criteria would not normally be applied to a fighter plane - (if so, we would also need
a back-up pilot on board). This requirement had a major impact on the design of hardware and software.
For example, the HUD has a second independent processor running completely different software to
check results from the main processor to verify that no processing mistakes were made.

The concept of HMI is valuable - it helps us search out and eliminate as many failure modes as possible
that have the potential of misinforming or confusing the pilot.

The need for a fail-operational or at least fail-safe design has always been recognized for primary flight
displays. Fortunately, current improvements in electronic technology are making this easier to achieve.

Redundant or backup modes must be tested periodically; otherwise they may not work when needed.

4.1.1 Verification of Primary Fiight Dispiaya.

[a] Location and availability of PFDs shall be evaluated by inspection.
[b] Date integrity shali be verified by test and anatysis.

VERiFICATION RATIONALE (4,1 .1)

PFDs are criticai to the safety of flight and must be verified. Verification methods wiii depend on the Ievei
of redundancy required and the criticality of the faii-operational performance. in some systems, simpiy
disconnecting certain units or signals will be adequate to demonstrate the effects of failure. in a more
complex or criticai system, a failure mode affects analysis coupied with a thorough demonstration with a
large number of simulated failures wiii be needed.

Verification GUiDANCE (4.1.1)

1
Redundancy requirements and verification may reintegrated with asafety analysis, wheretha

pmbatihty ofafailure which results inahazardous event isassessed andcontroiied. FAA FARpaf125,
Section 25.1309 and AC No. 25.1309.1A provide guidance on probabilities of failure which shouid be
achieved for functions which have minor, major, orcatastrophic consequences. MiL-STD-1787 contains
additional data on the design of PFDs.

8
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VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4,1 .1)

Tests andanalysis lovetify thedata integrity requirements aresomewhat su@ective. Forexample, it
might be assumed that most mistakes (99/1 OOths??) made by a digital processor will result in displayed
data that is either wrong for only one display cycle and therefore disappears before the pilot sees it, or is
suHiciently illogical that thepilot will noti~to use it. This{ actor attributed topilot interpretation can make
thedifference between areasonable requirement andan impossible requirement.

3.1.2 Situation Displays.

The C&D segment shall be capable of processing available data into a Situation awareness Display (SD)
presentation that presents the aircraft’s situation relative to the flight plan, targets, threats, other air traffic
and 1 The C&D segment shall be capable of overlaying this graphic image on Video images from

2 Thesize andnumber ofdisplays shall beadequate forsimultaneous displayof 3—.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.1 .2)

The requirement to provide a real-time graphics image that integrates information from the various
sensors and data sources in the system is a major driver on the design of the C&D hardware and SW,
andmust reestablished atthe Avionic subsystem level. The complexity of this format ranges froma
simple plan view of the flight plan on a trainer aircraft to a complete tactical situation display on a fighter
or bomber.

REQUIREMENT GUIOANCE (3.1.2)

This paragraph should be modified to cover any displays unique to the mission of the system being
developed. Thiscapability may becalfed byother names suchas Horizontal Situation Dsplay(HSD),
Tactical Shuation DLsplay (lSD), plan view display, etc.
Blank 1) should describe requirements on the situation awareness display, such as a requirement to

provide full legibility in sunshine for front cockpit displays and the ability to declutter to various levels, as
well asvariations onthe SDsuchas specialized of fensive and defensive formats. Itshould alao establish
the level of background map information to be provided, which may vary from a “stick map” of the flighi
plan toafull raster image ofadetailed map. Adetailed moving mapimage requires alarge digital data
base and a high performance graphics rendering processor.
Blank 2) should establish requirements to display sensor video (versus computer generated graphics) as

appropriate forthesenSQrs inthesystem, suchas radar, moving map, weapons video, FLIR, orTV
camera video.
Blank 3) should describe the performance capability (such aa simultaneous presentation of PFD,
Warnings Cautions and Advisories (WCA) display, Vehicle Management System (VMS) display,
and SD) which will drive the size and number of displays needed.

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED(3.1.2)

The information update rate and screen refresh rate needed to make symbols appear to move smoothly
and not flicker is often controversial, and depends on many factors including the type of information being
displayed. The Update rates range from onceevev fewseconds foraslow moving symbol ona SDto
50Hzminimum forthehighly dynamic atiitude indicator presentation. Arefresh rate ofatleast60Hzis
needed to prevent visible flicker.

4.1.2 Verification of Situation Displays.

Verification of situation displays capability shall be by demonstration.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.1.2)

The ability to properly display mission information is critical to the mission and must be verified.

9
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VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.1.2)

The major C&D featurea required by this paragraph will be demonstrated repeatedly in simulations and
flight tests.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.1 .2)

3.1.3 Head Upor Helmet Mounted Display s(HUD/HMD).

Head Up (HUD)/ Helmet Mounted fXplay (HMD) capability shall be ~. Field of View shall be

2.——

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.1 .3)

The requirement to provide head-up information, with symbology conlormal to the real worfd outside, is
critical toceflain missions andmust reestablished atthe Avionic subsystem level.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.1.3)

Blank 1) should state the major requirements on the HUD, such as presentation of a PFD and aiming
information for missiles, gun, bombs, cargo airdrop, etc., and/or night pilotage video that must be
referenced to the real world.

Blank 2) should establish the required field of view, which is typically around 20 degrees for a
conventional HUDandmay beaswide as30degrees fora HUDused with video fornightpilo@ge. A
requirement forhead-up preWntations outside the HUD FOV (e.g., Iaunchof high off-boresight angle
missiles) maydrive requirements fora Helmet Mounted Display (HMD). Additional guidance on HUDand
HMD is found in section 3.2 of this handbook.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED(3.1.3)

4.1.3 Verification of fiUD/HMD.

Verification of HUD/HMD capability shall be by demonstration.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.1.3)

The ability to properly display mission information is critical to the mission and must be verified.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.1.3)

Themajor HUD features will redemonstrated repeatedly insimulations and flight tests. Specific
requirements such as field of view should be measured in tests.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.1.3)

3.1.4 Vehicle Management Subayatem (VMS) Displaya.

10

The C&D segment shail provide for processing and display of VMS and utilities subsystem data, including
propulsion, hydraulic, flight control, electrical power and ~ data. Subsystem fault lists (for use in-
flight and in maintenance) and fault history lists (for use in maintenance) shall be derived from BIT data
and presented on 2
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.1 .4)

Ability to display data fmm the “non-avionic” subsystems on the aircraft must be specified ii a truly
integrated system, without separate display sfor each subsystem, istobebuill.

REQUIREMENT GUIOANCE (3.1.4)

The first sentence, and blank l)should readjusted toreflect thelevel ofintegration intended. With
modern display processors and a system interconnected by digital data busses, there is no reason to
provide separate displays for VMS functions when the information can be processed and presented on
the same display units as the mission avionic information.

Blank 2 must establish requirements for display of fault data, typically divided into a fault list to be used
by the pilot to determine the operational capability of aircraft systems, and more detailed lists of BIT
reporls (including history) to be used by maintenance personnel for fault detection and isolation.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.1 .4)

Built In Test (BIT) has a notorious reputation for being unreliable, generating false alarms, and being
difficul\to interpret. Useofthe avionic display procesmrand display to=R~filteF) andpresent thedata
canmake thedata much more useful. Using plain text oratleast decipherable acronyms rather than
“maintenance codes”, makes the BIT data much easier to interpret.

The original design of a current fighter included two smaller “VMS displays, unique from the Multi
Function Displays (MFD)used bythe avionic subsystem. Atradestudy revealed that adding one more
MFD, andeliminating the Wosmaller displays resulted inalarge life cycle cost $avings. Italso improved
the capability of the system because it made the VMS format larger and easier to interpret and provided
the flexibility to locate any format on any display.

4.1.4 Verification of Vehicle Management Subsystem (VMS)Diaplaya.

Verification of VMS display capability shall be by demonstration.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.1 ,4)

The ability to properly display VMS and utilities information is critical to flight and must be verified.

VERIFICATION GUIOANCE (4.1.4)

The C&D features required by this paragraph will be demonstrated repeatedly in simulations and flight
tests,

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.1.4)

3.1.5 Warning, Caution, and Advisory (WCA) Displays.

The avionic subsystem shall provide an integrated prioritization, control, presentation and logging of WCA
information. This function shall include The WCApresentation onelectronic displays shall

be in addition to any dedicated cockpit annunciator lights for warning and caution.

REQUIREMENTR ATIONALE (3.1.5)

Collecting, prioritizing, displaying, controlling and logging WCA information is a critical function of the
C&Osegmentinmost aircraft.

11
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.1 .5)

The WCA function should include processing of BIT and status data to insure that all appropriate WCAS
are displayed clearly and promptly, and that Ialse alarms are less than some established maximum.

MIL-STD-411 contains specific design requirements that have been applied tomost existing aircraft.
While MlL-STD-411 isnolonger referenced asafirm requirement, itprovides excellent guidance, such
aa:

a) Warnings are red, ceutions are yellow, advisories are green

b) Warnings are life- or aircraft-threatening emergencies and cannot be shut off until the problem is
resolved

c) Cautions indicate risk of injury orequipment damage ifaction is not taken. The master caution
indicator can be shutoff, butthestatusof thecaution must be continuously displayed.

d) Advisories provide information that may be imporlant to the mission, but is not significant to
safety or equipment damage.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.1 .5)

The WCA function should be clearly identified at the system level, with performance requirements in the
avionic subsystem spec. This canprevent the following probfems that have occurred:

a) a single hardware failure generates multiple advisories.

b) advisories are issued for things the pilot does not care about, such as a redundant system Ihat re
configures around a problem, when there is nothing the pilot should or could do about it.

c) important warnings or cautions that are not immediately apparent because several trivial
advisories are cluttering the display.

d) false alarms.

The intent is to sort and integrate the information in such a way that WCAS are always issued to the pilot
when needed and only when they are useful, i.e., when some capability has been effected or some pilot
action is needed. Some WCAimplementations have u=d BITfailuws andother indications of problems
from each subsystem on the aircraft to generate WCAS to the pilot with little integration or regard for what
the pilot can or should do about them.

False alarms arenotonly irritating tothecrew, butdegrade crew effectiveness. Thecrew becomes
accustomed topunching the WCA off andcasually hying toverify that itisa false alarm, rather than
taking the action necessary assuming it is a real emergency.

4.1.5 Verification of Warning, Caution, and Adviaory (WCA)Displaye.

Verification of WCA display capability shall be by demonstration and analysis.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.1 .5)

The ability to properly prioritize, control, present and log WCA information is critical to flight and must be
verified,

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.1 .5)

The major WCA features required by this paragraph will be demonstrated repeatedly in simulations and
flight tests. Numerical requirements, such as false alarm rate, shall reverified bycolfecting and
analyzing a data base on the WCAS issued by the system.
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VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.1 .5)

3.1.6 Avionic Subsystem Control and Data Entry.

Tha C&D segment shall provide for control of the various modes and capabilities of the avionic
subsystem. The C& Daegmen\ shall provide forinput ol alphabetic and numeric data. Controls ahallbe
designed for ease of use throughout the mission environment and shall

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.1 .6)

Tha C&D segment must provide for control and input of data to the avionic subsystem,

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.16)

Controls forallavionic modes and functions musfbe provided. These controls areoften inthe form of
"bezel keys" onthepetiphew of thedisplays, similar totheones used onautomated teller machines. The
logical arrangement of control functions on the various formats and displays must be developed with
direct inputs byhuman factors engineers andpilots, typically inacrewstation worting group. The
controls are generally required to provide tactile feedback so that a person can tell when a bution has
“cficked,” even with gloves on.

A keypad is also required in order to enter numbers and letters for communication and navigation
systems. ltshould beafull alpha andnumefic keypad (rather than anumetic keypad with alpha
characters accessed by multiple shift keys) if editing of lfightplan way~ints in flight is required.

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED(3.1.6)

Ml L-STD-l 472 and MlL-STD-l 776 provide detailed guidance on the design, function, and location of
cent rols.

4.1.6 Verification of Avionic Subsystem Control and Data Ent~.

Verification of avionic subsystem control and data entry capability shall be by demonstration and analysis.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.1.6)

The ability to control all avionic subsystems and enter data is critical to the mission and must be verified.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.1.6)

The major features required by this paragraph will be demonstrated repeatedly in simulations and flight
tests. Specific requirements, such astherequirement for Qctilefeedback, shall beverifiedby
demonstration or analysis.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.1.6)

3.1.7 Video Recording.

The C&O segment shall include the capability to record the imagew from ~ displays. The
recording media shall be accessible to the pilot, easily inserled and removed and no larger than -.
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.1 .7)

I Most combat aircraft include a video recorder that records information from one or more displays in the
cockpit. This recording isusedfor debriefing, damage ase~ment, and training.

I REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.1.7)

Capability on current aircraft ranges from none to the ability to record 4 displays simultaneously on a
single two-hour 8mm tape cassette. Fighter plane systems genemlly include avideo camera mounted
onthe HUDtorecord thescene asviewed through the HUD by the pilot. Additional guidance is found in
section 3.2 of this handbook.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.1 .7)

Commercial video cassette tape transports have been successfully packaged and shock mounted for use
intheaircrah cockpit environment. Therelatively good performance andlowcost of these units
represent an excellent example of the savings that can be achieved with modified off-the-shelf and
commercial hardware.

4.1.7 Verification of Video Recording.

Verification of video recording capability shall be by demonstration and analysis.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.1.7)

The ability to record mission data on a compact and transportable media is important to the mission and
must be verified.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4,1.7)

The major features required by this paragraph will be demonstrated repeatedly in simulations and ftight
tests. Specific requirements, such asre@rd time, shaflbe vetified bytestor byanalysis ofdesign data.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.1.7)
.

3.2 Characteristics ofaubordinete elements.

4.2 Verification ofcharacteriatics ofaubordinate elementa.

3.2.1 Performance environments.

The following performance requirements shall be met under the full range of environmental conditions
specified herein except

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1)

This paragraph defines the conditions under which the performance requirements in the following

subparagraphs are to be met.

REQUIREMENTG UIDANCE (3.2.1)

Performance requirements are generally met over the full range of environments specified, except

degraded pedormance may beallowed during gunfire vibration. Other exceptions are sometimes
appropriate, such as allowing deviations from full brightness, speed, or accuracy during the first 5 to 15
minutes after turning on at cold temperature extremes.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 )

4.2.1 Verification of performance environments.

Compliance shall be verified as specified herein.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 )

Performance requirements must be verified over appropriate environmental conditions.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1)

Compliance can bevetified byevaluation oftes!plans and procedures. Extensive guidance onthe
measurement of photometric and calorimetric characteristics is provided in SAE-ARP- 1782.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1)

3.2.1.1 Reserved

4.2.1.1 Reserved

3.2.1.2 Lighting color.

Control panel lighting shall Emitted fight shall be mmpatible with

REQUIREMENTRATIONALE (3.2.1,2)

Color of display presentations and panel fighting must be controlled for consistency and, in some cases,
to insure compatibility with night vision goggles.

REQUIREMENTG UIDANCE (3,2.1,2)

Theappropfiate panel lighting requirements should beinsefled. Formany existing aircraft, integrally
illuminated panels, with either white or green illumination are used. AFGS-87240, Lighting Equipment,
Airborne, fntefior and Efierior, $houldbe used todevelop thesystem lighting requirement. On aircraft
where the crew will use night vision goggles (NVGS), the spectrum of all emitted light must be closely
controlled. (See Section 3.2.l.9) Thegoal istoprevent excessive red and infrared light from the cockpit
from behg sensed by the NVGS, causing their sensitivity to the extremely dim outside scene to be
reduced.

AFGS-87240 and ASC/ENFC96-Ol define requirements formeasuring energy which the NVGsare
sensitive to ~NVIS Radiance” or NR) and specify the color and NR content allowed for NVG crews! ation
equipment. There isalsoa NATO document (NAT-STD-3800) which covers asimilarsetof NVG
compatibility criteria. If NVGcompatiMhty isrequired, ameasursble definition ofcompatibility must be put
in the specification; for example, “as defined in ASC/ENFC 96-01 .“

Some systems (patiicularly Army) have arequirement for"secure lighting". Secure lighting isdesignedto
eliminate near-lR radiation (700-1 100 nm) as far as possible and minimize radiation of visible light by
making lights green (peak eye sensitivity), only using lights where required for the mission, and making
Iightsdimmable. Secure lighting isim~Rant forsystems which may beexpo*d tohostile ground troops

who now use NVGS and other Image Intensification (Iz) devices.
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RECfUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2,1 .2)

Lighting color tolerancesof f0.02xand yunits(CIE 1931 color system) were used inthepast but were
restrictive, especially inthegreen part of the spectrum. Thenewcolors defined in ASC/ENFC 96.01 for
use in night vision compatible cockpits use larger tolerances (for example, a radius of 0.037 for NVG
green in ClE1976u’ v’ coordinates). This tolerance iseasier tomeet, butallows mlors which are
different enough to benoticeable iftheyare physimlly close together andare reasonably bright. In the
past, many programs specified the technology to be used (e.g., electroluminescent or incandescent) in
order to achieve more uniform color, brightness, and aging characteristics.

On the HH-60, it was required that fess than one percent of the CRT display’s total light output would be
in the spectral range beyond 600nanometers (red and infrared). This was achieved with monochrome
CRTs using P-43phosphor andanarrow bandpass green filter. While thisproved to beoperationally
compatible with Class A NVG devices, the emissions were higher than allowed by ASC/ENFC 96-01
(requirements similar to MIL-L-85762).

4.2.1.2 Verification of lighting color.

Compliance shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .2)

Color of lighting must be verified to assure that it is uniform and aesthetically pleasing, and in some cases
to assure that it is compatible with night vision imaging systems.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.2)

lnstmmental verification oflighting color can beaccomplished in several ways. Measurements witha
spectral radiometer are the most accurate, but the measuring systems are expensive and require
considerable user expeflise. For P-43 CRTs andother spectrally concentrated sources, radiometric
measurements aretheonly reliable means of color determination, This includes other phosphor-lighted
displays as well, including flat panel liquid crystal displays illuminated by fluorescent lamps.

Other means ofverification have been developed, tailored tospecific lighting schemes. Forexample, Air
Force Blue-Filtered White Light and Instrument Panel Lighting (IPL) White Iighl color measurements can

be performed using a properly calibrated four-filter calorimeter (photometer) as the measuring device.
This technique works well for filtered incandescent technology because energy is measurable through
eachofthefour tri-stimuluscolor matching functions (filters inthephotometer), andthemathematics are
straightfonvard andeasy to use. This technique does network well if energy isnot measurable through
each of the four filters. Asecond example istheratiometric method of measuring instrument Panel
Lighting (1PL) Red, Aviation Red, and Identification Red fight to be a minimum saturation fevel when
compared to a calibrated National Bureau of Standards (now the National Institute of Standards and
Technology NIST) red limit filter.

When color is relatively consistent from unit to unit, a visual comparison with a reference standard is
oHenused inprduction acceptance tests to minimize cost. Visual tests arequick andlowmst, and
have high probability of success when the standard is close to the nominal requirement for mlor, the
standard is the same physical size as the device under test, and the inspector is light adapted suitably for
the task at hand. Visual tests are necessarily subjective, so it is important to have an objective test
specified as a backup to resolve any disputes. Additional guidance is found in MIL-L-87240, ASC/ENFC
96-01 and MIL-P-77B8

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .2)
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3.2.1.3 Symbology.

The equipment shall be capable of generating and displaying each of the symbols shown and described
in All of the symbols in figure shall be displayable simultaneously at
sufficient update rate to prevent visible jerking and sufficient refresh rate to prevent flicker. The
equipment shall be capable of generating:

[a] polygons

[b] layers of occlusion

[c] flashing symbols

[d] shadowing (for cuntrast enhancement)

[e] colors

[1] alphanumeric characters

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .3)

For equipment which generates and displays symbology, the symbology characteristics must be
specified.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.3)

An appropriate symbology set must be established and documented, usually in a series of figures within
the specification or in a separate cockpit design description document resulting from simulations, pilot
inputs, etc. MIL-STD-1787, Aircrafi Oisplay Symbology, has been widely coordinated andshould be used
as far as possible. Symbols us4inexisting systems should beusedas faras~ssible, with consistent
meanings, since this minimizes retraining andcanprevent fatal confusion in emergencies.

Ml L-STD-l 787 has specific requirements on primary flight symbology.

Display processor performance in terms of the number of polygons it can process, the number of
occlusion layers, etc. isrelatively new, and it isnotclear what requirements areapproptiate for the
various types of aircraft displays.

A Heimet Mounted Sight (HMS) or Helmet Mounted Okplay (HMD) has the unique abitity to display
symbols over theentira field of regard of thesystem (uptopisteradians, i.e., alldirections), andcen
present them stabilized (fixed) relative to the earth, relative to the aircraft, or relative to the pilot’s head.

Symbols that are calculated using backup or reversionary sources (such as calculating the velocity vector
from air data when inertial data input is lost) should be clearly indicated to the pilot.

Symbols that are incorrectly positioned because of field of view (FOV) limitations should be clearly
indicated to the pilot. Particular care should betaken sothat two symbols which arepositioned relative to
each other donotchange this relationship when placed atornear thelimitofthe FOV. An example
would beaflight director andthe Ffight Path Marker symbols ona HUD. When the Flight Path Marker is
limited by the FOV limit, this should not affect the position of the director steering symbol relative to the
Ffight Path Marker. Thismight beaccomphshed bytimiting the Flight Path Mar@rstighlly inside the FOV
limit so the director could move around it.

The use of flashing symbols to iqdicate degraded or FOV-limitad data is not acceptable by itself.
Flashing symbols are discouraged except for critical alerting functions, such as a breakaway cross.

HUD symbolog y must be “compatible” with the head-down display (H DD) information.

Symbols that can be deleted by declutter should have a seconda~ warning when they are deleted

because of faulty data. An exampfe might be the annunciation “DATA DELETED” in place of the data if
such a symbol is deleted because of invalid data.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .3)

Current trends in electronics have made it generally easy to build symbol generators 10 be
programmable; therefore, it is often not necessa~ to accurately describe symbol shapes and details
before equipment design. Theadvantage oft~ing todefine thesymbol setearly isthatit allowsa
reasonable estimate of the number and complexity of the symbols to be made, which is essential to the

person attempting tosizethe symbol generator andmake an accurate proposal. Once asymbol set has
been chosen, changes to it will generally affect memory and processing requirements on a stroke-by-
stroke basis rather than symbol-by-symbol

While many existing systems have a separate symbol generator unit, some have the symbol storage
and/or genemtion built into thedisplay unit orthecentral computer. Ifthiscan bedone without creating
complex interfaces orexceseively large boxes, itcanreduce thetotal amount of hardware.

People seem to enjoy inventing symbols and will often come up with new and unique symbols if given the
chance. Thedocumentation andtraining problems created bythiscan be spectacular, soit is essential
that the symbol set be based on existing standards and systems.

ltisimpoflant that appropriate resolution andaccuracy ofscales be chosen. Foreach parameter, the
resolution must beappropriate for aircrew needs. Forexample, oilquantity display scan beve~coarSS,
because usually theaircrew isonlyinterested unknowing ifthetank is full orclose toempty. Increments
of l/40fafull tank are adequate. Ontheother hand, engine temperature isctitical totheaircrew, so the
scale must have much greater resolution and accuracy. Sometimes, aswithnormal operating engine
RPM, theaccuracy need isgreater overcenain potiions of the range. Insuchcases, thescale maybe
expanded overthose potions which require cloSS control. Guidance onthissubject can be found under
thediscussion ofindividual instruments in the Appendix. Ingeneral, thesystems application will dictate
the accuracy required.

4.2.1.3 Veriflcatfon ofsymbofogy.

Capabihty todisplay each of therequired symbols shall bevisually checked. Details on symbol
dimensions and tolerances shall be verified by analysis, visuaf inspection, and measurement of a
representative sample (see 4.2.1 .3.1).

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .3)

Proper symbology capabilities must be verified.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.3)

Visual checks and symbol measurements are usually used for verification.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.I.3)

3.2.1.3.1 Symbol size and movement.

Alphanumeric symbols shall beat least mm hjgh by mmwide. The

symbology shall be capable of a minimum displacement of

L

REQUIREMENTRATIONALE (3.2.1.3.1)

Minimum size of symbols is specified to insure readability under all conditions, Minimum line movement
must be specified to assure that symbols appear to move smoothly.
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REOUIREMENT GUIOANCE (3,2,1 .3.1)

The following size/resolution relationships should be met. Theyare basadon numerous human factors
studies, successful operational systems, and the need to achieve fast, accurate reading under a variety
ofambient and stress conditions. Note sixty minutes ofarc= one degree, 17.45 milfiradians (mr)= one
degree, 3.44 minutes of arc= 1 mr. Size in degrees = arctan(symbol size/viewing distance).

a) Stationary or non rotating raster or matrix display alphanumeric symbols shall subtend a
minimum of sixteen minutes of arc and consist of a minimum of sixteen scanning lines or pixels of symbol
height and twelve horizontal resolution elements for symbol width

b) Raster or matrix display alphanumeric symbols oriented other than vertically, and other video
shapes shall subtend a minimum of twenty-two minutes of arc and consist of a minimum of twenty
horizontal scanning lines for symbol height and twenty horizontal resolution elements for symbol width.
This does not apply to raster symbols such as small circles, tick marks, scales, and indices that are in
compliance with the symbology requirement.

c) Stroke-written alphanumeric symbols should subtend a minimum of sixteen minutes of arc.

d) Stroke-written alphanumeric symbols on a HUD should subtend a minimum of twenty-four
minutes of arcvertically and fourfeen minutes of arc horizontally. HUDcharactera are fargerbecauae:

1) They generally represent flight- ormission-ctitical information.

2) Many of them move and/or rotate.

3) They areoverlaid onareal-wodd background, which mayinclude distracting details.

"e) Coforsymbols must belarger ifcolor coding isimpotiant. Studies have shown the need for
larger symbols to allow color identification from among six possible colors.

The design eye point in most mckpits is normally around71 cm (28 inches) f rom the prima~ f light
displays. Atthatdistance thesize ofanalphanumeric sixteen minutes ofarcin height andtwelve
minutes inwidth wiflbe3.3x2.6 mm. lfsixteen horizontal Wnhnesare required fora raster symbol
then thedisplay will require fofly-eight lines percmif thesmallest accep&ble symbols are chosen. Ona
display with lower resolution than this, the symbols should be made correspondingly larger to avoid the
situation where artifacts (notches, raster line gaps) area significant part of thesize of the character.

Larger characters will be readable at lower luminance and contrast (see the scafing factors on Table 11,
Section 3.2.l.6.3). Manydisplays usemore thanone font size. Critical information that must be read
during emergencies (e.g., airspeed and altitude) generally uses the largest font, while information that is
read inroutine situations (e.g., maintenance BIT data) uses the smallest font.

One system which was well accepted by pilots used r375-line (806 active lines) alphanumerics and
symbology ovarlaid onsensorvideo ona 17cm(6.8inch) square CRT. Alphanumerics were twenty-six
raster lines high (approximately 5 mm or 0.2 inch high) and subtended twenty-three minutes of arc at the
normal viewing dk.tance.

A minimum increment of movement of one-half line width has been used for a HLfD. Increments this
small or smaller will allow symbols to appear to move smoothly. Raster symbology generators normally
store symbol information in a memory matrix map of pixels (for example 512 x 512 for 525-line video,
808 x 808 for 675-fine video, 512x 1024 for high resolution 525-fine video, or 640x4B0 for VGA), and
each pixel represents the minimum line movement. Text-type alphanumerics (those that do not rotate or
move around the screen with the symbols) are often constrained to appear only in fixed “character cells”
and need not meet the minimum movement criteria. (See also 3.2.1.3.3, Guidance.)
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1,3,1)

Raster alphanumerics and symbology having horizontal lines only one raster fine thick will flicker
noticeably inamnventional 30-frame/60-field persecond interlaced raster. This problem can be
reduced bymating allhnes atleast tworaster lines thick, orusing a60-Hznon-interlaced format. Anon-
interfaced format will allow the use of pixela only one raster line high, allowing thinner lines to be drawn,
but requires twice the video band width, and makes the video incompatible with standard TV sets and
VCRs.

4.2.1.3.1 Verification ofsymbol size and movement.

Symbol size and minimum line movement capability shall be verified by measurement or design audit.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .3.1)

Symbol size and minimum movement must be verified to assure that symbols are easily readable and
move smmthly.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4,2.1.3.1)

On head-down displays, such as CRTs, it is generally easy to make approximate measurements of
aymbols onthedisplay with anordina~ ruler. Where parallax errors arelarge (duetoa thick faceplate)
or accurate measurement of small detail is required, an inspection microscope with a built-in scale can
give much better accuracy. Fora HUD, atheodolite (atelescop with reticle andcalibrated pivot ba*,
Iikeasurveyor’s transit) is used. ltisnot necessa~lo measure symbols iftheir size can be verified from
other fixed characteristics, such as the number of raster lines per symbol height or a fixed array of pixels.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1,3.1 )

Symbol dimensions can bevetified byanalysis andone-time gain measurements. Current symbol
generators use digital techniques and precision digital-to-analog converters to generate accurate
deflection andvideo wave forms forsymbology. Ifthesymbol isprogrammed correctly, andallenalog
gains arecorrect, thesymbol will redisplayed correctly. Ifthegains areincorrect, allthesymbols will be
the wrong size, so measurement of a known vector in X and Y for accuracy and comparison with the rest
of the screen is adeauate.

3.2.1 .3.2 Symbology freeze.

The symbology shall not lock up or freeze when incoming data is changing except in special cases where
asymbdi sintentionallyf rozen. Ifalockup or freeze occurs, that symbol shall be

RECNJIREMENTRATIONALE (3.2.1.3.2)

Important {fight symbols must never be allowed to freeze, since this might provide false and unsafe
information to the pilot.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.3.2)

Apsitive indication ofafault or failure rendition which results inpmsentation oferroneous da@to the
pilot should be provided. Thequestionable data should bemarked (overlaying an"~has been used),
andmaybe mmovedfrom thedisplay once thepilot acknowledges it. This forces thepilotto get his
information from another source, rather than use incorrect information. Some systems only remove parf
of the symbol, such as the alphanumerics on airspeed and altitude scales, to indicate that they are
incorrect,

L-,
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .3.2)

Given the requirement to remove “locked” symbols, most designs heve used symtml generation schemes
which inherently provide for erasure of symbols at a regular interval (should be less than one second),
unfess they are updated by current data.

4.2.1 .3.2 Verification ofaymbology freeze.

shall be used to determine compliance

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .3.2)

Prevention of symbol freeze must be verified for safety,

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .3.2)

Equipment demonstration, with input data removed or internal faults introduced, is usually appropriate to
determine compliance. Since this function isusually implemented insofWare in new systems, it maybe

appropriate to eudit the software to verify that appropriate steps have been taken.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .3.2)

3.2.1.3.3 Symbol line width.

The symbol line width shall be when measured at the 50 percent intensity points with

symbol luminance set at cdlm2.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.3.3)

Symbol line width must be wide enough to make symbols easily visible, but narrow enough to produce
clean-looking symbols.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.3.3)

Line width specification of 1 mrat3,400 ctim2(l,000 fL)hasbeen used for HUDswith good resulls.
Another HUD required that the stroke width be between 0.12 and 0.2 times the symbol height and that

stroke widthbel ~0.2mrmeasured atthel/e (37percent) intensity wintand at3,400cd/m2 (l,OOOfL)
luminance (e= base ofnatural logarithms, or2.72). Assuming aGaussian spot profile, thawidthatl/e ia
1.2times thewidth at50percent. Line width should bespecified andmeasured based onthe5Opement
amplitude point, since this iscommon practice andeasiest to measure. However, this is an indirect
control of fine width as seen by the eye, the eye will see the fine width near the 5 percent point.

The concept of “line width” is different on matrix-type displays, such as an LED array or LCD matrix,
where lines have sharp edges rather than agaussian profile. On these displays, the width of a line in
pixels shoutdba stated. Crude characters can bemadewith aone-pixel wide tine two-pixel wide tines
allow forsmaller ”notches” andsome fail-redundancy, since onestuck pixel orlinecannot destroy the
character. (See "improved Character Readability lnSpite of Pixel Faifures ABefier Font", Jim Uphause
etal, NAECON’90) Three-to five-pixel line widths areneeded toproduce smooth cuwesand uniform line
width at all orientations. SAEARP4256, "Design O~ectives for Liquid C~stal Display sfor Pafl25
(Transport) Aircraft” recommends that minimum line with be not leaa than 70 percent of maximum line
width at any orientation.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

HUDS which display raster video (for night use) have had difficulty meeting a video resolution requirement
(requiring a small spot size) and the minimum stroke symbol fine width (which requires a larger spot size).
These two requirements must be made compatible, otherwise “tricks” such as defocusing the spot in
atrokemode will be required. Precisely controlling andmeasuting line width isdifficult, and since line
widths from 0.5 to 1.5 mr are visually acceptable, a wider tolerance such as 1+, -0.5 mr may be
appropriate.

4.2.1.3.3 Verification ofsymbol line width.

Symbol fine width shall be measured.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .3.3)

Symbol tine width must be verified to assure that symbols are clearly visible and aesthetically pleasing.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE

The usual method of measuring line width is to electronically move the line on the HUD past the slit in a
sfit-aperture photometer.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED

/

3.2.1 .3.4 Prima!y symbofogy checking.

Primary symbology consists of altitude, airspeed, pitch, r~ll, heading, vertical velocity, velocity vector
(flight path marker), horizon line, and When incoming data orprocessing that affects the
primary symbology is identified as invalid (for example, a fail indication from a self-test), a positive
indication of the failure condition shall be provided and the affected ptimary symbology shall be rendered
unreadable and/or removed from the display. Theprocessor shall check theinformation (incoming da&)
needed to generate the primary symbology to determine if it is reasonable with respect to the physical
aircraft parameters (rate of change, maximum value, minimum value, petiodbetween change, etc.). The
equipment shall also cross-check related data for predetermined difference if more than one source is
available. If theincoming data isnotrea=nable ordoesnot fall within the predetermined differences,
then the symbology associated with the data shall

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.3.4)

Primary flight symbology must be checked for accuracy, since it is critical to safety.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1,3.4)

This requirement applies to any display which is designated as a primary flight instrument or is likely to be
used as such. lnthepast, HUDswere generally notdesignated asptima~ flight instruments, but pilots
tend to use the HUD symbdogy as if it were their primary instruments, so the accuracy of that symbology
becomes critical to flight safety. Therequirement toremove defective or"locked-up" symbols has been
uaadonseveral HUDs. Cheating forreamnable values andcroS-checting beWeendata aurces has
only been required in special cases.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .3.4)

Criteria foraccepting anelectronic displey astheptima~ flight display have beendeveloping slowly. For
further discussion, see 4.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.3 herein and the specific requirements of MIL-STD-1787.

4.2.1,3.4 Verification ofprimary symbology checking.

shall be used to verify that primary flight symbology is checked and presented properly.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2,1.3.4)

Symbology must be checked for safety.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .3.4)

Verification ofafault-checting system's capabilities cangetve~ involved. Theverificetion should include
insetiion olfaults orincorrect data bits todemonstrate appropriate removaf of symbols. If an extensive
sohware validation is being pefiormed, some of the functions may reverified by analysis. Ifthe display is
to be certified as a primary flight instrument, the test and validation will have to be very thorough to insure
Safe Operation.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1.3.4)

3.2.1.4 Display modes.

The equipment shall provide the following modes of operation:

REQUIREMENTRATIONALE (3.2.1.4)

Display modes must be specified to assure that the display performs all of its desired functions.

REOUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.4)

Dewtiption ofdsplay modes should comeout ofsystem design andmnfiguration studes. Forexample,
a HUD might have a landing mode, a navigation mode, two or three weapon delivery modes, and a built
in test mode. An integrated control and display unit (lCDU)might have navigation, communication,
system status, and built-in-test modes.

REQLJIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED(3.2.1.4)

4.2.1.4 Verification ofdiaplay modea.

Operation in all display modes shall be demonstrated

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.4)

Proper operation of equipment modes can be verified by a demonstration.
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VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4,2.1 .4)

A demonstration can show that each of the equipment modes functions as required.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .4)

A system integration labor ‘“hot bench” is an excellent means of evaluating whether the display modes
areadequate forthe mission. The KC-135fuel savings adviso~/cockpit avionics system (FSWCAS)
ICDU paging scheme and operator interface was thoroughly exercised and debugged on a hot bench
Throughout its development. Thetesting wasaccomplished using engineers andaircrews, and resulted in
identification and correction of software design flaws early in the program.

3.2.1.5 Video resolution.

Theveflical resolution shall besufficient toproduce tenpercent minimum modulation when onehalfof
thescan lines are”on” while operating in raster format. Thehorizontal resolution shall

be fines per minimum with atenpercent line modulation. These
requirements are to be met while simultaneously meeting the contrast, luminance, and ambient
requirements of 3.2.1.6.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .5)

Resolution repreWnts thedisplay's aMlityto present shapedges anddetails inanimate. This
paragraph applies to CRTdisplays. Foraflat panel matrix display, astatement of thenumberof pixels,
pixel spacing, andpixel shape may beappropriate. Aseparate specification oflinewidth inadditionto
resolution requirements on CRT displays is redundant, unlese the CRTis also used for stroke-written
formats (see 3.2.1 .3.3). Resolution patterns are seen by the eye in a manner directly analogous to the
resolution measurement.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.5)

The raster format of the display must be compatible with the system, and will generally be one of the
accepted s&ndards (525 -line, ~5active or875-line, 809 active). The number of active raster lines is
generally thelimiting factor invertical resolution. Theuseful vertical resolution onanalogvideo can be
obtained by multiplying the number of active raster lines by the Ken factor, which is normally accepted to
be O.7. The Kellfactor accounts forthefact that raster lines represent a'`samphng" of theactual analog
image. The Kellfactor does not apply to information which isdigitally inserted on raster lines.

An ideal raster should have the vertical spot size (at 50 percent point) equal to or a little smaller than the
raster line spacing, since this will produce very little vertical modulation with all the raster lines turned on,
butwill pmducea noticeably da*line when oneline isturned off. Thusthe typical requirement would be
to present 10 percent modulation with one half the raster lines turned on and the alternate ones turned
off.

Horizontal resolution is normally specified in “lines”, either per inch, per picture width, or per picture
height, and should not be confused with the number of raster lines. “TV lines per picture height” are the

units for CRThorizontal resolution in EIA-RS-170. Resolution issometimes specified inlinepairspercm
(or per inch). Since one “line pair” is the same as two “lines”, line pairs per cm can be converted to “TV
lines perpicture height" bymultiplying line pairs percmby Wotimes the picture height. Note that fora
4:3 aspect ratio display (normal rectangular TV), this means the number of lines per inch is multiplied by
the (smaller) verlical screen dimension to get “TV lines per picture height”.
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It is common practice to specify resolution at a 10 percent contrast modulation point. This is actually just
one point on the mntrast transfer function (CTF) curve, The CTF curve is a plot of contrast modulation
measurad on the CRT versus spatial frequency (resolution). CTF is measured using a square wave input
wave form. A similar measurement, modulation transfer function (MTF), uses a sine wave input. CTF I

and MTF can be related, using Fourier analysis, but the easiest approach is to use square waves and
keep everything in terms of CTF. A typical dispfay unit CTF curve approaches 100 percent modulation
(100 x Cm, see section 5) at low spatial frequencies, then gradually rolls off at higher frequencies and

passes through the 10 percent cuntrast modulation point at the specified resolution. An ideal CTF cuwe
would remain high out to the frequency of the highest spatial frequency in the image and then roll off
sharply to reject high frequency noise. Therefore it is best to specify several points on the CTF curve,
requiring high modulation capablfities at the low and medium spatial frequencies and 10 percent
modulation at the stated resolution. This is normally difficult to do because of the ganeral lack of data on
the required shape of the curve and lack of data on what curve is achievable by current displays. An
alternative would be to specify resolution at lower frequencies, but require higher modulation; for
example, 70 percent modulation at 400 lines rather than 10 percent modulation at 800 lines. This
philosophy has never caught on in practice since it makes the staled resolution of a system a lower, less
impressive number.

For highly dynamic scenes, such as might occur on a helmet mounted display, a valuable extension to
CTF is the concept of dynamic CTF. It measures contrast transfer as a function of image motion
(fraction of subtense moved per second) and allows one to analyze and compare smearinghlurring
caused by various lags, persistence, and frame rates.

Some criteria used to establish the horizontal resolution requirement areas follows

a) Olsplay resolution should be better than the best sensor being used in the system to prevent the
display from seriously limiting system performance. For example, for a FLIR providing resolution of 400
lines, the display should have resolution (at 10 percent modulation) 20 percant to 50 pertent better than
this to insure that it will provide good modulation at the frequencies contained in the FLIR video. Note
that a display whose CTF is leas than unity at any spatial frequency where the sensor’s CTF is not zero
will reduce the system CTF,

b) Display resolution must meet or exceed the criteria for number of lines per symbol height and
width for symbology and alphanumerics (see symbology paragraph herein).

c) Horizontal resolution must not be specified so high as to cause gaps between raster lines (due to
small spot size). Tricks, such as using a CRT spot which is elongated in the vertical axis or is %obbled”
vertically while it scans horizontally, have been devised to overcome this probfem, This should only be
necessary in a display which operates over a wide range of line rates. To require a horizontal resolution
significantly greater than the number of active raster lines sewes no practical purpose, since tha
resolution of most sensors is not substantially in the horizontal axis than in the vertical.

d) Horizontal resolution should not be specified much higher than the human eye’s ability to resolve.
Normal visual acuity ranges from about 30 to 60 cycles per degree under varying brightness and contrast
conditions, but rarely axceecfs 40 cycles per degree outside the laboratory conditions. This leads to a
maximum useful display resolution under good viewing conditions of approximately 67 lines per cm (170
lines or 85 cycles per inch) at a normal 76 cm (30 inch) viewing distance. The useful display resolution
under inflight conditions will actually be somewhat less than this due to vibration, stress, low brightness
and contrast, etc. A display with high modulation at this frequency would provide the sharpest detail
resolvable by the aye. Current display technologies or sensors rarely achieve this.
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Examplea of specified resolution on some existing equipment areas follows (some are based on limiting
resolution rather than 10 percent modulation.)

Commercial VHS VCR 280

NTSC TV 350

5-inch color CRT (.21 mmpitch shadow mask) 500

16 mm film 600

35 mm film 1300

VGA PC monitor 640 x 480 pixels

High definition TV (proposed) 1920 x 1080 pixels

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.5)

4.2.1.5 Verification ofvideoresofution.

Verticaf and horizontal resolution shall be measured with a scanning photometer (may use a sfit
aperture), with the display adjusted to meet the luminance and contrast requirements herein, all in the

presence of a Imlmz ambient. Contrast modulation may remeasured inthe dark and
mathematically corrected for ambient illumination effects if the results can be demonstrated to be
equivalent. Contrast modulation isdefined as(L~Lb)/(Lt+Lb). Thetest shall beperiormed usinga

square wave video signal, and using a measurement aperture no greater than 20 percent of the dispfay’s
line width.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.5)

Resolution must be verified; there are numerous testing methods which can be used, and results are
generally different depending on the one used, so one common, repeatable testis defined hera.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.5)

On displays with discrete visible pixels, pixel density can be verified by inspection, counting the pixels
withan inspection microscope. However, this does not fully characterize image sharpness. The visual
sharpness and image quality on a matrix display (such as an LCD) is dependent on the line-forming
algorithm (antialiasing) and spatial, temporal and chromatic noise content, in addition to the actual
number of pixels resolution. Thepitch-and-line width measurement approach discussed below maybe
used on a matrix display to assess anti-aliased line profile if the software can provide for sweeping a line
across thescreen inknown spatial increments. Inthiscase, aphotometer is focused on a single
addressable element tomake the measurement. Aathefine isswept past themeasured element, each
of thegray levels of theline may remeasured asafunction of the fine position. Note, however, that this
primarily provides a means of validating the line-writing algorithm, which in turn determines the intended
shape of theline’s luminance profile. ltdoesnot give anyindication ofother image quali~atitibutes such
as spatial noise induced by the sampled reconstruction nature of the x-y matrix, nor of orientation or
position dependencies of image quafity (resolution, and spatial and chromatic noise).
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At the specified resolution, a CRT should provide a minimum of 10 percent contrast modulation, both
horizontally and vertically when measured with the scanning photometer technique. This test must be
done on a bright patch of video (meeting the luminance and contrast requirements herein, under worst
case Iigh!ing conditions) to be representative of display performance under these conditions. There has
been no consistent application of this rule in the past, which helps to explain some of the great variation
in specified resolution among displays. In some cases it may be necessary to also specify resolution in a
dark ambient to satisfy everyone’s desire for a large, impressive display resolution number.

It can be very difficult to measure the resolution in the spedlied high ambient conditions, since the
photometer must normally be very close to the display and will cause shadows. Therefore, it is
acceptable to measure symbols, background, and reflected ambient separately, then analytically find the
modulation at high ambient.

This test is done with a photometer equipped with a small slit (typically 0.4x 10 minutes of arc), or a very
small aperlure and a scanning device, which can either be part of the photometer or a translating table.
The photometer data will then produce a plot of luminance versus position on the screen. Contrast
modulation (Cm ) is defined in section 5, The input signal is assumed to be 100 percent modulated, i.e.,

the white level is the >eak video voltage” the display specification or interface calls for and the black level
is the specified black level, so there is no need to divide by the input modulation when calculating the
contrast transfer function.

This test tends to be difficult and time-consuming; visual inspection of a resolution test pattern maybe
used in production acceptance tests if the specified requirement is consistently met (as verified with the
scanning photometer).

Accurate, repeatable resolution tests for patterned-screen CRTs (shadow mask or beam index) are not in
general use. While the scanning slit test might be useful at low resolutions on these CRTs, airborne color
CRTs are often designed to approach the resolution limit of the color pattern. In this case the CTF data
would be good at fow frequencies, but would show extreme fluctuations at resolutions near the co)or
pattern pitch. A practical work-around to this has been to specify size of the color pattern ( typically 0.3
or 0.2 mm triad pitch for high resolution shadow mask CRTs) and the line width, The line width must then
be measured, generally by slowly sweeping a line across the screen and measuring its profile with a
photometer (See TEP 105-9, -Line Profile Measurements in Shadow Mask and Other Structured Screen
Cathode Ray Tubes”.) The photometer must have a small enough aperture to be focused on one
phosphor dot and exclude light from other dots.

SAE ARP-1 782 provides additionat guidance cm resolution testing techniques for CRTs.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2,1 .5)

Measurement of resolution on video which is bright enough to also meet the luminance and contrast
requirements is a severe test for a CRT, especially in a full sunshine environment (see 3.2.1.6).

3.2.1.6 Dispfsy luminance, contrast, and viewing angle.

The luminance, contrast, and viewing angle requirements of the following subparagraphs shall be met
when measured from thedesign eye position. Thedisplay luminance andcontrest shall not change more
than ? percent when changing modes Norendom bright flashes shall occur during mode
switching.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .6)

Display viewabifity with appropriate head motion and mode switching is essential to display usefulness.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.6)

Luminance change associated with mode changes should notexceed 40 percent. For some
instruments and displays, it has been required that all information remain readable atany viewing angle
up to 30 degrees with respect to a line normal to the display for a complete 360 degrees revolution
around the normal line. (See 3.2.1.6.7, Viewing Angle.)

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .6)

4.2.1.6 Verification ofdisplay luminance and contrast.

Display luminance and contrast shall be measured by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .6)

Luminance and contrast must be measured to assure display usefulness

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.6)

A spot photometer should be used to measure luminance of the various shades of gray, from each of the
eye positions defined. Contrast canthen recalculated, using lhedefinition insection5. Chromaticity
measurements must be taken with a spectroradiometar.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.6)

Two msjor causes have been identified for errors in luminance measurements on test units exhibiting
highly saturated color or short spikes of light output (e.g., CRTS with P-43 or P-53 green phosphor).

The first relates tothespectral properties of the light source. Theaccuracy ofaspot photometer can be
degraded by as much as 30 percent (potentially more) if the photopic response of the photometer’s
filter/photo multiplier tube wmMnation deviates significantly from the ideal CIE Y luminosity function.
This problem is most evident for strongly colored light sources, particularly for blue and red primary
colors. Luminance correction factors can degenerated from thespectral energy distribution of the
colored source and the spectral response of the photometer, as follows

Factor = CIE Y Iuminositv function). (Soectral enerqv distribution of colored source)

(Photometer spectral response) . (Spectral energy distribution of colored source)

One-nm wavelength increments are needed for sources exhibiting narrow emission bands, while larger
wavelength increments (i.e., 5nm)may sutiice for broader band sources (e.g., incandescent). The CfEY
luminosi~function ~photopiccuwe") can reobtained from a photometer manual. Thespectral energy
distribution of thecofomd wurcemust remeasured onasimilar =mpleusing aspectro radiometer. The
photometer spectral response can be obtained from the photometer manufacturer.

The second luminance measurement problem arises from the inability of a photometer to respond
dynamically to bright, concentrate, light sources suchasthe moving spot ofa CRT. This problem has

beenobsewed withmonochrome (GY, or P-43) CRTsatluminance greater than686ctim2 (2OOfL). It is
possible for a very high momentary peak brightness to cause the photometer electronics to saturate,
cfipping the signal. Allphotometers respond differently, butallphotometers will read erroneously lowin
this circumstance. Some photometers give a warning of such anover-range condition.
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Most photometers are equipped with neutral density (ND) filters. When measuring CRTS, it is
recommended that the highest attenuation filter be used which will still give the needed number of
significant digits in the luminance result. This will help ensure that the peak luminance is within the
dynamic range of the photometer. However, in some cases (e.g., high luminance CRT displays) the
maximum available attenuation may not be sufficient for accurate luminance measurements. For

example, an F-117 display produced such an over-range with an ND-4 (four ordera of magnitude
attenuation). An accurate measurement of luminance could only be obtained with an additional
attenuation of ND-2 (total attenuation of ND-6).

3.2.1 .6.1 HUD stroke-written line luminance.

The luminance of all stroke-written symbofs shall be such that projected images are clearly defined when

superimposed on a background luminance of 34,000 cd/m2 (10,000 fL) and color temperature of 3,000 to
5,000 Kelvin. The average line Iuminanca over the total symbol area shalf be a minimum of

cd/m2 with a design goal of cd/m2 when viewed through the HUD combtner

glass. The contrast ([Lt-Lb]/Lb) of the symbology with a 34,000 cd/m2 ambient background shall be a

minimum of with a design goal of 0.5. Luminance shall not degrade more than
percant when measured from anywhere within cm of the design eye position.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .6.1 )

HUD brightness is critical for performance in sunshine.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .6.1)

This requirement appfiesonlyto HUDs. Line luminance of5440cd/m2 (l,600fL) andcontrastof O.2
(contrast ratio ofl,2:l) isquite feasible andprovides symbols viewable in full sunshine. Design goalsof

17,000 cd/m2 (5,000 fL) and contrast of 0.5 would provide more comfortable viewing in very bright
conditions. Note that ttisisa lower contrast than isremmmended forhead down displays, but is

adequate for a HUD because a HUD is much brighter, there is color mnlrast betwaen green HUD
symbols and the background, and large, single-shade graphics are used.

There is normally no need to specif y contrast in the dark on a CRT-based HUD, since the CRT can easily
achieve contrast ofoverlOOin the dark. lfother display technology isused(such as LCDs)that do not
have a very black background, there will be “background glow” projected onto the outside scene, which is
very difficult to see through. This canalso beaproblem onpanel (head down) displays, where the
“background glow” amounts to stray light being emitted into the cockpit, where it will cause reflections in
the canopy/windshields.

Note that the ambient for a HUD is specified in units of luminance (cd/m2 or fL) of the background rather
than the illuminance units usad for panel displays. This is because the imagery is projected onto the
outside world, and is seen relative to the brightness of that outside scene, not the illumination level in the
cockpit.

Head motion requirements are important where diffraction optics and/or directional fifters are used, since
there is generally a loss of on-axis luminance performance as the exit pupil is made larger (allowable eye
motion increased). 25 percent maximum luminance degradation within 2 cm of the design aye position
has been specified for a HUD this appears to be a bare minimum.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3,2,1 .6.1)

Symbol brightness is achieved at the cost of other parameters such as CRT fife and combiner see-
through clarity. Tests have shown that there isadefinite reduction in CRTlife expectancy when operated
atveryhigh luminances, ltisimp@nt tovetify that th!sreduction in CRTlife can be tolerated.
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4.2.1 .6.1 Verification of HUD stroke-written line luminance.

The requirements of 4.2.1.6 apply.

3.2.1 .6.2 HUD raster luminance.

The raster video luminance shall be such (hat shades of gray ( steps,

levels) are visible against a cd/m2 background luminance with an equivalent
color temperature of 3,000 to 5,000 Kelvin. The contrast ([ L/-Lb] /Lb ) of the peak raster video with a

cdlm2 ambient background shall be a minimum of The ratio between
adjacent gray shades shall be a minimum of 1.4:1 (contrast of 0.4).

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .6.2)

This requirement is needed (on HUDS with video) to assure that HUD video is visible against appropriate

background brightness.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .6.2)

Visibility of six shades of gray against a 170 cd/m2 (50 fL) background with a contrast of 7.0 has been
demonstrated. Thisisnot btightenough forviewability in full sunshine butmaybe usable against dark
backgrounds like ditiortrees indayfight. Notethat thenumberof steps isonefess than thenumberof
levels or shades.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .6.2)

There may be systems that would benefit from a full sunshine HUD video capability, but current
technology makes this difficult to achieve in a practical design.

4.2.1 .6.2 Verification of HUDraater luminance.

The requirements of 4.2.1.6 apply.

3.2.1.6.3 MFDluminance and contrast.

The luminance and contrast of all displayed data shall be adequate for easy visibility in illumination
environments from to The following contrast requirements shall bemet ina
combined environment consisting of Iux ( fc) diffuse illumination and the

specularly reflected image of a cd/m2 ( -fL)glarescmrce. Thecontrast ([Lt-

Lb]/Lb) Of stroke-written SyhJOS shall be minimum. Thedlsplay shall be capable of

presenting a minimum of shades of gray ( -1 steps) andtheoverall contrastof
raster video (between brightest and darkest shade) shall be minimum. The ratio between

adjacent gray shades shall bea minimum of 1.4:1 (contrast of O.4). Thedifference luminance (AL)

between the brightest image and the dimmest in this environment shall be at (east

(

cdtmz
fL). Theminimum contrast andshades ofgrayrequirements above shall also bemetin

anyless bright environment. Thecontrast between an"oWelement anditsbackground shall beleS
than
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .6.3)

This requirement is needed to assure that stmke-writfen symbols and/or raster video on head down
displays invisible inappropriate lighting environments. Itincludes adual(diffuse andspecular) fighting
environment to simulate lighting in the real world and avoid some of the disparity which has existed
between test results and real experience. Theillumination andglare source luminance of theworst case
environment for the display technology being used and the appropriate aircraft types should be filled in,
asdiscuesed below. Thedifference luminance capability of thedisplay isspecified inorderto limit the
shift in luminance which an operator experiences when shifting his gaze from the surroundings to the
display and also to overcome veiling glare which occurs when high luminance levels (e.g., white clouds,
sun, etc.) areinthe operator’s field of view.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.6.3)

This requirement should reapplied toallhead-down orpanel displays. Itaddresses only luminance
contrast; evaluation of color difference on multicolor displays should be based on the “color difference”
paragraph herein. The first sentence should be filled inwitha generic desription of the lighting
environment, for example, “full sunshine to full darkness” for a fighter cockpit.

Thecombined diffuse andspecular environment described herein is finding increased use, and is also
specified in ASC/ENFC 96-01 and SAEARP-1782. Theuseof diffuse-only tests inthe past appears
toaccount forsome of thevariation intestresults fordLfterent devices andgeneral dkagreementon
what contrast vafues are acceptable, Since both the specular component and the diffuse component
affect readability, testing tooneor theother is inadequate. Note that adiffuse ambient illumination level

falling on a display should afways be specified in units of illumination (Iux, lm/m2, or fc) while light
radiating from a surface, such as the face of a CRT or a reflective surface should be in luminance units

(nits, cd/m2, or fL).

The following table contains suggested values for illumination and glare source luminance based on
measurements taken inseveral aircraH cockpits. Note that thetraditional fighter cockpit environment

specification O! 108,000 Iux (10,000 fc) d!ff use illumination has a 6,800 cd/m2 (2,000 fL) glare source
added to it. Theglare murcerepresents oQectssuch asthepilot's helmet or flight suit, illuminated by
sunshine, being reflected inthedisplay. Much brighter glare sources arepossible, especially if the
display isnotoptimally positioned inthe cockpit. Forexample, iftheface ofadisplay ispositionedat
such an angle that, from the design eye point, the “angfe of incidence = angle 01 reflectance” rule allows

the pilot to see reflections of the sky, the glare source could be a white cloud at 34,000 cd/m2 (10,000 fL)
or even the sun itself (several million fL),

An 86,400-Iux (8,000-fc) diffuse illumination level may be adequate for instrument panel displays in some
fighters. Ttisiibased onactual cwkpitmeasurements ina T-38 andan F-16, wtichshowti that the
high illumination levels outside the cockpit are generally attenuated to less than this by passing through
the canopy and hitting the instrument panel at oblique angles.

In the past, separate specification requirements for anti-reflection coatings on CRT faces prevented
excessive specular reflections. This provided adequate results in many cases, butthedesire in this
document is to state the performance required (in terms of contrast in the presence of a glare source)
without describing a specific design or presenting a solution that might only apply to CRTS it is actually
the inner surfaces, rather than the front sudace, that contribute most of thespecular reflections on an
LCD.
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TABLE I.  Suggested requirements for illumination and glare source luminance.

Sunshine
ambient

Bubble canopy Cockpit with
roof

Shaded Indoor enclosed
cabin

Dark

Diffuse
illumination

108,000 lux
(10,000 fc)

86,000 lux
(8000 fc)

3240 lux
(300 fc)

540 lux
(50 fc)

0

Glare source 6800 cd/m2
(2000 fL)

6800 cd/m2
(2000 fL)

6800 cd/m2
(2000 fL)

3400 cd/m2
(1000 fL)

0

NOTES to Table I:

1/  The bubble canopy (fighter cockpit) environment assumes a bubble canopy
and good display placement (i.e., no specular reflection of the sky).  Where
specular reflections of the sky are a problem, such as on console-mounted
lighted legend switches, the glare source should be increased to 34,000 cd/m2

(10,000 fL).

2/  The cockpit with roof (transport) environment assumes an opaque roof
overhead, such that direct sun can only hit the display a small percentage of
the time and only at large angles off axis.

3/  The “shaded” environment actually occurs most of the time for displays in an
instrument panel under a glare shield.  (See “Multifunction Displays optimized
for viewability”, R. Hockenbrock and J. Murch, SPIE vol. 1117, Display system
optics II (1989).)  The low diffuse ambient makes it impossible for a display
without high light output or high reflectance to have the high delta luminance
needed for good legibility in this environment.  The “10,000 fc” environment has
been used by itself as a legibility criteria, leading to displays that are optimized
for that rare case but not designed for good legibility in the normal (shaded)
environment.  It may be more appropriate to require high luminance and
contrast capability in the “shaded” environment and only require minimal
performance in the sunshine environment.

4/  The enclosed cabin environment is like an office: the glare sources are
ceiling lights and small windows.

5/  Sunshine at noon at high altitude can reach 154,440 lux (14,300 fc) or more.
This table assumes the display is inside a canopy (typically less than 85
percent transmission) and the sun cannot hit the display within about 30
degrees of perpendicular.
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Table II provides suggested contrast requirements based on a variety of human factors tests and
practical experience with existing aircraft displays.  They represent the monochrome contrast
needed to assure rapid, accurate reading of the information in a wide variety of lighting, stress,
and vibration environments-i.e., a fully legible display.  Information with lower contrast may still be
visible and readable but will look washed out in some situations and may not provide the reading
speed and accuracy required.

TABLE II.  Suggested contrast requirements.

Required contrast Goal contrast Contrast compensations
for other character h and
SW

Numbers only > 1.5 for h =  5.0 mm
and  0.12h  < SW < 0.2h

2-20 Multiply required
contrast by 5.0/h for   2.5
< h  < 7.5 mm and by
0.12h/SW for     0.01h
<SW   <0.12h

Alphanumerics >  2.0 for h =  5.0 mm
and 0.12h  < SW <0.2h

3-20

Graphics and
alphanumerics

>  3.0 3-20

Video >  4.66 20-50

NOTES to Table II:

1/  h is character height, SW is character stroke width.  Character height should
never be less than 2.5 mm.  This table assumes a 76-cm viewing distance.

2/  The 4.66 overall contrast for video represents six levels of gray (five steps),
each a minimum of  sq rt of 2 (approx. 1.41) times the next.  At least eight
1.41:1 levels should be visible under other than worst-case illumination
environments.  This requirement has been applied to CRTs, with the
understanding that a CRT is an analog device and it can actually produce an
infinite number of levels between the ones specified.  Systems which quantize
the luminance levels must be able to produce a greater number of smaller
levels (e.g., 64 levels of each primary color), assuming the goal is to display
video without objectionable contouring.

3/  These minimums have been used in CRT display specifications when being
tested in the high brightness environment, with the assumption that contrast will
improve from the “minimum” to the “goal” range when in a less bright
environment; this assumption may not be valid for a reflective device, such as a
reflective LCD or painted instrument.  The worst-case environment for the
particular display technology should be substituted.

4/  The minimum required contrast for video has been met with monochrome
CRTs in sunshine, but typically cannot be met with color CRTs.  Color Active
Matrix LCDs can achieve contrast of over 6 in this combined environment.

5/  For a display device where unlighted characters shouldn’t be noticeable, the
contrast between unlighted segments and the background (Cul) should not
exceed 0.1. Cul of up to 0.25 may be acceptable where visible segments are
not objectionable.
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6/  On hybrid (stroke and raster combined) CRTs, stroke-written symbols are
normally brighter and higher contrast than raster symbols and video, due to
inherent characteristics of CRTs.  They are generally specified as having a
higher contrast ratio (relative to black) than the video, with the understanding
that they will be written over the video and may only achieve the minimum
contrast there.

7/  When raster symbols are written over video, they must be a level of gray
brighter then the video; otherwise it is difficult to achieve adequate contrast
between the symbol and bright video.  Enhancement techniques, such as
blocking out surrounding video or shadowing (blocking out one pixel all around
the symbol), may be required.

8/  High display luminance (∆  L) is required to minimize the time required for the
eyes to adapt from high exterior luminance (tops of clouds or fresh snow in
sunshine) to the  lower luminance of the displays, and to overcome veiling glare
(when flying toward the sun).

9/  Electromechanical instruments were often specified to have a contrast of 4.0
in a 10,000 fc diffuse environment.  Their contrast would be significantly less
than this in a combined environment including a specular component because
of the specular reflection of the cover glass and the painted instrument face
itself.  Critically important items, such as the needle on an altimeter, were
typically made larger to improve legibility.

It is desirable to limit the shift in luminance to about 20:1 when the operator looks from the display
to a 34,000 cd/m2 (10,000 fL) cloud and back.  So far it has been possible to achieve about 50:1.
To get a 50:1 value, specify a difference luminance (∆  L) of 680 cd/m2 (200 fL) between the
display highlights and the display background at the brightest setting.  When a display is located
low in the cockpit, where the outside scene is not in the eye’s instantaneous field of view at the
same time as the display, the problem of veiling glare becomes less severe, and this number can
be decreased to 340 cd/m2 (100 fL).  In an office or enclosed cabin environment, luminance
difference of 35 cd/m2 (10 fL) is adequate, although most users prefer higher luminance (170
cd/m2 or 50 fL).

As with most other performance requirements, improvements in luminance and contrast can often
be achieved only at the cost of other parameters (cost, reliability, resolution, power dissipation,
etc.) in an equipment design, so tailoring the requirement based on critically of the information
being displayed and capability of the display technology available may be appropriate.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

The need for high luminance output (difference luminance) in displays used by an operator
exposed to sunshine (even if the display is in a shadow) has not been widely recognized in
specifications.  This can be a real problem for devices that have adequate contrast ratio but do
not emit or reflect enough light to minimize time required for eye adaptation and overcome veiling
glare.
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4.2.1.6.3  Verification of luminance and contrast.
Display luminance and contrast shall be measured using the test setup shown in figure 1 and
using the diffuse illumination and specular glare source luminance specified in section 3 herein.
Light sources used shall have a color temperature between 3,000 and 5,000 Kelvins.  The
following measurements shall be taken and used to calculate the required contrast ([Lt-Lb]/Lb):

Lt, the total luminance of the image, or brighter area, including any background or reflected
light.

Lb, the luminance of the background, or dimmer area, measured in the specified lighting
conditions, including any reflected light and any stray display emissions.

∆  L, (delta luminance, or difference luminance) the difference between the higher luminance
(Lt) and the lower luminance (Lb).

Measurements shall be taken with a photometer having a sensing aperture equivalent to at least
1.8 minutes of arc, as measured from the normal operator viewing distance. If luminances of
smaller areas are measured, then a series of measurements shall be taken within an area
equivalent to the 1.8 minute of arc area and the luminance of the active areas shall be averaged
with the luminance of any inactive areas on an area-weighted basis.

On large displays, such as a CRT, measurements shall be taken at five positions distributed over
80 percent of the screen area and averaged.

If the dimensions of the image elements are large enough to permit several non overlapping
measurements to be made within the image element boundaries, multiple luminance readings
shall be taken and averaged to establish the average element luminance.

If it can be demonstrated that ∆  L does not change under varying lighting conditions, Lt  can be
calculated by measuring ∆  L and Lb and adding them.  If it can be demonstrated that equivalent
results can be obtained by measuring in lower ambients (e.g., 54,000 lux rather than 108,000
lux), then scaling up the results, then the test may be done in the lower ambient.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.6.3)

Contrast and luminance must be verified to assure good legibility.  A specific test technique is
described in an attempt to make the test results repeatable and consistent.  This procedure is
intended to give a good representation of real world lighting conditions without requiring the use
of expensive or exotic equipment.  A similar procedure is required by SAE ARP-1782 and by
ASC/ENFC 96-01.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.6.3)

This paragraph should be used intact whenever specific display unit luminance, contrast, and
combined environment requirements are imposed in section 3 of the specification.
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FIGURE 1. Combined specular and diffuse measurement setup.

NOTES to Figure 1:

1. Luminance of the glare source is measured by putting a mirror (preferab~ front-
silvered) in place of the display and leaving the photometer focused at the display
surface.

2. The diffuse ambient should be measured by substituting a diffuse surface of known
reflectance for the display su~ace and measuring its luminance, then calculating the
illumination level.

3. The diffuse and specular reflected light can be measured separately and summed or
measurements can be taken directly with both light sources on at once.

4. Ordina~ photo studio flood lights are not pureiy diffuse light sources, but are an
acceptable approximation in this test.

5. Contrast shall not degrade more than 20 percent from specified values when
measured at angles smaller than the30degrees shown in figure 1, orwhen the diffuse
reflected luminance is measured with the photometer and light source interchanged
(that is, photometer on the axis of the disptay).

6. Contrast may be measured at angles less than the 30 shown in figure 1 if the
display will always be used at these smaller anglea (15degre= is specified in some
LCDstandards). If an"onmjs" contrast isspecified along with acomtineddffuse and
specular amtient, thespecular reflectan@ must: remeasured slightkoff-axis and used
(with the omaxis, in-the-dark luminance data) to calculate effective contrast in the
specified ambient.
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The test setup shown in figure 1 is designed to simulate a typical display installation. The photometer is
near the display operator’s normal viewing position, representing the operator’s eye. The diffuse light
source represents the sun and/or bright clouds illuminating the crewstation. The glare source represents
objects in the crewstation, such as the operatois helmet or flight suit, (or, in some cases, the sky) which
can be reflected directly back to the operator’s eye.

The color temperature requirement on the light sources requires that the fight be approximately white.
Normaf incandescent photo studio lights are the easiest to obtain and some of them meet this
requirement. Fluorescent or arc lamps should not be used without carefuf analysis, since some of them
radiate most of their fight at one wavelength, which may or may not be close to the cofor of the “notch”
filter used on many displays, and can therefore produce erroneous results.

Measurement of Lt and Lb is all that is necessary to cafculate the contrast (as defined in paragraph 6.2

herein). AL is commonly measured and discussed in connection with dispfays, (it maybe called by
several other names) since it is simply the light being generated by the display, which doesn’t change
with different ambients on some technologies (CRTS). This quantity cannot be measured directly on a
reflective-type display (for example, a passive LCD or painted instrument face), since the contrast on
these displays is at least parlially produced by selectively reflecting the ambient light. For CRTs, it is
generally easier and more accurate to measure AL (with the fights turned off) and cafcufate Lt by adding

this to Lb

The photometer shoufd measure an area at least as farge as the area that the human eye normally
averages over. Many spot photometers include a 2-minute-of-arc (1/30 degree) measurement setting
which meets this requirement when the photometer is positioned a! the normaf viewing distance. This is
important in any case where the surface being measured is not continuous. For example, the luminance
inside the phosphor dots of a shadow mask CRT is much higher than the area-averaged fuminance seen
by a person (or a photometer with a 2-minute-of-arc measuring aperture).

Where character segments are being measured, non-uniformity within a segment can cause inconsistent
measurements. In this case, several measurements should be taken and averaged to obtain an average
reading.

The notes under figure 1 describe how the combined ambient lighting should be measured, Whife these
techniques may not be as technically precise as putting the photometer in place of the dispfay and taking
measurements, they will be much easier and generally just as accurate in practice because they
eliminate the need to move any of the test setup except the display. A typical test jig might provide a
display supporl with roffere/tracks under it so the display can be slid back to permit the mirror and diffuse
reflector to be accurately positioned in its place. Distances and angles in this test setup are not critical.

An ord!nary photo studio floodlight is not reafly a diffuse fight source, but in this test setup, with smaff off-
axis angfes, it is a reasonable approximation, and is probably more realistic because it more closefy
simulates direct sunshine mixed with diffuse light from cfouds and sky. A diffuse illuminating sphere may
also be used if it is modified to allow independent adjustment of the specular and diffuse reflections. With
a normal diffuse iffuminating sphere, when the photometer is positioned on-axis, it sees a specular
reflection of its own lens, and when it is positioned off-axis, it sees a specular reflection of the internal
surface of the sphere.

VERfFfCATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .6.3)

Numerous different (and otten contradictory) measurement techniques have been used in anempts to
specify and measure contrast. fthasafways been difficult tocompare results fordifferent dispfay
technologies, notonly because of thedifferent terminology andtechniques, but because of the different
dispfay media. Forexample, contrast requirements foravionics CRTs arealways specified in a high
ambient, since this is the most difficult environment for them and they actuafly achieve much better
contrast most of the time, in fess severe environments. A person not realizing this might wonder why an
LCD having the same specified contrast fooks more “washed out” in normal room light.
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3.2.1 .6.4 Dimming range.

The equipment shall be dimmable to a level of cd/m2 (peak brightness) in a dark ambient.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .6.4)

Night brightness must be specified to assure that an appropriately dim display is available for night
missions.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .6.4)

This requirement appfies to displays which are used in an environment where the eyes must be at least
partially dark-adapted and/or where the display must not create excessive light which can cause canopy
reflections at night. (Also see 3.2.1 .21.)

In some displays, this is a separate mode activated by a “day/night” or “day/auto/night” switch, which
changes the range of brightness and contrast controls.

A dimming range was not generally specified on headdown CRT displays, since adequate range was
available aslongas suitable controls were provided. Adequate range may bedifficult toachieve on other

technology displays. Dimming to0.34cd/m2 (0.1 fL)hasbeen used, butitis sfilltoo bright to allow fully
dark-adapted vision of theoutside scene. Measured data indicates that some pilots use

electromechanical instruments atsettings aalowas O.Ol cd/m2(0.003fL). Some existing flat panel

displays arespecified at0.0340r 0.102 cd/m2 (0.01 or O.03fL). While this istoodim tomakeuse of the
eye’s full resolution capability, it allows the display to still provide critical information when turned down to
a level that does not produce serious canopy reflections.

The following specific requirements have been used for a HUD for a night mission: “The HUD shall be
capable of providing a very dim, easily controllable image, frea of background ‘glow’ in areas not
displaying information in the night brightness mode. This mode shall allow the pilot to adjust the HUD

such that symbology on the HUD, while being clearly and uniformly displayed, does not obscure outside
vision of a dimly lit scane such as a horizon lighted only by moonlight. If this requirement cannot be met
by accurately controlling the drive to the display in the night brightness mode, an optical filter shall be
used which is automatically inserted in the optical train in the night brightness mode. This requirement
will be considered to be met when the following is achieved In a dark ambient (less than 0.107 Iux)

with symbols and paak white video adjusted to 1.7 f 0.35cd/m2, a minimum of six shades of gray
((1.4 ~0.2):1 ratio) shall be visible and the areas of the raster which are blank shall be less than

0.07 cd/m2.”

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .6.4)

In the F-16, “blank” formats were made available on the MFDs to allow the pilot to eliminate canopy

ref Iections when the MFDs were not in use. A data entry display that preducad 0.34 cd/m2 (O.1 fL) was

declared “too bright” by pilots and was changed to 0.034 cd/m2 (0.01 fL).

Some older CRT-baaed HUDS had a “background glow” problem at night because the CRT was not
properfy blanked in areas not presenting symbols. The image sourca in a HUD or HMO must have a very
high contrast to prevent this problem.

Special color tracking circuitry was required on some color CRTs because the three color guns did not all
dim together at very low settings. An alternative approach, used on some commercial Electronic Flight
instruments, is to electrically limit how far the CRT cen be dimmed, thus avoiding operation in the most
non-linear part of its range.

4.2.1.6.4 Verification of dimming range.

The requirements of 4.2.1.6 apply.
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3.2.1.6.5 Chromatlcity difference.

The chromaticity difference (CD) between and shall be adequate for easy
discrimination of and be a minimum of units on the 1976 CIE diagram

defined in CIE Publication 15 Supplement 2 (1978), under lighting conditions of

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.6.5)

Forcolor displays, simple contrast isnotadequate tospecify color differences. Work performed by
Silverstein, Merrifield, and their colleagues for air transport displays has addressed color display
luminance andcontrast requirements inthe avionics environment. Those data show that the introduction
of color contrast greatly alters the luminance and contrast parameters as compared to monochromatic
displays.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2. 1.6.5)

For color displays, chromaticity differences (CD) can be used to quantify the discriminability of various
colors. While many color difference measures have been propo*d, distance beMeenthe two colorson
the 1976 CIE UCS diagram is the easiest to use and seems to be a reasonable approximation to human
perception of difference. Chromaticity difference (ignoring luminance difference) should becalculatedas

asimple vector (Euclidean) distance, fike this CD=(AU@+AV’2). Theu’and v’values should remeasured
in the presence of the worst ambient in which the display is expected to achieve full performance.

A system of color difference equations, the C(E L“u “v” color space (abbreviated CIELUV) is defined in
CIEpublication 15supplement2. ltisdesigned around theuseof preference light source shining ona
reflective sudace, andistherefore notclearly defined foranemissive display such asa CRT. (See ”US.
Air Force Color Dsplaylssues", by David L. Post, S.A. E.paper 0148-7191/86/1 Ol3-l695). It hasonly
recently mme into use, There isstill agreat deal of uncertainty astowhat vafuesof AE”aread@uate
under various conditions, aswellas uncertainty astohow weflitwrrelates with human perception in
varioua parts of the color gamut.

The CIE LUV equations of CIE Publication 15 Supplement 2 (1978) are repeated here for information:

L“ = 116( Y/Y”) 11Z16 Y/Yngreater than O.O1

u“ = 13L”(u’ -u’”)

v“ = 13v(v’-v’n)

AE” = [(AL”)2+(AU”)2 +(AV”)2]1/2

Y is the luminance of the color sample and Yn is the luminance of a reference stimufus. u’ and v’ are
chromaticity cwrdinates of the sample in the 1976 UCS system, U’n and v’” are chromaticity coordinates

of a reference stimulus. These definitions assume the sample is being compared sgainst a reference
stimulus, such as CIE standard illuminant D-65.

Another measure of cotor capability is “color area”, defined as the area within the triangle formed by the
three prima~ colors plotted in CIE 1976 u’ v’ chromaticity coordinates. For example, a typicaf color CRT
(in a dark ambient) has a color area of about O.O45 u’ v’ square units.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.6.5)

Color differences have not been specified in existing systems, as mentioned in the “display colof
paragraph herein. It is not clear what values should be used in the blanks above.

4.2.1 .6.5 Verification of chromaticity difference.

The requirements of 4.2.1.6 apply.
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3.2.1 .6.6 Luminance uniformity.

[a] Symbol uniformity. Thedifference inluminance between any symbol orsymbol segment and the
average within any circle whose diameter is one-fouflh the display’s minimum dimension shall not exceed

percent of the average value. Total variation across the display shall not exceed

[b] Large area uniformity. Thedifference inluminance beWeenany point andtheaverage within any
circle whose diameter is one-fourlh the display’s minimum dimension shall not exceed
percent of theaverage value when aflallield signal isapplied. Total variation across thedisplay shall not
exceed percent.

[c] Small area uniformity. ThediHerence in luminance between anypoint andtheaverage within any

10 mm diameter circle shall not exceed percent of the average value when a flat field
signal is applied. Luminance measurements shall be based onanapproximatelyl mm diameter
measurement area.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .6.6)

Symbols and video must appear uniform for aesthetic reasons and to avoid “dropout” of portions of
symbols.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.6.6)

Large area uniformity oft20 percent within one-fouflh of thedisplay andi40Percent overall has been
required for CRT displays. Tghtertolerances areusually notnece=av since theeyeisnotvew
sensitive lo brightneee variations overlarge areas. Abrupt changes (dtscontinuities dredges), however,
ara objectionable. Amuchtighter requirement(~ 10 percent within 10mmhas been used) is needed for
small area uniformity, as well aa between adjacent pixels or segments in a display made up of dismete
elements, es~ecially ifthenon-uniformities form pasterns, such asrowsor columns. (See 3.2.l.6.8,

I Blemishes.) "Uniformity must rechecked athigh"and low brightness toassure uniform controllabliwat
low levels.

There are several uniformity definitions, and they are routinely interchanged.
For example, with Max = 100 and Min = 80:

1) Max t Min = 1.25 (ARP 1782)

2) [(2”Max) / (Max + Min)] -1 = 11 percent (ARP 1782)

3) (Max - Min) / (Max + Min) = ~11 percent relative tothe avg.

4) (Max-Min)/Max= 20 percent relative to max

5) (Max - Min) / Min = 25 percent relative to min
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Definition f#3 (Witference over the sum”) is recommended because

a) It gives the smallest numbers - Large deviations are acceptable, but large numbers scare people,
and put the manufacturer at an unfair disadvantage against competitors who use the small numbers.

b) It is a simpler equation to remember, but gives the same numbers as the equation in SAE ARP
1782.

Display uniformity numbers are meaningless unless you know how far apart the measurements were
taken, hence the statement in each requirement about how much of the display the percentage appfies
to.

Luminance uniformity (or non-uniformity) is critical to making a display look good aesthetically, but it is not
clear that it has much effect on actual user performance.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.6.6)

Soma systems have non-uniformity of ~ 50 percent (3:1 ), or even more, between the center and the
edges, andthis isnoto~ectionable ifitisa uniform brightness falloHover a large area. Luminance
uniformity is probably the most often misunderstood and over specified parameter in display systems,
mainly because of the drastic difference in visibility of small area non uniformities, compared to large area
non uniformities.

4.2.1.6.6 Verification of Luminance uniformity.

Display luminance test data shall be used to determine compliance.

Verification RATIONALE (4.2.1.6.6)

Uniformity must be verified to assure that the display is usable.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4,2.1.6.6)

Verification should be baaed on luminance measurements.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1.6.6)

3.2.1.6.7 Viewing angle.

Viewing angle shaii beat ieast + degrees up, - degrees down,

degrees left, and degrees right, relative to the central (perpendicular to the face) axis of the
display. Criteria for”viewing” are:

[a] _

[b] —

[c] _

REC?UiREMENTRATiONALE (3.2.1.6.7)

Dispiays with thick bezels orprotruding controls may biockthe viewof theoperator. Certain display
technologies, including LCDsand anydispiay using pupil-foming optics oradirectionai fiitar, may have
narrow viewing angies.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.6.7)

Required angles depend on the geometry of the planned installation (and any other potential installations)
tahnginto account lheneed toseethe faredge of the display. Forexample, adisplay onthe centerline
of asingle seat aircraft canhave narrow viewing angles (less than 2Odegrees). Aside-by -side cockpit
may require at least some readability from across the cockpit, which may exceed 45 degrees (depending
onviewing distance andwidlh of cockpit). Possible criteria include:

a) No display face blockage by bezel or controls.

b) No critical information blocked by bezel or controls.

c) No contrast reversal or color reversal

d) Contrast does not degrade to less than 70 percent of the value on axis.

e) Contrast does not degrade to less than 3.0.

f) Novisible change incolor orloss of contrast.

g) Information remains readable.

The criteria chosen (more than one may be needed) depends on the criticality of the information.

Stating angles as up, down, left, and right allows for asymmetrical situations (which are common) and
eliminates theconfusion overtotal viewing angle vs. angle from normal. Thereference axis from which
angles are measured must also be specified - in some cases the perpendicular axis is used and in others
a standard viewing position is defined.

REOUIREMENTL ESSONSL EARNED (3.2.1.6.7)

LCDS have had difficulty achieving wide viewing angles, especially when driven with shades of gray
(video); any viewing angle characteristics specified should be evaluated in a cockpit mockup to verify they
areadequate, but not excessive. Devices which reflect irradiate light from adiffuse sudace orgas
(painted instruments, CRTs, plasma displays) generally have very wide viewing angles, fimited only by
bezel blockage, curvature of the display face, or off-axis reflections in the cover gfass.

Where LCDS are used for display of video, it may be necessary to specify a smaller (achievable) viewing
angle for video, compared to the required viewing angle for hi-level graphics.

Electromechanical instruments were often required to provide 30 degrees left and right viewing angle
before blockage bytheinstrument caseor&zel be=mesignificant. Thisallowed critical information (not
at the very edge of the display) to be cross checked by the other pilot in a side-by-side cockpit.

4.2.1.6.7 Verification of viewing angle.

Viewing angles shall be determined by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.6.7)

Angles must be verified to insure the display will be visible from the operators location

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .6.7)

Measurement or evaluation of design data should be used for verification

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.6.7)
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3.2.1.6.8 Blemishes.

There shall no visible blemishes on the display face when viewed from the normaf viewing distance.
Blemishes shall be defined as any area where

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.6.6)

Blemishes, or small area non-uniformities, are distracting and esthetically undesirable, and, if large and/or
high brightness, can obscure information.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.6.6)

Blemishes include stuck or missing pixels or lines, bubbles, pits, or scratches in gfass, and small area
nonuniformities in brightness or contrast. Theeyeis sensitive to"edges," i.e., places where contrast
changes over a short distance. Small variations in brightness that donotviolate the (large area)
uniformity requirement herein are often obvious and objectionable.

Thecriteria of MIL-E-l have been used intheprocurement of CRT bulbs. Blemishes are sometimes not
mentioned indisplay system specifications, since it isgenerally understood that visible blemishes are
objectionable, and detail blemish criteria should be in the CRT or other display component specifications.
Additional blemish specifications relating to the phosphor screens themselves have not been
standardized. When present, they are frequently drawn from commercial CRTspecifications, or
generated inconsideration of theneeds of theappfication. lnmonochrome CRTs, phosphor screen
defects areconsidered andcounted thesame asdefects in theglass. lncolor CRTs, the screen defects
are identified and specified uniquely based on maximum allowable size and number, minimum spacing
between blemishes and contrast of the defect with respect to the surround.

For irregular blemishes, their size may be defined as the smaller value given by ona of the two
relationships,

[1] Size = (Length+ Width)/2

[2] Size = Length/10+ 2“ Width

The following criteria have been used for an Active Matrix Liquid Crystal Display:

a) Bubbles, transparent or opaque flaws, pits, voids, delamination, or dark spots shall meet the
following criteria:

None exceeding 0.4 mm.

No more than iwo between 0.25 mm and 0.4 mm, and no leSS than twelve mm apart.

No more than five between 0.12 and 0.25 mm, and no less than six mm apart.

b) No two failed pixels within a ten-pixel radius of each other (also precludes any failed rows or
columns); No more than three failed pixels within a 25 mm circle; Total number of failed pixels shall not
exceed O.01 percent (-0.005 percent insomecases) of all pixels. Anydisplay element within a color
pixel that is more than 30 percent brighter or dimmer than similar nearby elements is considered a failure
of the pixel.

c) Foranarray with lessthan three pixels permm(76pixels per inch), no failed pixels are allowed
at delive~: Singfe pixel failures in the field may not require replacement if they do not degrade character
or symbol legitMity.
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REQUIREMENTG UIDANCE (3.2.1.6.8) -Continued

Rectangular targets with contrast of 0.02 are visible when they have an area of 20 x 20 minutes of arc

(approx.4mm square at76cm(30’’) viewing distance). Targets withcontrast =C104are visible when
they have an area of 5x5minules ofarc(approx. 1 mm square). (Under laboratory conditions, see
“Engineering Date Compendium, Human Perception and Performance”, Boff & Lincoln, Armstrong
Research Labs, 1988, sect. 1.625.)

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.6.8)

Ablemish about 2mmindiameter with contrast of0.1 darker than itssurroundings wasobaewed tobe
clearly visible and distracting on one display panel.

4.2.1 .6.8 Verification for no blemishes.

Verification shall be by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.6.8)

If any blemishes are visible, they must be assessed to determine if they meet the acceptance criteria.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.6.8)

Visual inspection should beusedto find anyvisible nonuniformities. Anynonuniformities found should be
measured with a spot photometer to determine compliance.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1.6.8)

3.2.1.7 Dispfay size.

The active display area shall beat least cm by cm. Rounding of display

corners shall not exceed

REQLJIREMENT RATIONALE (3,2.1.7)

Display size is specified to assure that it is large enough to assure rapid assimilation of displayed data

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.7)

Display size must be determined first of all on the basis of physical limits of the cockpit or panel on which
itisdesigned to fit. However, after those limits areknown, it isimportant toprovide theuser the required
symklsize, picture size, andclarity stipulated inthe resolution paragraph. Useofstandard size displays
should beat least encouraged, if not directly specified.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED(3.2.1.7)

At normal cockpit viewing distances (70-80 cm), video in a 525-line format will generally provide adequate
image quality onsmall display s (less than 15cmor6inches aquare); however, an875-line format should
beusedon larger displays. Ahigher resolution fomat, such asthe ElA-RS-343 1023-hne fomat, should
be used for very large (30-cm to 50-cm) displays.
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4.2.1.7 Verification ofdlsplay size.

Compliance with the display size requirements may be determined approximately by measuring the active
display area, or by analysis of design data,

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .7)

Approximate display size can reverified bydirect measurement. Ondevices with thick orcumed
faceplates (fike CRTS), measurement will be difficult and evaluation of design data/engineering drawings
may be needed.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .7)

Verification is normally by measurement.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4,2.1,7)

3.2.1.8 Display color.

The display color shall be when measured in ambient lighting.

RECNJIREMEN TRATIONALE (3.2.1.8)

Display color must be specified on some systems to insure that equipment built by different contractors or
atdiffarent times is aesthetically compatible. Itisalso important insomeapplications inorder to be
compatible with standard colors. Forcolor displays, thevatious colors used must be easily separable
and must take into account the “reserved” colors (red and yellow).

RECIUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1,8)

Monochrome airborne CRT displays are generally green because:

a) GY phosphor is very efficient and durable, and happens to produce green light.

b) The human eye is most efficient with green light.

c) Narrow bandpass filters are readily available which pass most of the green light and absorb most
of the non-green sunlight, thus enhancing contrast.

d) Green light can be made compatible with night vision goggles (NVGS).

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.8)

For CRT applications where a particular phosphor or a particular persistence time is required, they should
reinserted, This requirement isgenerally notneeded insinuations where color, luminance, frame rate
and reliability requirements adequately define phosphor requirements.

Type GY phosphor (designated “P-43” in the old phosphor designation system) is specified in many
cockpit CRTappficetions; it isahigh efficiency, bright yellowish-green phosphor with a narrow spectrum
light output which works wellwith wavelength-Wlective fiItersand diffraction optics. GJ(P-l), YB(P-3),
GX(P-44),and KJ(P-53) arealso appropriate in some cases. Color CRTsoffen use X(P-22) which is
available inred, green, and blue formulations. See EIA-TEP-116-B, ”Optical Characteristics of CRTs”,
which covers characteristics of all registered phosphors.
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The goal in full color displays is to have the color primaries widely separated (in Cl E chromaticity
cmrdinates) and/or provide filtering such that they will stay widely separated when exposed to and mixed
with ambient fight. Present color CRT projects have simply specified the color coordinates of the most

appropriate, currently available phosphors,

LCD matrix displays have inherently different characteristics. For example, the saturation of colors does
not change appreciably with ambient light levels on active matrix LCDS (AMLCDS) which have color filters
over each subpixel. A color filter is used to give each subpixel its desired primary color, but it also serves
to absorb most of the reflected (white) ambient tight.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.8)

Specifying the color coordinates of the phosphors on color CRTs has been adequate, since the phosphor
colors are widely separated and allow a large gamut of colors to be generated on the CRT, by mixing the
primaries in any desired ratio. Where symbology uses color coding, and the operator must be able to
easily name the color he sees, regardless of the background or lighting conditions, only a few (5 to 8,
depending on which study you believe) uniquely identifiable colors can be used. Color difference criteria
(see 3.2.1 .6.5) can be used to try to optimize the distribution of the colors used. Colors are generally
specified and measured in a dark ambient because this makes testing easier and repeatable, but this
ignores the major effects of ambient light on color saturation, See 3.2.1 .6.5 for more on this subject.

In color CRT displays, the color coordinate tolerances for the blue phosphor primaries need to be slightly
greater Iharr for red or green phosphors due to the chemical sensitivity of the P-22 blue phosphor most
widely used. In addition, color coordinates for mixed colors (e. g., cyan, yellow, and white) must be
enlarged in order to allow for variations resulting from the combination of color ratioing accuracies
(electronic) and variations in individual primary phosphor screen colors.

A color tolerance radius of 0.015 (1976 CIE UCS) units has been suggested where color coding is used
on multiple color CRTs in the cockpit. 0.02 units was used on one CRT, and 0.03 units may be the
tightest tolerance practical in production for some phosphors (such as P-22 blue).

4.2.1.8 Verification of display color.

Display color shall be measured using in a ambient.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .8)

Display color must be evaluated to assure that it is fully usable and aesthetically acceptable

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .B)

On monochrome CRT systems, review of technical data may be adequate to determine that a standard
phosphor of known color is being used. For color CRT systems or systems using other display media,
spectroradiometer measurements should be performed to establish chromaticity coordinates of at least
the primary colors.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2. 1.8)

Specific test procedures must acknowledge the limitations (measurement uncertainty) of the measuring
instruments. Spectroradiometers will provide the most accurate color measurement, but are also more
expensive and complex. At the other exlreme, small hand held calorimeters permit rapid color
determination, but the accuracy of the measurement depends upon the accuracy with which the color
filters and spectral response of the instrument emulates the CIE chromaticity curves. Correction factors
have been found useful in the latter case when determined for each color, and provided the colors
measured do not vary greatly in color coordinates.
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3.2.1.9 Night Vision Imaging System (NVIS) requirements.

The display unit shall be operationally compatible with Class NVIS and shall not produce
an NR value greater than

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2. 1.9)

Night Vision Imaging System compatibility is required of many avionic displays, whether to allow
immediate use of NVGS, to allow for future growth to use NVGS, or to minimize the emission of IR and
light from the cockpit to reduce observability.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.9)

MIL-L.87240 provides extensive guidance on aircraft lighting, including a section on NVIS compatibility
which includes thecompatibihty requirements of thetti.sewice specification MlL-L-85762. The
requirements in MlL-L-85762 aremost oheninvoked as specified. However, some tailoring maybe

appropriate. SOmeuser communities feel the NVISradlance levels specified in MlL-L-65762 are too
stringent fortheir applications, padicularly non-helicopter users. Over- specification of NVIS
requirements will constrain other impodant display parameters, most notably maximum display luminance
available fordayfight operation. State-of -the-afl @tiormance available must reconsidered to avoid
mutual conflicts among maximum luminance and contrast (for daylight readability), color (multi-ccdorvs
monochrome) and NVIS(Class Aor Class B)pedormance requirements. Display size mayafso bea
consideration, particularly in raster-scanned CRTs where maximum achievable luminance varies as the
inverse of display area.

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED(3.2.1.9)

M IL-L-65762 establishes limits on radiant power of emissions within the sensitivity envelope of NV IS.
Twoclasses of NVISare specified, Class Aand Class B. Thedifference inthetwo isthecutoff pointof
the minus-blue (long pass) filter used on all third generation aviators NVIS to reduce their response to
visible light from the cockpit. 50percent NVISresponse isatapproximately 630nmfor Class Aand66O
nmfor Class BNVIS. Class BNVISallows hmitedcolor @pab!hty inlhecwkpit, butattheexpenseof
reduced sensitivity overall (a consequence of the filter cut-on point). The Class ANVISradiance limit of

1.7x 1010 NVIS Radiance Class A units (NRA) cannot be appfied to a multicolor display that uses red
and/or yellow. lthasbeen shown to bemethematically imWssibIe tomeetthe Class ANVIShmit in the
presence ofsuchlonger wavelength visibfeemiasions. Thehigher Class Bfimits were devised
specifically for use with color displays.

The standard red and green colors called out in MIL-L-65762 have been used as requirements on
electronic displays, but these color requirements only apply to the extent that those displays are used to
present warnings and cautions which must be o{ standard color.

A color CRT operating in a monochrome green mode typically will not meet the Class A requirements due
to emission of unselected colors caused by scattered electrons inside the CRT. The P-43 and P-53
green phosphors generally used in monrxhrome avionic displays also have emissions at longer
wavelengths which will cause the display to fail a Class A requirement unless properly filtered. The
optical absorption necessary to achieve NVIS compatibility per M IL-L-65762 results in absorption of
visible light as well, timiting the luminance achievable in the display. For cockpit displays where
luminance is a priority, the NVIS Radiance requirement may force a trade off between maximum
luminance and level of compatibility achieved.

Monochrome operation of color active matrix liquid crystal dispfays also may not meet the Class A
requirement because the individual color filters are not sufficiently dense in the IR to attenuate the NVIS
Radiance. The pixels of the panel all emit similar amounts of infrared energy whether or not the pixels
are activated,
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4.2.1.9 Verification of NVLS.

NVIS radiance performance should be evaluated by individuals or organizations that have demonstrated

I technical competence to the Joint Aeronautical Commanders Group, Tri-Service Li9htin9 committee,
Naval Air Systems Command, Washington DC or to Naval Avionics Center in Indianapolis, IN. Test
methods and equipment of shall be used.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .9)

Compliance must be verified to insure the required low levels of infrared and red emissions are achieved.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.9)

Measurement of NVIS compatibility in accordance with MIL-L-85762 is technically challenging if rigorous
arxxracy is required. There areseveral means ofdetermining NVIScompatibility with easeol
measurement generally inversely propoflional totheamuracy required.

Thescanning spectroradiometer may beusedto obtain best accuracy. However, avery complete
understanding of noise thresholds and other error sources is required, as well as means for error
mitigation, inorder tosuccessfully usethis type of system. Inparticular, significant errors maybe made
with narrow-band emitting sources, and with test units which have both fixed and variable infrared
emissions (e.g., incandescent filament and phosphor screen, respective y, in a CRT).

The MIL-L-85762, Appendix B measuring system performance validation routines intended to
demonstrate the fitness of a measuring system to perform NVf S radiance measurements work well if the
measuring system isusedto measure broad band emission sources (it wasdeveloped around filtered
incandescent sources).

Spectromdiometer errors can besetious forhighly saturated sources such asa P43CRT. Incases
where the display performance can be mathematically validated to provide radiance levels below the
sensitivity threshold of the measuring system, a direct measurement of NVIS radiance is not in itself
adequate todetermine display compliance. Forexample, themathematicaf evaluation of theindividuaf
components that comprise a P-43 CRT (unfiltered emission spectra of the phosphor and spectral
transmittance of the contrast enhancement filter designed to provide NVIS compliance) indicate the NVIS
pedomance of theintegrated display unittobe below the Clas Alimitas specified in MlL-L-85762. A
direct measurement with a good spectroradiometer will not support this because the detectors aren’t
sensitive enough (noise levefis greater thansignal fevelin paflsof the spectrum). Radiance values that
are calculated from system noise will indicate a small but finite value of emitted power that is three or
more orders of magnitude above theactual performance oftha display. The mathematical protocol
defined in MIL-L-85762 modifies (amplifies) the small but erroneous power (radiance) and causes the
display to be measured non-compliant.

MIL-L-85762 afso does not accurately account for wurces (such as CRTs and flat panel displays) that
have both fixed andvariable sourcesof NVIS-sensitive emissions. lna CRT, aswellas inthe fluorescent
tubes used to backlight LCDS, the hot filament produces relatively constant IR emissions, while the
phosphor produces emissions proportional to luminance. MfL-L-85762 aflowsmeasuring thedispfay ata

btighter seRingand then seating down theresults tothespecified luminance of 1.7cd/m2(0.5fL). Since
the IR emissions do not go down proportionally, this can allow a display with excessive emissions to pass
the test.

The quickest and most straightfomvard validation method is a direct visual comparison of the test oblect
and a carefully calibrated threshofd radiance standard, viewed through a properly filtered GEN Ill NVIS
inspection device (GEN Ill monocular, for example). The threshold radiance standard must be a device
that cenbe accurately characterized. An NVIScompatible, filtered incandescent light source which has
measurable energies at all wavelengths within the NVIS sensitivity envelope is ideaf for this purpose.
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The GEN Ill NVIS inspection device must also be carefully characterized by a quafified standards house
because the exact characteristics of the minus-blue filter can have a profound effect on the compatibility
observations, particularly if the light spectrum of the test object differs significantly from that of the
reference standard,

NVIS spot radiance meters may also be used, with more accurate results, when calibrated with a
cafibraied threshold radiance standard or conventional luminance standard with suitable calibrated
attenuators 10 reduce the light source output appropriately. The spectral output of such a standard need
not resemble the unit under test.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .9)

3.2.1.10 Video/symbology overlay.

The equipment shall be capable of displaying symbols while dkplaying video.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .10)

Where system requirements necessitate overlay of symbols on video, the appropriate requirements must
be specified.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.10)

Ttisrequirement applies tosystems requiting symbols overlaid on video. The following requirements
have been used fora HUDwith raster capability: “The equipment ahallbe capable ol displaying all
sym~lsand symbol combinations required herein while displaying video. During display of video,
selected symbols may redisplayed inrester rather than by stroke. Primery symbols and symbols whose

appearance insubstantially degraded by being placed inmster shall redisplayed by stroke, Use of
stroke dutingretrace may beextended by'steating' (deleting) upto30tines of video. Such’finestealing’
should beminimized, such that nomorevideo isdeleted than necessary atany given time. Symbol
quality during display of video shall meet all requirements herein, except that symbols displayed in raster
may bedegraded asrequired bythephysi~l timitations ofquantifying them into raster tines." This
system has both stroke end raster symbol generation capability, which adds significant complexity and
may not be needed for other systems.

Where raster symbols are overlaid on video, they must be a shade brighter than the video or be
othenvise enhanced (see 3.2.l.6.3). Separate brightness controls forsymbology andmster are generally
needed tooptimize the picture. Gamma, orthenon-hnear mlationsMp beWeenvideo signal vol@ge and
desired display luminance, must also be specified in some cases.

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED(3.2.1.1O)

On color CRTs, when the symbols are overlaid on a different color background, the colors of the symbol
and background mix, producing another color. This can beavoided byelectronically substituting the
symbols for video, rather than adding them to the background.

4.2.1.10 Verification ofvideolsymbology overlay.

Videokymbology overlay shall be demonstrated.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .10)

Proper display of combined video and symbols must be verified.
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VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.10)

Verification by demonstration is generally adequate.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1.10)

3.2.1.11 Video size.

The equipment shall display video from the The aspect ratio raster shall be

centered horizontally and subtend at least “The center of the raster shall be

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .11 )

The size of the video, if different than the display size, must be defined.

RECIUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.11)

TMsrequirement applies tosystems where video isdisplayed atother lhanthe exact display size. For
example, on a HUD with video capability, the video may fill the instantaneous or total field of view
veriically orhorizontally, but will not, ingeneral, match thetotal symbology display area. The paragraph

should also specify the location of the video on the display, in terms of degrees below the horizontal
datum fora HUDandcentimeters from thecenter on other displays, Where 4:30r16:9 aspect ratio
video isdisplayed ona 1:1 screen (orvice veraa), this paragraph should describe whether the screen is
overscanned in one direction or underscanned in the other direction to make the video fit.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNEO(3.2.1.11)

4.2.1.11 Verification ofvideo size.

Video size shall be measured by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1,11)

Appropriate sizing of video must be verified.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.11)

Normally, measurements taken during acceptance test woufd be adequate.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.1 1)

3.2.1.12 Viewability during gunfire.

During periods of gunfire, any apparent displayed image size change or symbology movement (or
combination of both) shall not degrade the pilot’s capability to use critical symbology and shall not exceed

percent of thejhferv aluesspecifiedh erein. Theequipment shall return to full perfomance
immediately upon cessation of gunfire.
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.12)

On aircraft which have a gun, [he level of performance during gunfire must be specified.

REOLJIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1. 12)

This requirement, which aciually sewes to relax accuracy requirements during gunfire, has been used on
F-16 and A-10 HUDswith ”200percenl” filled in. Because of theseverity andshort duration of gunfire,
full performance during gunfire may be difficult and expensive to achieve and be of very little value.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .12)

4.2.1.12 Verification ofviewabifity during gunfire.

Degradation of thesymbology shall bemonitored visually during gunfiring vibration test. Insignificant
degradation occurs, the apparent line width and positional variations shall be measured.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .12)

Viewability must be verified to assure that the pilot can see critical symbols during gunfire.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.12)

Verification is generally done by visual obsewation backed up by measurements if necessary.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2,1.12)

3.2.1.13 Flicker, jitfer, and noise.

Thedsplay shall notexhiMt fhckerwtich isdscernible tothe eye. .fittershal lbelessthan
(3sigma). Theeffects ofelectrical noise shall notause anyvisible distoflion, positional ordimensional
instability, orluminance variation inanysymbology, reticle, orraster and shall not inteflere with proper
presentation orusability of the display. Motions at frequencies above 0.25Hzare considered jiHer, whila
lower frequency movements shall meet the requirements of the stability paragraphs herein.

RECIUIREMENTR ATIONALE (3.2.1.13)

Flicker, jitter, and noisa in a display degrades accuracy, can cause confusion or errors in a tensa, high
workload environment, and are aesthetically objectionable.

REQUIREMENTG UIDANCE (3.2.1.13)

It is always desirable to reduca ariifacts in the display, such as flicker, jitter, and noisa, to a level that is
notnoticeable tothe operator. Flicker isverydifficult toquantify and measure. Aproperly designed CRT
display should have no flicker other than the barely perceptible fading of alternate lines which can usually
beseenin aninterlaced raster display at high brightness. Forother display technologies, more specific
flicker criteria mayhave to redeveloped, Jitter should be fimited tomuchless than the minimum line
width to badispfayed. Forexample, aHUD witha l-mr nominal stroke width should have less than 1 mr
(0.074 cmat71.1 cmviewingdistance) of jitter. In fact itmaybe fimited tomuchless forexample,
ARINCCharactetistics 7251imits jitierto O.018cm(0.007 inch). Noise which isnoticeable when the
display is in normal operation should not be allowed, although in some situations (for example, a display
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for a special prolect where only a few will be buill), the time and cost required to design out all noise may
be excessive compared to the aesthetic value of a “clean” display.

Other artifacts include “ripple”, ‘“swimming” and “jer~ng”.

"Ripple'' invisible asrepetitive motion ofonepafl of thetisplay relative tootherpafis. This can be
caused by noise, such as AC power ripple, in the deflection signals on a CRT.

“Swimming” occurs when part of a character or symbol moves relative to the rest of the symbol, making
edges waver or fluctuate when thesymbol moves or rotates. Thiscan be caused byadispfayor
graphics processor with display increments that are too large.

“Jerking” occurs when a character or symbol moves in increments that are large enough to be visible.
This can be caused by input data that is not updated often enough or by a graphics processor with
display increments that are too large.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .13)

Astandard 30-Hz frame, 60-Hz field (2:l interlaced) raster video iswidely used on CRTs. Stroke-written
graphics and computer-generated raster graphics with thin lines are written at 50 Hz or higher - typically

60 Hznon-interlaced for PC monitors. LCDsgenerally must bedtiven with symmetric dtive voltages any
asymmet~ in this system results in flicker at one-half the frame rate, so they must typically be driven
above 75 Hz to mevent visible flicker.

4.2.1.13 Verification of flicker, jitter and noise.

Thedisplay shall bemonitored forvisible fhcker, jitier, and noise. Anyobiectionable effects noticed shall
be measured.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .13)

Compliance must be verified for aesthetic and accuracy reasons.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.13)

Verification should be based on visible observations backed up by measurements if necessary

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.13)

Where the litter is present in an electronic signal, such as a composite video signal from a signal
generator, litter can be measured by displaying the signal on an oscilloscope synchronized from an
accurate time base andcomparing thetiming ofvideo from line lolineantior frame to frame. Measuring
litter on a display surface is more difficult and might require taking repetitive photographs and comparing
them. ltisrarely necessa~to measure jitter since nearly eve~one agrees that visible jtteris
objectionable and it is generally possible to design systems so none is visible, in which case it need not
be measured.

3.2.1.14 Dimensional stability.

[a] Symbology dimensional stability. Thedimensional stability of thesymbology shallbe~
for symbofs less than in height orwidth and forlargersymbols, t per

of height or width.

[b] Raster dimensional stability. Therastershall betimensionally stable sothatin thecourse of normal
operation, during mode switching, or aircraft power variation, the total display image size shall not change
more than percent in height or percent in width.
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .14)

Symbol and raster dimensions must be stable for aesthetic reasons and for accuracy.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1. 14)

Dimensional stability oftl mrforsymbols less than 50mrinheight, andl mrper50mr in height have
been used for HUDsymbols. Comparable stabilities foran MFDwould be f0.7mmfor symbols less
than 50mrinheight, andt0.7mm per50mr in height. Display image size changes aregenerally fimited
to less than i 2 percent.

REQUIREMENTS LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .14)

4.2.1.14 Verification of dimensional stability.

Symbol and test pattern dimensions shall be measured to determine compliance.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .14)

Dimensional stability must be verified for accuracy and aesthetic reasons.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.14)

Verification should be based on measurements.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.14)

3.2.1.15 Positional atability.

[a] Symtmlogy positional stability. Thepositional stability of thesymbology shallbef

[b] Raster positional stability. Displayed vdeoda@ variation shall note~ceed~ percent

azimuth or elevation under any combination of environments.

f3ECXJiREMENTf3AT10NALE (3.2.1.15)

Symbol and video position must be stable for aesthetic reasons and for accuracy.

REOUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.15)

Symbofpositional stability oftl mrhasbeen used foraf-fUD. Stability ofraster position ot~2 percent
has been used fora HUD. lnsomecases where stroke andrasterare used onthe Wmedisplay, the
registration between the two is more important.

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED(3,2.1.15)

4.2.1.15 Verification ofpoaitional stability.

The position of symbols and video shall be measured to determine compliance.
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VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .15)

Positional stability must be measured to assure an accurate and aesthetically pleasing display

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .15)

Verification is normally dona by measurement.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.15)

3.2.1.16 Raster distortion and linearity

No picture element shall be displaced by more than percent of the picture height from its
true position referenced from the center of the picture.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .16)

Raster distortion must be limited for accuracy and aesthetic reasons.

REOUlf=fEMENT GUIDANCE (3.2. I.16)

Distortion and linearity error requirements of fess than 1 percent have been applied to CRT based
systems. ~stotiion of Wopercent has been allowed formany systems, andis normally adequate.

A distortion requirement is not needed on a fixed matrix display (EL, Plasma, LCD, FED, etc.) where the
image isdigitally driven to the pixels, thus having noinherenl ability todriftordistorl.

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED(3.2.1.16)

Distofiion andtineafity errors oflessthan onepercent areachievable with modern circuit~. Devices with
large optics, such as the Wide Field-of-View (WFOV) HUD, may have serious optical distortion which
adds to~hedisplay image distoflion. Errors which arespread over alargearea aremuch more tolerable
than small-area distortions, just as large-area brightness nonuniformities are tolerabfe.

4.2.1.16Verification ofraster distotiion and linearity.

Raster distotiion and linearity shall be tested by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.16)

Raster distortion must be measured to assure accuracy and aesthetic quality.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.16)

The"bal~chan defined in ElA-RS-170, has been used forlineafity measurements. Itismadeinthefonn
ofatransparency with circles of radius aqualto two percent of thedisplay height. This chart is overlaid
on a raster containing a grid of white lines; all line intersections should fall within the circles.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.16)
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3.2.1.17 Reflections.

[a] The relative intensity of second surface reflections visible in the HUD field-of-view shall not exceed
percent of the primary symbof or video luminance.

[b] Reflectivity of the display face shall not exceed percent.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .17)

Secondary reflections must be controlled to prevent reflections from interfering with the primary displayed
information.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .17)

Theseconda~ reflection requirement appfies toequipment having optics. Seconda~reffections have
been limited to two percent in current HUDS. This is achievable and reduces interference between
secondary reflections and the displayed information.

A fimit of 0.5 percent reflectivity on the display face is generally appropriate for displays used in sunshine,
andimplies that ananti-reflective coating will be used. Note that thecontrast raquiremenls herein
indirectly require control of reflections, so no reflectivity requirement is needed if a contrast requirement in
a specific ambient lighting environment is specified.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .17)

4.2.1.17 Verification of reflections.

Intensity of reflections shall be measured to determine compliance

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .17)

Reflections must be measured to assure that they are not objectionable.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.17)

Verification should be by measurement.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.1 7)

3.2.1.18 Solar etfecta.

The optical design shall fimit images and background illuminations arising from solar illumination to leas
than percent of the luminance of the illuminating source when viewed from anywhere within
theeye motion box. Continuous direct sunillumination ontheequipment within thecone of acceptance
shall not result in damage to any sub component whether operating or not.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.18)

Solar effects on a HUD must be limited to assure that bright sun images do not interfere with use of the
display or degrade the equipment.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.18)

Solar images have been limit4to less than2.5percent onexisting HUDs. Notethat 2.5percentof the
sun’s brightness is still bright enough to produce a very objectionable sun image in the display, but
because the sun is only in the correct place to produce the image a small percentage of the time, and
there isoften nopractical waytoprevent theimage, ithas been accepted. Atighter requirement (O.5
percent) should be a design goal.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.18)

4.2.1.18 Verification ofsolar effects.

Solar effects shall be measured by

VEFIIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.18)

Solar effects must be measured to insure display usability.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.18)

Measurement techniques appropriate for the display should be inserted.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.18)

3.2.1.19 Automatic brightneaa control andaenaor.

An automatic brightness control (ABC) shall be provided to maintain visual contrast on the display as the
ambient changes. Therange of the ABCshall besuitable forambient light levels inthe range of

Asadesign goal, the ABCshall automatically increase brightness during night mode
operation when bright lights are in the operator’s forward field of view.

RECIUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.19)

An ABC has been used on displays which are exposed to sudden or frequent changes in ambient hght in
a high workload environment.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.19)

An ABC suitable for use against ambient backgrounds from 340 to 34,000 cd/m2 (100 to 10,000 IL) has
been usadfora HUD. An ABC forahead-down display inafighter cockpit wasspecified to besui@ble
forambient illuminations from l, 080to108,000 lux(l OOtol O,OOOlc). However, this is a relatively
useless range since there ia really no need to dim a display in this environment.

Although ABC sounds like a great idea, some implementations have been expensive, difficult to test, and
of relatively little value inactual aircraft use. Problems which should be resolved include

1) Multiple sensors and a hysteresis function are needed to prevent fluctuations due to shadowing,
such as by the operators hand.

2) On head-down displays, a forward-looking sensor is needed to account for the Pilot’s eYe
adaptation level duetothe scene luminance outside (rather than just cockpit illumination). A system that
dims displays while sun is shining in the pilots eyes is doomed to failure.
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3) Sensors with increased sensitivity are needed to make ABC work in the 1-100 fc range (dusk and
dawn transition) where they would be most useful.

4)It is now practical to have software control the brightening and dimming time constants, and the
nonlinear relationship between ambient Ievels, control settings, anddisplay drive signals, but proven

algorithms and parameters may not be available.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .19)

The ABC used on the F-15 head-down displays has caused problems and maybe eliminated: ABC

aPPears to be mOSt uSefU! on HUOS. ABCS are being used on the being 757h’67 commercial aircraft
where sensors are provided to measure both the cockpit illumination level and the forward scene
luminance. Operation over a wider range (down to 10.8 Iux) is desirable but may not be practical with
existing !echnology. Tight tolerances are not necessary.

4.2.1.19 Verification of automatic brightness control (ABC).

Compliance shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .19)

Performance must be evaluated to assure that the ABC provides the required brightness adjustment.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.19)

Laboratory brightness tests can be periormed to verify that the ABC works as designed, The actual
ambient-brightness-versus-display-brightness function must often be determined experimentally during
flight test of the hardware, since the desired characteristic is greatly affected by the surroundings in the
cockpit. Wide tolerances should be used in this test, since accuracy is difficult to control and of very little
value.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .19)

3.2.1.20 Warm-up time.

The equipment shall be functionally operational and conform to all accuracy and performance
requirements within minutes of being switched on when operated in the environment
specified herein, including temperature extremes. Transient Wwer loss for up to seconds
shall not require re-warm-up longer than the period of power loss.

I REQuIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .20)

Prompt warm-up is required to prevent delays when starting up the aircraft and avoid wasted

I maintenance time when operating the equipment for checkout or repair.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2. 1.20)

A warm-up time of two minutes is generally adequate. Some systems have also allowed degraded
performance for up to five or ten minutes after turn-on at cold temperature extremes. Others, such as
engine instruments on an aircraft which will be on alert, must provide a reasonable display immediately,
or within 30 seconds, but may not need to meet full specifications for two minutes. Power transients of
up to one second should be tolerated without requiring a full re-warm-up period.
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LCDS do not function at low temperatures and must have built in heaters if the system is to start up
quickly in a cold environment. A requirement that is compatible with LCDS but still provides a usable
display during aircraft start is

Display shall have a visible image within 30 seconds (al least 25 percent brightness and 1-Hz update
rate) and meet specified performance within 5 minutes when stariing at -40”C.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .20)

CRTs have an inherently slow warm-up because of their vacuum tube nature. The major problems
associated with warm-up of analog circuitry and mechanical devices have mostly disappeared with
current digital hardware.

4.2.1.20 Verification of warm-up time.

Warm-up time shall be measured.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .20)

Warm-up must be checked to assure that the display equipment does not delay aircratl start-up or
maintenance.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .20)

Verification is normally done by timing with a stopwatch.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNEO (4.2.1 .20)

3.2.1.21 Controls.

Controls for brightness, contrast, and shall be provided, Brightness and contrast shall
change logarithmically with linear control movement, to give the subjective impression of linear mntrol.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .21 )

Several controls arenormally included ondsplay equipment. Brightness andcontrast arerequiredto
make the display characteristics compatible with the ambient lighting.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3,2,1.21)

Nearly all displays have rotary type controls for brightness and contrast, plus several other controls
depending onthesystem application and configuration. MIL-STD-1472 contains guidance on controls.
See also 3,3.3.

“Bezel bunons” (also called “soft keys’) like the ones found on automated teller machines, are used on
most multifunction displays. Tento twenty-four programmable switches arearrenged around the
periphery of the display, with the label presented on the display adjacent to the switch.

Advantages of bezel buttons are:

a) Minimum hardware to buy and maintain

b) Minimum panel space occupied

c) Switch labels and functions can be changed in software as design is refined or functions are
added
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d) Less fingerprints on glees (compared to touch panels)

e) Tactile feedback (click) when buttons are pushed

Disadvantages are:

a. Suck with one switch arrangement

b. Pushbuttons are not optimum for functions previously performed by rotary switches

c. No shape coding of switches

d. Adds clutter to the video screen

“Soft knobs” have also been used, providing a multi-function control for easy adjustment of functions
traditionally controlled by a rotary control.

Separate video contrast, video brightness and symbol brightness controls are provided on many MFDs.
Others have the relationship between video and symbol brightness fixed (set) by the design, If it is set, it
must be changeable (by software or hardware adjustment) since the desired relationship depends upon
the fighting environment and the video sources being used, and has had to be adjusted as a result of
flight tests.

“Ganged” brightness controls, which adjust several displays at once, are used in some cases where there
are several electronic displays of the same technology (similar dimming characteristics) in the cockpit,
much as the traditional flight instruments lighting was ganged together.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.21)

Modem display units use push buttons, rocker switches, or “digital potentiometers” to adjust brightness,
contrast, etc. This technique wiilresult indiscrete steps incontrol settings, which can be objectionable
unless thesteps aremade sufficiently small. These devices eliminate thereliabWyproblemsof
potentiometers, Afso, theyoutput increment anddecrement signals rather than anactual value, which
allows previous settings to be retained and reset automatically by software when modes or formats are
changed.

I 4.2.1.21 Verification of controls.
1 Operation of aft required controls will be demonstrated.

I VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .21 )

I Availability of controls and smooth, easy operation musl be verified.

I VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.21)

Verification is generally done by demonstration of the operation of the controls

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.21)

3.2.1.22 Nuclear survivsbifity.

Nuclear survivability shall be in accordance with

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1,22)

This requirement applies to equipment used on aircraft which are required to operate in a nuclear
environment.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .22)

Characteristics of the nuclear effects which will be felt in the area where the equipment is installed should
redetermined anduaed inthe specification. Seealso MlL-STD-1799.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2. 1.22)

Nuclear effWtsgenerally apply tostralegic aircraft, buthave not been applied totactical aircraft. Nuclear
hardening or shielding will affect cost, weight, choice of materials, etc.

4.2.1.22Verification of nuclear survivability.

Nuclear survivability or vulnerability shall be evaluated by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.22)

Mission-critical displays must be tested to verify that they will continue to operate.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.22)

Appropriate tests must be developed.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.1.22)

3.2.1.23 Processor standards.

General purpose processors shall use the instruction setand deprogrammed in
language. Procesmrconfiguration andprogramming techniques shall comply with

Software which controls symbol format shall becontainedin memory

devices, toallow flexibility ofsymbol format with minimal impact onthe display hardware. Specialized
processors and languages may be used for specific display generation tasks which cannot be done with
standard general purpose processors.

RECIUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.23)

Processor and software design characteristics are specified to promote commonality of hardware and
software and the support equipment and training associated with them.

REOUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.23)

The goal is to use the minimum number of different instruction sets and languages to minimize the cost of
suppotiin gcompute rsoftwar einthefield. Adalanguage isrequired by fawexcept whew specific
circumstances make this impractical. Asotiware specification orother sofiware coding document should
bereferenced which defines thenumerous other sofWaredesign requirements. Software which controls
symbol format should be contained in ultraviolet or electrically erasable PROM’S, since it generally gets
changed as a result of flight tests and changes to the aircraft or its mission.

The standard processor and higher oder language requirement should apply to the general purpose
processor portion of a symbol generator and not necessarily to the specialized hardware and software
lhatconvefls thesymbol commands into display primitives. Thespecialized software and hardware must
operate in a high speed, real time environment to generate all the symbology in the required time.
Hardware optimized for symbol generation and assembly language software or micro code optimized for
speed is often used for this portion of the symbol generator.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .23)

Special-purpose PALs and ASICS are often used in display processors.

4.2,1.23 Verification ofprocessor standards.

Processor characteristics shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .23)

Compliance must be verified to assure that the processor and software can be efficiently maintained

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .23)

Processor type canoften bevefified byinspection ofdocumentation ifitisa mass-produced type. PROM
type can be verified by evaluation of design data.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.I.23)

3.2.1.24 Damage protection/Overf oad protection

The equipment shall be protected from chain reaction failures including those from external power switch
offoroverloads during installation, test, orother causes and Insofaras practical, nodamageto

anLRUshallresult fromopencircuik orgroundingafwiring externaltotheLRU.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.24.1)

Induced failures caused by overload can be greatly reduced by appropriate equipmenl design

Equipment containing a CRT must have CRT protection to prevent damage to the CRT.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.24.1)

Use of features such as “crowbar protection on power supplies maybe specified

Equipment containing CRTs must be designed such that the CRT is undamaged in the event of failure or
switch-off of theaircraft electrical power supplies orsweepcircuitw. Theprotection should be effective
ovar the total brightness range.

Equipment containing high voltage should be designed to preclude damage to components or hazards to
personnel from high voltage power supply and CRT high voltage arcs by use of arc suppressers or
eauivalant.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.24.1)

4.2.1.24 Verification ofdamage protection/overload protection.

Compliance shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .24)

Compfiince must be verified to assure that excessive failures are not induced by overload.
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VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .24)

Demonstrations or analysis of circuil~ should be performed.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .24)

3.2.1.25 Head-up display (HUD) -specific requirements

See subparagraphs.

4.2.1.25 Verification of HUD specific requirements

See subparagraphs.

3.2.1 .25.1 HUD field-of-view (FOV).

The HUD shall have a total field of view of at least vertical (V) by

horizontal(H). Thelnstantaneous FOV(lFOV) (total seen by both eyes) shall beat least
Vx H. The FOVandits relationship tothehotizontal datum shall beasdescfibedin

Theabove requirements aretobe metwith theeyes centered onthe design eye. The
total FOV shall be viewable from within the eye motion limits (box) shown in and the IFOV

shall not decrease to less than 75 percent of the above requirement with up to cm of eye

displacement around the central line of sight within the eye motion box.

RECIUIREMENT RATIONALE (3,2.1 .25.1)

HUD FOV must be large enough to accommodate display of all necessary information.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2,1.25.1)

This requirement applies to Head-Up Displays (HUDs) only. (Note: “Head” issingulan pilots have only
one.) Theahve paragraph wasu=din awide FOVraster HUDspecification with the following
requirements filled in: 20degrees vertical, 25degrees horizontal, 17degrees x25degreeslFOV,
relationship todatum shown inafigure, and 1.9-cm (3/4 -inch) eye motion allowed. The contractor met
therequirements using adiffraction optics combiner, Conventional HUDs(refractive optics) generally
haveasmaller TFOVand amuchsmaller lFOV, duetooptical fimitations. Atypical conventional HUD
might have a 20degree TFOV, and a9-degree by 14-degree IFOV. Themaximum TFOVandlFOV
obteined from a demonstrated, practical HUD with conventional optics has been 25degreesand 13x
20 degrees, respectively.

Conventional optics HUDS with their smaller FOV are adequate for use with weapons which must fire
forward (near theaircraftaxis). WFOVcapabili~ isuseful for firing off-axis weapons, andiscritially
important (along with avideocapab!lity )toa system which relies on HUD FLIRvideo for night navigation
(such as WNTIRN).

A guidebook called “HUOS in Tactical Cockpits”, written by Jerry Gard of Kaiser Electronics, gives
extensive advice on HUD FOV. A Crew Station Ergonomics information Analysis Center (CSERlAC)
State of the Art Report (SOAR) 92-2, “Human Factors Issues in Head-UpDisplay Design: The @ook of
HUD”, by Daniel Weintraub and Michael Ensing, provides extensive background on HUDS.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.25.1)

For the F-1 6 LANTIRN HUD program, data measured in a real cockpit showing eye location at various
fimesfor various operators wasused todefine a"box"7cmtigh, 14cmwide, and25cm\onginside
which lheoperator’s eyes remained most of the time. Field of view andluminance degradation limits
were then specified fortheoperators eyes in the box. It isessential that the HUDdesignbe basedon
actual operator’s eyepositions, measured in a cockpit, rather than thehypothetical ”designeye” point.
This is particularly important for a HUD which has optical power in the combining glass (e.g., a WFOV
diffraction optics HUD) because the ideal viewing position for these HUDS can only be changed by
redesigning !he optics. With themore traditional HUDs(flat plate comMnerglass) itispoaaible to modify
the combiner to adjust the viewing position,

The interaction of the HUD, the design eye position, and the aircraft canopy requires study and
optimization. Some of these issues are discussed in Report AFAMRL-TR-83-095, ”Optical and Human
Performance Evaluation of HUD Systems Design”.

At least one aircraft has used the inside of the windshield as the HUD combiner, but this has proven
difficult because

a) It is too far from the pilot and not at the optimum angle to get adequate FOV.

b) Modern aircraft canopies are curved.

c) Afignment and accuracy are hard to maintain, since other optics need to be precisely positioned
relative to the combiner, and the windshield bends under air loads and with heating,

Note that General Motors uses the windshield as a combiner in their automotive HUD, where cost
savings and aesthetics are more important than accuracy or FOV.

4.2.1 .25.1 Verification of HUD field of view (FOV).

Measurements of look angles from specified eye positions to field positions shall be used to determine
compliance.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4,2.1 .25.1 )

FOV must be measured to assure that it is large enough for the appropriate symbology and/or video

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.25.1)

Verification is normally baaed on measurements taken with a theodolite.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .25.1)

3.2.1 .25.2 Parallax.

For a single display element in elevation and azimuth for two eyes 6.35 cm (2.5 inches) apart laterally, 90
percent of the measured values shall not exceed the following: mr vertically,
mr horizontally converging, and mr horizontally diverging. Novalues shall exceed 1.1 times
these values. Alleyeposition and field angle data used to=tisfy the HUD field-of .view requirement shall
be the basis for compliance with this requirement.
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .25.2)

Parallax must be hmited to prevent eyestrain, double imaging, and loss of (or a false sense of) depth
perception. Parallax isdefined asthediflerence inviewing angle between the Woeyeswhen they are
both loofdng atthesame point orobject. Forexample, twoeyes 6.35cmaparl looting atapoint28.5
meters away will be converging 2.3 mr.

Imperfections in the HUD optics and/or the aircraft windscreen cause eithar the HUD symbology, the real
world or both to not be displayed at an optical distance of infinity (from the pilot’s point of view). Since the
two eyes cannot simultaneously fuse two images that are at different optical distances (i.e., where the
difference in the distance exceeds the tolerance of Panum’s area) either the HUD symbology or the real
world scene, whichever isn”t being fixated upon at the time, will appear doubled. The eyes must then
accommodate back and forth between the two sources of visual information, resulting in eye fatigue.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.25.2)

This requirement applies to equipment which has optics, including HUDS and Helmet Mounted Displays.
Parallax limits of 1 mr vertical, 2.3 mr horizontally converging, and 1 mr horizontally diverging have been
used on a HUD, and are usually considered adequate.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .25.2)

Some aircraft require that the HUD have optical power to compensate for the optical power of a curved
canopy. lnasimple case (the F-15), this isave~stight cylindrical cumeground into the combiner
glass, The F-16has amuchmore complicated situation becau~the canopy isanon-uniform compOund
curve, and has sfight optical power. When the Wide Field of View LANTIRN HUD was installed in the F-
16, problems with loss of depth perception and double imaging occurred. Anyone designing a similar
system should research the work which was done at WPAFB to correct these problems, as it involved
tighter windshield specifications, optical modifications to the HUD, and different parallax requirements
(ASD-TR-83-5019).

4.2.1 .25.2 Verification of parallax.

Eye position and field angle data shall be taken to determine compliance.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .25.2)

Parallax must be measured to assure that excessive eyestrain, double imaging, or loss of depth
perception will not occur.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .25.2)

Verification should be based on measurements.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .25.2)
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3.2.1 .25.3 HUD standby reticle.

A sLsndby reticle shall be provided which meels Ihe size and shape requirements of JI
shall be independent of It shall be manually depreesible and shall meet (he following detail
requirements.

[a] Luminance: The reticle fine luminance shall be such that the projected images shall be visible and

achieve a contrast of at least against a background luminance of 34,000 cd/m2 (10,000 fL)
and equivalent color temperature of 3,000 to 5,000 Kelvins. The average luminance of the projected

image shall be a minimum of cd/m2 when viewed through the combining glass.

[b] Line widths. Standby reticle line width shall be mr when measured at the 50 percent

intensity points wilh the reticle luminance set at cd/m2 at the combining glass.

[c] Color. Thecolorof thestandby reticle shall lieat UCS1976 coordinates and

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .25.3)

Until recently, astandby reticle has been required onmost HUDsthat have a targeting function. Higher
reliability of modern electronics, and complexity of having duplicate image sources in a HUD, are making
this a high cost, low value option in new systems.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .25.3)

The standby reticle was generated by a mechanical mask and a light bulb, completely independent of the
HUDelectronics and CRT, inmost HUDsbuilt prior to 1980. Thecomplexity of fitting these mechanical
components into theoptical train added significant cost and degraded reliability, somorerecent HUDs
have used an independent electronics channel to generate a standby reticle on the same (primary) CRT.
This was particularly important on LANTIRN because diffraction optics are used in the combiner and the
wavelength of the fight source is critical. The level of independence of thestandby reticle has generally
been estabhshed bytheusers, whonaturally want itasindependent as possible, Thesizeand shape of
thereticle should redefined byafigure included in the specification. Itshould look like the primary
aiming reticle andlor follow the standby reticle guidance.

An alternative to providing a separate standby reticle is to configure the system such that the display will
bedtiven byabackup symbol generator intheevent of HUDelectronics unit lailure. This ispafiicularly
attractive in systems which have multiple symbol generators (for head-down displays) which can drive the
HUDina backup mode. ltprovides afullpedormance backup mode, rather than therelatively useless
manual standby reticle.

A contrast of 0.2 (contrast ratio of 1.2:1 ), and a minimum luminance of 5,440 cd/m2 (1,600 fL) has been
ueed and inadequate toassure viewability in sunshine. Amntrastof 0.5 would be preferred, but requires
serious compromises in other CRT characteristics with current technology.

Reticle linewidth should besimilar tothatof theptima~symbolog~ 1 mrwidth measured at5440cd/m2
(1 ,600 fL) luminance has been used successfully.

Standby retitles were red in many older HUDS, apparently to distinguish the standby from the primary.
With the superior capability of symbol generators today, it will be obvious if a backup reticle is in use.
HUDS using wavelength selective optics (diffraction or “holographic” combiners) will only work with one
color oflight, so it isnecessa~ tomakethe standby reticle thesame color astheptima~. Unlessa
specific color requirement is known, the color requirement should be deleted or a statement that the
standby is similar in color to the primary can be used.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .25.3)

4.2.1 .25.3 Verification of HUDatandby reticle.

Standby reticle luminance, line width, and color shall be measured.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.25.3)

Standby reticle characteristics must be measured to assure that an aesthetically pleasing and clearly
visible reticle is movided.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .25.3)

Measurements should be made using the same techniques as those used in measuring primary
symbology.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1.25.3)

3.2.1 .25.4 HUDaccuracy.

The accuracy of the placement of fire control and navigation cueing symbology on the HUD combiner
glass shall be adequate for maximum effective use of the and the following:

[a] Calculated errors shall be based on30vafues where nomaldistribution isassumed.

[b] Theerrors shall include input signal conversion andcomputational errors inthe HUD.

[c] Theerrors shall remeasured relative tothe HUDmountingsudace.

[d] Static errors shall recomputed astheroot mean square ofazimuth andelevation component
errors.

[e] Input signals areassumed to bepefiect.

[f] Accuracies arewith nocanopy in place, except forthesymbols listed under “canopydistorfion
compensation.” Accuracy ofplacement ofprimary HUD symbols on thecombiner shall notexceed
~ mr within a diameter circle and i mr everywhere in the
TFOV.

REQUIREMENTR ATIONALE (3,2.1.25.4)

Accuracies must be established to insure that HUD symbols allow accurate targeting and to insure that
flight and navigation symbols are geometrically correct.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2,1.25.4)

The name of the equipment requiring the greatest accuracy should be inserfed; for example, on the A- 10,
the GAU-8gun requires thatthe guncross beaccurately lomted. Accuracies of ~1.7mrontheoptical
axis, ~ 3 mr within a 12-degree diameter circle, and t 5 mr an~here in the FOV have been achieved.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .25.4)

4.2.1 .25.4 Verifjcaffon of HUD accuracy.

Accuracy of symbols and symbol positions shall be evaluated by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .25.4)

Symbol accuracy must remeasured toassure that the HUDdesign provides accuracy adequate for flight
control and weapon delivery.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4,2,1.25.4)

Symbol positions are normally measured in the laboratory using a theodolite with the HUD display unit
mounted onaprecision test fixtura. Digital readouts andscales areevaluated byobsewation.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1.25.4)

3.2.1 .25.4.1 Flight aymbol accuracies.

The equipment shall reproduce flight symbol input signals on the display to the following accuracies:

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.25.4.1)

Primary flight symbols must accurately depict attitude, heading, etc., to prevent the pilot from being

disoriented.

RECIUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2,1.25.4.1)

The following flight symbol accuracies are achieved on the F-16 HU D

a)Pitchanglsx t l. Odegree

b) Atrspeed ~ 2 KIAS

c) Altitude ~ 7.62 m (25 feet)

d) Roll attitude ~ 1.5 degrees

e) Mach: ~ 0.02 Mach

f) Heading: ~1 degree

Requirement LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.25.4.1)

4.2.1 .25.4.1 Verification of flight symbol accuracies.

The requirements of 4.2.1 .25.4 apply.
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3.2.1 .25.4.2 Algorithm accuracies.

The algorithms used to compute fire control symbology locations shall have the following accuracies

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.25.4.2)

For a HUD which performs weapon aiming and flight director calculations, the accuracy of the algorithms
must be controlled to assure proper weapon delivery and flight director operation.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.25.4.2)

The following accuracies are achieved in the F-16 HUD (excluding display errors):

a) Snapshoot: I 0.5 mr

b) Lead computing optical sight: tO.5mr

c) Flight director L 0.5 mr

REQUfREMENTLESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.25.4.2)

4.2.1 .25.4.2 Verification ofalgorithm accuracies.

The requirements of 4.2.1 .25.4 apply.

3.2.1 .25.4.3 Symboflvide oregistratio nerror.

When symbols are overlaid on the video images, they shall be registered to within percent
of the display width, plus percent of the distance from FOV center vertically and
horizontally with respect to tfie commanded true position within the video scene.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.25.4.3)

For systems which overlay video with symbology the relative position must be controlled; this is only
important for a display where the spatial relationship between the video and symbology has meaning.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.25.4.3)

Alignmentof+lmr 0.5percentofthe dis@ncefromFOV centerwasspecified fortheLANTIRNHLJO
This only applied to the symbols whose exact position in the scene was imporlant.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.25.4.3)

ThLs paragraph is intended to deal with errors occurring within the display system; a system displaying
sensor video on a HUD or HMD will have misregistration relative to the real worfd due to the fact that the
camera isnotin lirrewiththe HUD. Forexample, aFLIRmounted under thenose is several feet
vertically below the HUD, and the image can only match with the real world (from the pilot’s point of view)
at one range.

4.2.1 .25.4.3 Verification ofsymboffvideo registration error.

The requirements of 4.2.1 .25.4 apply.
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3.2.1 .25.4.4 Standby reticle positional accuracy.

The same accuracy requirements stated for the prima~ reticle shall apply for the standby reticle except

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2. 1.25.4.4)

If a standby reticle is provided, its accuracy must be specified to assure it will be useful

RECNJfREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .25.4 .4)

Standby reticfe accuracy is normalfy equivalent to the primary reticfe accuracy.

FfEQUfREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .25.4 .4)

4.2.1 .25.4.4 Verification ofatandby raticle positional accuracy.

The requirements of 4,2.1 .25.4 apply,

3.2.1 .25.4.5 Combiner glasadispfacement error.

Thecombining glass shalfnot cause reafworfd objecls to bedisplacad by more than mr
(3sigma)inthearea within 5degreesofthe centeroftheFOVor mrwilhinthetotal FOV.

REfXflREMENT Rationale (3.2.1.25.4.5)

A HUD combiner glass must have flat and parallel surfaces in order to prevent displacement of the reaf -
world scene.

REQUfREMENTGUfDANCE (3,2.1.25.4.5)

Errors of 0.6 mr in the central part of the FOV, and 0.8 mr overaff, are specified for the F-16.

Requirement LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.25.4.5)

4.2.1 .25.4.5 Verification otcombiner glaesdisplacement error.

The requirements of 4.2.1 .25.4 appfy.

3.2.1 .25.4.6 Combining glaaa distortion error.

The combining gfass shall not cause real world objects of fess than 25 mr subtense to be distotied by
more than mrfromthe true object geomet~, estibhshed wtihoti thecomblning glass. The
distortion requirement shalf appfy for aff eye positions that are required to obtain the total FOV.

RECIUfREMENT Rationale (3.2.1.25.4.6)

Combiner gfass surfaces must be flat to prevent geometric distortion, which degrades appearance and
accuracy.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .25.4 .6)

DistoRion of 0.25mris used inthe F-16HUD specification. Larger distortions areallowed insomecaSSs,
such as at the discontinuity between the two images on a dual-combiner HUD.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .25.4 .6)

4.2.1 .25.4.6 Verification ofcombining glass distotiion error.

Therequirementsof 4.2.1.25.4 apply.

3.2.1 .25.4.7 Boresighting.

The HUD display unit shall be designed to provide simple, reliable preboresighting such that when
installed in Ihe air vehicle, acombined foresight accuracy of mr (3 sigma) shall be

achieved. Alignment, intedace matching, oradjustment of the HUDprojection unit shall not be required
when this unit is removed and replaced after theoriginal factory installation incomplete, providing that its
mounting assembly is not disturbed.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3,2.1.25.4.7)

Forhead-up displays, boresighting isrequired foraccurate symbology positioning. Accurate
preboresighting, with no on-aircraft adjustments, reduces maintenance costs and allows HUD
replacement to be done quickly without special equipment.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3,2,1.25,4.7)

Preboresighting should not be applied if extremely accurate boresighting is required, since it creates
many design constraints. This requirement wasapplied tothe F-16, andmade anomal HUD swap-out
very easy. However, ilisnow amajoroperation tocheck orreset the facto~alignment of the mounting
base when it is found to be bad (due to airframe bending).

Where an error budget has been established which goes down to the level of HUD boresight, the

appropriate number should beinsafled. Alternately, where asystem contractor isresponsibfe for
accuracy, HUDaccuracies shoufdbe specified relative toaircraft reference, andtheboresight accuracy
requirement can be dropped to allow the manufacturer to set up his own error budget.

RECXJIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.25.4.7)

Electronic boresighting is now practical. Itcaneliminate theneed foramechanically compfex and
expensive adjustable mounting tray. This method u~sanelectronic memo~on theaircraftto store
alignment numbers which are read by the display at power-up and used to adjust symbol positions.

4.2.1 .25.4.7 Verification of boresighting.

The requirements of 4.2.1 .25.4 apply.

3.2.1 .25.5 Canopy distortion compensation.

The system shall compensate the position of the following symbols for optical deviations through the
aircraft canopy
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .25.5)

Where a curved canopy is used which introduces significant distortion, it maybe necessary to
electronically shift the position of symbols on the HUD or HMD to make them accurate relative to the
distorted real scene,

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .25.5)

This requirement is offen not needed, since it only appfies to HUDS or HMDs in aircraft with curved
canopies, such asthe F-16. AFGS-67266, AircraH Cockpit Transparency System, should be referenced
for other canopy-related requirements.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.25.5)

Symbol position compensation isusedinthe F-16. Thecorrec[ions aredone bythe HUD processor
using aninecoefficient polynomial correction equation. Thecoefficients are determined from
measurements taken on each windshield when it is manufactured, and are stored in the aircraft computer
along with other aircraft weight and configuration data; they are passed to the HUD over the data bus
when thesystem is turned on. This seems to bethemost practical waytomake themrrections, even
though itaddssignificant complexity to the software. Allsymbola which must afignwith theouiside
scene, such asaimingreticles, target designators, continuously computed impact Iine, and radar search
cues, are compensated. Some aircraft also require compenWtion tocorrect parallax errors caused by
the canopy. (See 3.2,1 .25.2.)

4.2.1 .25.5 Verification ofcanopy distortion compensation.

The intentional displacement of symbols for distortion compensation shall be evaluated by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.25.5)

Position correction must be tested to insure that the system provides adequate weapon accuracies.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.25.5)

Atestshouldbeperformed tomeasurethecorrections madebytheHUD andcomparethem with the
corrections mathematically defined by the equations.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1.25.5)

3.2.1 .25.6 HUDcombirrer wind loada.

The combining glass and its mounting structure shall withstand without breakage the wind loading and
tempemture differentials associated with thesudden removal of thecanopy in flight, The operational
environment preceding removal of thecanopy isthenormal cockpit environment. Immediately following
removal, the wind loading on the combiner will be and the surface temperature will increase
immediately to “c.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.25.6)

This requirement applies only to aircraft in which the front part of the canopy is removed prior to
emergency ejection. The HUDmust withstand thewind loads inorder toavoid breaMng upand injuring
the pilot,
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .25.6)

The F-16 HUD wes designed 10withstand the wind loads which were determined by analysis and wind
tunnel tests andwere described inafigure inthe specification. Specific loading requirements depend on
themaximum safe ejection speed forthe aircraft. Consult with escape system andcanopy engineers to
establish appropriate requirements.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .25.6)

4.2.1 .25.6 Verification of HUDcombiner wind foads.

Force and temperature loading equivalent to those shown in shall be applied to the HUD

combiner. Breakage of thecomtiner oritsmountings shall constitute failure of the test.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .25.6)

Combiner strength must be verified to assure pilot safety.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1 .25.6)

Static force tests or a dynamic wind-tunnel test should be periormed.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1.25.6)

3.2.1 .25.7 HUDcombiner transmission and reflection.

The HUD combining glass shall conform to Transmissibility shall be a minimum of
percent for both directions through theglaa-s. Theoutersurface of thecombining glass

shall have a reflectivity of percent or less.

REQUIREMENTR ATIONALE (3.2.1.25.7)

For HUDS, the optical characteristics of the combiner glass are important to provide comfortable,
accurate viewing.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.25.7)

This requirement applies only to HUDs. Transmissibility of70percent, andouter sufiace reflectivity of
0.5 percent are appropriate.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.25.7)

For aircraft where NVGS will be used, the transmission of the combiner in the near IR range should also
be specified.
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4.2.1 .25.7 Verification of HUD combiner transmission and reflection.

Measurements shall be taken or procurement data shall be evaluated to determine compliance.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1 .25.7)

Compliance must be verified to assure adequate performance and appearance of the combiner

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.1.25.7)

Verification can be done by measurement or data evaluation.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1 .25.7)

3.2.1.26 Helmet mounted display (HMD)-specific requirements.

A HMD system with the Iolowing characteristics shall be provided:

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.26)

A HMO system could be valuable for air-to-air and air-to-ground attack, low level terrain following
missions, night andin-weather missions, night rescue, and special operations. Itcanprovide the pilot
with an overlay of both video and graphks information from sensor-generated and computer.generated
sources andmaintain thepilot's temporal andspatial relationships tothe tasksat hand. It can provide
the pilot with an instantaneous presentation of the tactical and portions of the strategic situation to
improve thepilot's situational awareness and reduce workload. Through the use of EO, FLIFf, and LLTV
sensors used separately or in combination through appropriate signal processing, the HMD presentation
can permit the pilot to fly with improved safety and allow him to detectlacquire objects at long range.

REQUIREMENTGUIOANCE (3.2.1,26)

Because of the lack of existing successful production HMD systems to provide a “baseline” of
performance requirements, this section is necessarily vague.

Existing HMOS typically added excessive weight and volume to the helmet and did not have the proper
CG or wind blast resistance for safe ejection, although soma experimental units now are considered
eiection-safe. Monwular, symbology-only systems can bemadebtight enough forusein sunshine, while
current technology makes itvewdifficult toprovide video in sunlight. Video, with itshighsptstial
frequency information, can cause binocular rivalry, and is thus more compatible with a binocular viewing
configuration.

It is common practice to refer to a head-mounted system that can display raster video and/or dynamic
stroke symbology asa Helmet Mounted Display [HMO). Head-mounted systems that can only display
fixedsymbolsare referred toasHelmetMounted Sights(HMS).
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Current HMD systems use a miniature CRT, about 12 to 25 mm (1/2 to 1 inch) in diameter, to provide a
video image on the helmet. HMSS use a smaller device, such as a pattern of light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
to forma reticle. Installing a 1-inch CRT on the helmet adds significant weight, due to the weight of the
glass CRT bottle, high-voltage connections, etc., so attempts are being made to build smaller CRTs with
adequate performance. Providing high resolution, high brightness, ruggedness, and producibility in a
1-inch CRT is already very difficult, so meeting the same requirements in a smaller tube will be even
more difficult, and will almost certainly result in loss of performance in some areas. Alternatives are
being investigated. For example, small liquid crysial displays (LCDS) could solve the size and weight
problem but introduce new problems in resolution; addresaability: producibility; the need for a powerful,
uniform backtight and the need for an extremely high-contrast-ratio image source if one is IO see through
the background. Systems have been tested which locate the CRT remote from the helmet; the image is
then carried to the helmet with a fiber optic cable. This allows the use of a larger CRT, mounted in a box
where its full performance can be realized, but requires the use of an image-carrying fiber optic cable,
with serious size, stiffness, weight, and resolution problems, and the addition of another box in the
cockpit. The fiber optic cable approach has been used in an “’NVG HUD’, a device which is added to
existing NVGS and provides symbology overfaid on the NVG images, but does not have adequate
resolution to display video and is not integrated into an ejection-safe design.

Additional guidance is available in laboratory reports (for example, Kocien, 1991).

The field of view discussion in the HUD section of this handbook also generally appties to HMDs. While
attempts are being made to achieve very wide FOV (over 50 degrees) in HMDs, this is only necessary if
the intent is to fully immerse the pilot in the artificial image in the HMD. For more typical cases where the
HMD information is only a supplement to the real-world view (such as providing off-boresight missile
aiming) a small FOV may be adequate -15 degrees has been shown to be useful in dynamic ffight
conditions.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .26)

The difficulties and risks associated with HMD development are due to the severhy of the performance
requirements applied and the lack of a major development effort to resolve the remaining problems.
Since operational systems are still rare, it is not clear which features are essential and which could be
optional.

4.2.1.26 Verification of HMD specific requirements.

TBD.

3.2.1 .26.1 Sunshine video capability.

The HMD shall be capable of displaying video, with contrast, resolution, and brightness as specified
herein, in a ambient.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .26,1)

If a sensor is available which can “see through” certain atmospheric conditions better than the human
eye, it may be useful to provide a full video capability which is bright enough to be used in sunshine.
Othenvise, video is onfy required at night.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.26.1)

It must be recognized that video sensors (such as FLIR) which are designed to allow vision at night will
provide farless utility in sunshine. Forexample, theresolution of thehuman eyein daylight is
approximately three times better than that of a 30 degree FOV FLIR, so most of the time if it is bright
enough tohavea sunshine legiMlity problem, itisbtight enough to flywithoutthe FLlR. Symbology, on
the other hand, should be usable in sunshine, since this allows the HMD to be used as a HUD and HMS
in daylight, just asit can at night. Viewability in sunshine isnotso difficult to achieve if adark visor is
used. Forexample, thenormal "sunglasses" visor hastranmission of around 15 percent, which means
that a HMD operating inside this visor would need to be visible against a 1500-fL background, rather than
normal 10,OOO-fLsunshine.

The brightness, resolution, and contrast requirements in the HUD section of this spec can be used as a
starting point.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .26.1)

4.2.1 .26.1 Verification ofvideo insunshine capability.

TBD.

3.2.1 .26.2 Image intensifier (lz)capability.

The HMD shall include 12capability with the following FOV, resolution, gain,

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .26.2)

Acapability toseein thedark =nbeacNeved byintegrating 12capatility into the helmet. Izsdo not
require u~ofa FLIRorhelmet tracting system, therefore can result inamuch less expensive system.
The disadvantages are that they operate in the visible and near-lR range-therefore the crewstation
lighting must be made NVG compatible-and they do not detact radiated Ihermaf energy (as a FLIR does).
They also add more weight to the helmet and complexity to the optics.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1.26.2)

Attempts hvebeen made todesign helme@with l2capaMlity. Such systems must bespecifically
designed for use in high speed aircraft with ejection seats, with the low weight and proper center of
gravity (CG) to avoid excessive stRss on the pilot’s neck during high-G maneuvers and the high
accelerations of ejection. They must also redesigned towiths@nd thewind blast which occurs during
ejection without disintegrating and injuring the pilot.

One possibility being considered is to mnvert the 12imagery to a video signal, then display it on the HMD
CRT, eliminating theneed tooptically combine images. Thisapproach solves theoptics weight and

complexity problem, butcreates theneed foracamera toscanthe12 image. Thisadditional hardware
then must be mounted on the helmet or on a gimbal controlled by the helmet position signals.

REQUIREMENTS LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .26.2)

4.2.1 .26.2 Verification of 12capability.

TBD.
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3.2.1 .26.3 Headsuppo~ed weight andcenter of gravity (CG).

Weight of the helmet including display hardware and feet of interconnecting cabfe shall not

~

exceed CG shall be below and aft of

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .26.3)

Theweight ofanyhelmet mounted equipment iscritical. Anyhelmet becomes uncomfortable after long
use, contributing to pilot performance degradation, and pilots regularly complain that their present helmet
is too heavy.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .26.3)

I The actual weight which can be tolerated in a given aircraft mission must be established by human

I factors studies. Past studies donotprovide aspecific number that thedisplay hardware can redesigned
to, but indicate that it depends heavily on how long it must be tolerated, in what environment, and the

I

physical conditioning of theindividuals weafing the helmet. Aircraft with alower Grequirement and no
ejection seat represent amilder environment compared toa fighter. Apply ingthesame weight and CG
requirements to a HMD for these aircraft as would be applied to a fighter will most certainly drive the
display hardware design to greater complexity and/or lower performance, and could only be justified on
the basis of a much greater cost to support two systems in the field rather than one.

Without a firm cutoff on acceptable weight, reducing the weight to a minimum must be the goal, with the
knowledge that systems such aslHADSS, at391bs, aretolerable in helicopters. Atleastone study has
shown that CG is at least as critical as total weight, finding that significantly more weight could be added
if the CG was maintained very near or below the natural CG of the head. A high, forward CG is the
wors~ this fact greatly complicates the optical design of a HMD by forcing components to be mounted low
and toward the back.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .26.3)

4.2.1 .26.3 Verification ofweightand CG.

TBD.

3.2.1 .26.4 Peraonal equipment compatibility snd interface.

The HMD shall be compatible with

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.26.4)

Usaof existing goggles, oxygen mask, communications gear, etc., will =vesubstantial development
effort and efiminate logistics problems associated with unique hardware being dedicated to the aircraft
with the HMD. Unique permnal equipment provides the~~ibility ofimproving weight and CG and
optimizing interface with the display hardware.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.26.4)

The goal, as afways, should be to use the existing oxygen mask, communications gear, helmet, and
nuclear/chemicaffbiologicelprotectiveequipmentif possible, However, the best solution for the overall
system may betoredesign oneoraeveralof these items to improve weight, CG, orcompatibility with the
HMDequipment. These requirements must reestablished byhuman factors andpersonal equipment
specialists.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 ,26,4)

4.2.1 .26.4 Verification ofcompatibility with personal equipment.

TBD.

3.2.1 .26.5 Compatibility with ejection seat.

TBD

4.2.1 .26.5 Verification ofcompatibility with ejection seat.

TBD.

3.2.t.26.6 Head trackfng system.

A head tracking system shall be provided which provides helmet look angle, roll angle, and position to the
following accuracies: Lag time between motion of the helmet and output of angles and
positions within the above tolerances shall not exceed

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .26.6)

The ability of the HMD or HMS to position symbols in space, or sense where the user is pointing a
helmet-mounted symbol, as well as the ability to point a head-steered sensor, depends on precise
knowledge of helmet angles. Helmet position (inaddition to angles) may beneeded to compensate
symbol positions for canopy distortions and tracker errors, and is required if pointing at closeup objects
(within the cockpit) is to be used.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.1 .26.6)

A significant difference between early tracking systems and current systems is their ability to sense
helmet roll, andtherefore stabilize ceflain images (such asa FLIR) in roll. Ifanimage isnot”roll
stabilized”, theimage will roll with thepilot’s helmet, rather than roll with the outside scene. This can be
ve~disofienting, giving conflicting clues astowtichway is up. Without roll stabilization, if the pilot tilts
his head, the FLIR scene tilts with him, rather than staying fixed in inertial space, as the outside scene
does. ThelHADSS system isnotroll stabilized, andhasbeen used successfully, butthisappears to be
more anattempt toworkamund equipment limitations than an actual choice. Some head position
sensing systems (including themagnetic HMS)provide roll sensing with minimal increase in hardware, In
thepast,acomplex thirdaxisinthe FLIR gimbalwasrequired to roll-stabilizethe video, butwiththe
advent of processor-controlled scan converters and CRTs, itisnow poasible toelectronically roll the

image. lfthereal world scene or12image~ isoverlaid with FLIRvideo, the fackof roll stabilization of the
FLIRwould show upaagross misregistration between thetwo images. There seemato be no research
showing !hatgross misregistration andarotating horizon can be tolerated. Therefore head roll sensing
and roll stabilization of the FLIR and symbology should be pursued.
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Static accuracyol 2mr CEPonaxis, 4mr CEPbeyond 30degrees has been recommended on some
systems. Good accuracy isgenerally dependent on boresighting each time thesystemisused, to
compensate for things like helmet fit.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1 .26.6)

A magnetically coupled head tracking system was developed several years ago and has demonstrated
capability in several installations to provide sensing of the pilot’s head orientation (in 3 axes) and position,
with minimal weight or other encumbrance on [he helmet.

4.2.1 .26.6

-rf3D.

3.2.1 .26.7

Verification of head tracker system

Eve relief and exit mmif.

Eyerelief forcomfonable viewing andviewing with eyeglasses onshall be provided. Exitpupil shall be
sufficient to prevent vignetting of the image with normal helmet shifting due to G loading, and shall beat
least mm.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .26.7)

Adequate eye relief (distance between eyeball and optics) and exit pupil (diameter of area from which the
image can beseen) aredtfficult toachieve in a compact, Lightweight optical design, butarecrifidto
operator performance and acceptance.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.1.26.7)

Fifteen mm exit pupil has been recommended for HMDs with instantaneous or apparent FOVS up to 40
degrees, Seventeen mmhasbeen recommended fora45-60degree FOV. Thirty mmof eye clearance
may be needed to provide clearance for eyeglasses.

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.26.7)

HMDs require compact, fightweight optics, and efficient combiners, and some require unusuaf optical
characteristics, such as asymmetric reflectors. This appears to bean excellent area to apply diffractive
optics, sometimes caffedhofographic optics. Adiffractive optics element csnbethoL19htof asa
“hologram of an optical element”. Instead ofstoring the characteristics of some object for later viewing,
as is done in regular holography, the characteristics of an optical element are stored, and preserved in a
thin layer ofgelatin sealed between fwopieces of glass. Holograms areve~selective to both
wavelength and angle, so they make an ideal combiner, efficiently reflecting the image from the HMD (of
the right color and angle), while efficiently passing the outside scene (of random colors and angles).
They are also tricky to make, with only 4 or 5 vendors in the world capable of production rates.
Furthermore, their angle sensitivity can be a real problem, especially in wide field of view systems.

4.2.1 .26.7 Verification ofeyerelief andexit pupif.

TBD.
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3.2.1 .26.8 Monocular/Biocular/Wlnocularcapabifity.

The HMD shall provide image(s), meeting the following requirements:

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1 .26.8)

The issue of whether a single image is provided to one eye (“monoculafj, a single image is split and
provided to both eyes (“binocular’_),or an independent image is provided to each eye (“binocular?) has a
major effect onthepedormance, cost, weight, etc. of the HMD. Forverywide field of view, ”panoramic
binocular designs have been attempted, where the two images only overlap partially.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3,2.1.26.8)

It has been demonstrated that NVGS using two 12tubes (“binocular”) provide better night vision than
NVGswith only onetube (”monocular’). There hasalso been aproblem with eyedominance with the
IHADSS system, where the operator’s brain seems to prefer to concentrate on what is seen by the
unaided eye, rather than lmkatthe FLIRimage provided tooneeye bythelHADSS. Viewing symbology
canusually beacwmplished successfully with onfyamonocular dispfay. Viewing video comfortabfyon
an HMD usually requires a biocular or binocular mnliguration, but the complexity of providing video to
both eyes inahelmet display may bereason torecorrsider. Adding asacond video source, with the
associated optics and alignment hardware, may increase the weight and cost of the system beyond what

can be tolerated. Having two12tubes canimprove image~, since theimage~reaching each eye is from
an independent sensor, so the noise in the pictures is uncorrefated, and their separation provides the
possibility ofsomedepth perception duetonaturaf parallax. Ontheother hand, there will only beone
FLIRonboard, refeeding ittoboth eyes provides nogainin noise cancellation ordepth perception. The
eye dominance problem associated with monocufar systems may be the brain’s natural response to
receiving a dim, fuzzy, (not roll stabilized) image; it prefers to concentrate on the less confusing image
from the unaided eye,

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.26.8)

4.2.1 .26.8 Verification ofmonocular/biocularhinocularcapability.

TBD.

3.2.1 .26.9 Peripheral vision.

The operator’s unaided peripheral vision shall cover at least percent of the area available
with the standard helmet,

RECIUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.1.26.9)

As long as the HMD is used onfy as a supplement to unaided vision, the ability to see around optical
structures, etc., isveryimporfant.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3,2.1.26,9)

Peripheral vision should be maintained as near to that available with a standard helmet as practical; 90
percent has been specified onone system. This isaworthy goal, butitmay bean excessive dtiveron
thedesign of the optics. integration olvideo andsymhlogy into thehalmet should reduce the pilot's
reliance on outside vision for situation awareness, and allow us to tolerate some blockage of peripheral
vision if it results inasignificanfly better HMD capability. Adesign with stowable optics (optics that fold
out of the way when not in use) could tolerate more blockage during use.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.1.26.9)

4.2.1 .26.9 Verification of peripheral vision.

Verification of peripheral vision shall be by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.1.26.9)

Verification of peripheral vision is necessary to ensure the HMO system does not adversaly affect
situation awareness and compromise aircrew safety during flight.

VERIFICATION GUIOANCE (4.2.1.26,9)

Consult withcrew systems engineers whendetermining thevetification procedures. Typically, verification
should be accomplished by inspection of Aitoff drawings which includes a plot of the exterior vision
available with the standard helmet versus the HMD helmet and by demonstration with actual hardware.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.1.26.9)

3.2.2 Interface definition.

The equipment shall be compatible with the electrical, mechanical, and coofing interface requirements of
the aircraft andtheaaaociated equipment. Theequipment shall not bedamagedby
operation of theassociated equipment when inanymode ofoperation (including off mode); norshall the
equipment, in any mode of operation, be damaged when any or all of the associated equipment or any
unit of the is disconnected. The performance of theassociated equipment shall not be
degraded or interfered with by operation of the equipment covered herein.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.2)

ft must be clear which aircraft and other systems the equipment will interface with

REQUIREMENTGUIOANCE (3.2.2)

Names ofappropriate aimraft andequipment shoufdbefilled in. Where thedisplay equipment will
intedace with existing aircraft, avionics and equipment, these items should belisted specifically to insure
that the manufacturer understands the interfaces and does not expect other equipment to be modified to
suit him. Consult with crew systems engineers when filli~in the blank forthis requirement to ensure that
allcmwsystems pro~sed fortheaircraft areproperly addressed from acompatitifity viewwint. Some
interface requirements to be considered are as foflows:

a) Compatibility with crew protective systems, including restraint systems, oxygen systems, anti-g
systems, and afl head mounted personal equipmenl
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b) Compatibility with ejection system including the ejection sequence, ejection clearance envelope,
pitot sensing system, and seat adjustment (Reference AFGS-87235).

c) Compatibility with outside visibility (Reference MlL-STD-l 776).

d) Compatibility with crew station geomet~ and arrangement (ReferenceMIL-STD-1776).

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.2)

Compatibility with the seaflescape system, flight controls, canopy and ingressfegress is often difficult to
define, but drives requirements on size and layout of displays.

4.2.2 Verification of system interface. ~

The equipment interface shall be verified as described in the foflowing paragraphs.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.2)

The subparagraphs describe verification methods for each kind of interface.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.2)

This verification should be performed by a combination of tests and demonstrations and maybe
conducted togeiher with thevetifications of other requirements. Consuhwithc rewsystemse ngineersto
determine appropriate verification procedures. Typically, compatibility with crew protective systems is
verified byinspection of drawings, wind blast testing andejection sled tests. Compatibility with the
ejection system isvetified byinspection ofdrawings, mockup evaluations, wind blast testing, andejeclion
sled tests. Compatibility with outside visibility isverified byinspection of Aitoff plots and actual hardware
evaluation of mockups, simulation, and evaluations of the flight test article. Regardless of the number
and types of tests that are performed, a full system demonstration of crew systems compatibility must be
performed. Dufingthis evaluation, thecrewmember should beusing the full personal equipment
ensemble, the equipment should be fully functional and operating and realistic simulations of the cockpit
and mission procedures should be used.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.2)

None at this time.

3.2.2.1 Electrical interface.

The equipment shall be compatible with the input signals, and provida output signals as described in
Interface signals include

REQLJIREMENTRATIONALE (3.2.2.1)

The numerous electrical interface signals associated with the equipment must be defined; this is often
done in an Interface Control Document (lCD) which is generated as a joint effort by the display
manufacturer, the system integrator or aircraft manufacturer, and the customer.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.2.1)

I For new systems, where the interface is not well defined, a generalized interface description or
philowphy should beinsetied, along with astatement ofwhowill futiherdefine theinteflace. For
equipment which is being retrofitted into an existing system, an ICD or equivalent document describing
Iheexisting interfaces should exist. Itshould bereferenced andprovided to bidders.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.2.1)

Proper documentation of all the interfaces is essential, especially when equipment is not all designed by
the same team. Mistakes notonly create technical problems butcause serious contractual costs and
delays (“finger pointing”).

4.2.2.1 Verification of electrical interface.

I The presence and function of all electrical interlaces shall be verified by exercising each input and
monitoring each output signal for correct response. Details of interfaces, such astolerances, shall be
verified b;

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.2.1)

An exercise of all equipment functions is generally required for acceptance and in the course of this
exercise one would normally expect all interfaces to be used. Specific verification of details, such as
tolerances on voltages, is needed on signals which are critical or not well understood.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.2. I )

Acceptance tests should exercise all interfaces. Onemayelect toperform laboratory tests to verify
interface details (such as voltage tolerances) but in most cases it is more cost-effective to wait until
integration tests indicate that a problem exists and then use detail signal requirements to determine which
equipment is at fault.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2,2.1 )

Interaction of equipment in a System Integration Lab (SIL) environment or simulation have often
produced effects which were not provided for or understood when interface control documents were
developed. Where this islikely tohappen, atest-and-fix approach inthe SIListhe only wayto reach
succeaaful interface because, even if adetailed interface testwere designed and performed, it could not
correct problems due to documentation oversights and mistakes.

3.2.2.1.1 Power input.

The equipment shall perform as specified herein when supplied with electrical power in accordance with
the requirements of except Theequipment shall remain safe, shall
automatically remver to full performance, and shall remain unaffected in refiabifity, when exposed to
transient power conditions as described in Power consumption shall not exceed

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.2.1.1)

The electrical power available must be accurately delined, and in many cases fimited, to insure
compatibility.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.2.1.1)

Thepower specification fortheapproptiate aircraft andanyexceptions toitshould be fiiled in. currently,
this is MIL-STD-704 formost Alr Force aircraft. Maximum power consumption should be filled in if it is
ctitical andapower budget oranalysis has been pedormed toestablish appropriate numbers. Otherwise,
the blanks can be left as “TO be proposed (TBP)” during the proposal phase of the program and any
reasonable numbers proposed by the manufacturer filled in.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2,2.1 .1)

On wmeequipment itispowerdissipation which iscritical rather than power consumption. This istrue
on many displays, where limited cooling is available to the cockpit.

4.2.2.1.1 Power krput.

Power input requirements shall be verified by performing an electrical power test in accordance with
Volt-ampere measurements shall be based onmeasurement of"true rms Amperes".

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.2.1 .1)

A power consumption test is generally the easiest and best way to accurately determine power
consumption and susceptibility to power transients.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.2.1,1)

Power test techniques are reaacmably straightforward a statement that a power test will be performed to
verify compliance with the specified requirement should be sufficient. Testing toverify performance at
voltage and frequency extremes is normally appropriate.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.2.I .1)

Designers now use switching-mode power suppfies because of their high efficiency and small size and
weight. However, they cancauW problems because they induce current harmonimon AC~wer
systems. These harmonics canimpose significant additional loads ongeneration equipment andwiting.
Volt-ampere measurements must be baaed on measurement of “true rms Amperes”, since this accurately
accounts for harmonic effects.

3.2.2.1.2 Vfdeo.

The equipment shall be compatible with -line, -f rame-per-second,
-field-per-second, -aspect-ratio video as defined by

Video output for a video recorder shall be provided.

REQUIREMENTRATIONALE (3.2,2.1.2)

For video displays only, video interfaces must be specified clearly.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.2.1.2)

Video line rate, frame rate, aspect ratio, andtherequired video s@ndard should beinsetied. Many
current aircraft use 525-line, 30-Hz frame, 60-Hz field, 4:3- orl:l -aspect-ratio video similar to
EIA-RS-170. Some systems useahigher voltage level (2t03 volts) than specified by RS-170(1.Oor
1.5volts) toachieve abetter signal-to-noise ratio. Some systems useother line rates (mainly 6750r
1023 per ElA-RS-343) for better vertical resolution. Current systems should comply with the NATO
standard (NAT-STD-3350) which allows 525-30/60, 625-25/50, and675-30/601ine-f rame/field rates and
standardizeson l. Ovoltpaak-to-peak. Color display sareinuse oncommercial aircraHwMch uses
stroke presentation with raster fill of some symbols ata40/60 rate. Color video should bea red-green-
blue (RGB) (three-wire) signal having timing and tolerances equivalent to the monochrome signals.
Some systems generating color video will also be required to generate a monochrome video output in
order toallow video to beusedby monochrome video recorders and backup displays. Since single-
channel vidao recorders are in common use and quafity of color video on ground playback is not critical,
color video will normally beconvertedto NTSC orthenew Y-C(Luminance-Chrominance)formatfor
recording. Newdigital display s,suchas Active Matrix Liquid CVstal Dsplays, mayalso usea digital fiber
orXics interface, such as the one used on the F-22.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.2.1.2)

Themultitude ofvideo formats inusehas caused significant problems fordisplays andremrders. For
example, onthe F-4 EPAVE TACK program, video from TISEO, radar, GBU-15, Maverick, and PAVE
TACKwas displayed and recorded. After thesystem wasdesigned, intetiaced, and flight tested,
problems still occurred be~usethe amplitudes andcharactetistics weredifferent. Forexample, PAVE
TACK FLIRvideo isonevolt andoften haslarge areas ofgraywith ouasional white areas, while the
radar video isthree volts andoften consists of Iargearaasof black with white spots. The AGC circuit in
the display could not correctly compensate for these differences, so the operator had to frequently adjust
the display brightness and contrast when switching.

4.2.2.1.2 Verification of video interface.

Compatibility with the specified video interface shall be demonstrated by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2,2.1.2)

Video interfaces must be tested or demonstrated to assure compatibility.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.2.1.2)

The video signal voltage and timing characteristics can be measured if deemed necessary, but it is
sometimes adequate to rely on (a) laboratory demonstrations of compatibility with standard video
generation equipment, and (b) integration laboratory or aircraft demonstration of system compatibility.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.2.1 .2)

3.2.2.1.3 Data bua.

The equipment shall interface with the data bus.

REQUIREMENTR ATIONALE (3.1.2.1.3)

For equipment on aircraft which have a data bus, use of the bus and characteristics of the bus must be
specified.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.1.2.1.3)

To simplify and standardize interfaces, it is desirable to make maximum practical use of standard bus
interfaces, such asthe MIL-STD-1553B, Notice2, multiplex bus, orthe ARlNC4290r 629 buses.
System considerations such as bus loading and the amount and type of data to be interfaced will indicate
which units should operate on the data bus, how many busses are needed, and which units should be
buscontrollers. This canrange from putting each unit ofadisplay system onthebus topuRing only one
electronics unitisymbol generator on the bus.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.1 .2.1 .3)

Unique data busses, such as were originally used on the F-15 and F-1 11, reduce other application
possibilities for the equipment and increase life cycle cost.

4.2.2.1.3 Verification ofdata bus.

Compatibility with the specified data bus interlace shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.2.1 .3)

Bus interfaces must be tested or demonstrated to assure compatibility.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.2.1 .3)

Allnewand modified designs must betested toinsure compatibility with required intetiaces. Any
hardware orsoRware changes made inaunit mayinadveflently make it non compliant with the standard.
M IL-H DE3K-1553 provides extensive guidance on the design and application of Ml L-STD-l 553.

The failure to conduct thorough compliance tests on individual units prior to systems integration results in
lengthened integration and flight test activities, slipped schedules, and high costs for design/construction
error correction. lnaddition, future system growth options may be closed off due to noncompliance
problems which are too costly to correct or worse yet, problems may remain undetected until the future
modifications are attem’oted.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.2.1 .3)

3.2.2.2 Mechanical interface.

The equipment shall be designed to be mounted. Mounting interface details and
tolerances shall be in accordance with

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.2.2)

Mechanical interface must be defined to assure compatibility.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2,2.2)

Anymounting details which areknown should beinearted. “Hard”mounting( noshockmounts)is
generally required for avionics units which can be designed to tolerate the vibration and shock
environment. Anoutline dimensional drawing orreference toamechanical intedace control documen!
should be inserted.

Certain instrument sizes and mounting configurations have become standardized through multiple usage.
ARINC A, B, C, and D size are considered as standard in commercial airliners and are used in some
military aircraft, Equipment-bay -mounted units otienuse ARINC-ATR-style, quick-disconnect mounts
which facilitate replacement of the equipment.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.2.2)

4.2.2.2 Verification of mechanical interface.

Inspection and shall be used to verify compliance.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.2.2)

lntedace must bevetified byanalysis anddemonstration forinstallation andinterchangeatility of unitsin
the aircraft.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2,2.2)

A dimensional tolerance analysis comparing the two sides of the interface may be required for
complicated orprecision interfaces. System integration and flight tests aretheultimate test of the
interface and are often adequate by themselves to verify compliance.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.2.2)

3.2.2.3 Cooling.

The equipment shall be cooled by

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.2.3)

Cooling method must be established

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3,2,2.3)

Free convection cooling is preferred where low dissipation and adequate ambient air make it practical.
When forced air cooling is available, better reliability and lower equipment cost can generally be achieved
by using it, and information on temperature, pressure, flow rate, interface hardware and contamination
Iimitsshould reinserted in the specification. Useofinternal fans orconductive heat transfer to the
mounting base isalsoappropriate in some situations. Inthepast, military standards prohibited blowing
ambient air over electronics components, so most military avionics which use cooling air are “cold plate”
designs, i.e., have aplenum andheat exchanger toremove heat from theedges ofcircuit boards without

allowing cooling air to contact (and contaminate) circuit~.
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RECIUIREMENTSL ESSONS LEARNED(3.2.2.3)

Some equipment also has a requirement to operate for a specified period without coofing.

4.2.2.3 Verification of cooling.

Compliance with the coofing requirements shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATiONALE (4.2.2.3)

Compliance with coofing requirements must be verified, usually by test.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.2.3)

Cmtingprovisions should besimulatd dutingtemWrature-altitudetests. Separate cooling airtests are
generally performed on forced-air-cooled equipment to measure flow rate, pressure drop, and
susceptibility to dirt and water mntamination.

It is important to accounl for any special cooling apparatus in tests demonstrating compliance with cooling
requirements. If thedisplay needs afan, forexample, tomeetthe cooling requirements, it is important
that all acceptance tests be run with the fan in operation and that any fan failures be counted as relevant
failures.

~
VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNEO(4.2.2.3)

Cooling fans cancreate excessive noise inthemckpit. Permissible noise levels must bespecified and
tested if use of fans is anticipated.

I

3.2.2.4 Display recording interface.

The equipment shafl provide the following interface for cockpit TV video recording:

RECXJIREMENT RATIONALE (3,2,2.4)

Most HUDsmust intedace with acockpit TVcamera toprovide a recording capability. Recordings are
used in training, target damage assessment, and in locating system problems which maybe impossible
to duplicate on the ground.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3,2.2.4)

A Cockpit TV System (CTVS) (miniature video camera) is currently used in most Air Force fighter aircraft.
Most HUDsprovide aCTVSmounting suflace which must be specified. Fora HUD using conventional
refractive optics, the CTVS is mounted aft of the combiner where it “sees” all HUD symbofogy as well as
the outside scene. lnHUDswtich useatif!raction (holograpMc) optics combiner, the CWS is mounted
fomardof thecombiner andthesymbology iselectronically overlaid. Many systems alwprovide
composite video outputs of sensor video andordisplay symbology toa videotape recorder. Theuser’s
needs, in terms of which display saretobe recoded, andthequality/accuracy to reachieved, should be
inserted. Ahand-held video camera hasalso been considered onatleast oneaircmh.

4.2.2.4 Verification ofdieplay recording interface.

Compliance shall be verified by

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED(3.2.2.4)
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VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.2.4)

Proper camera interlace must be verified to assure sdequate video recording

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.2.4)

Mechanical or electrical tests or inspections should be specilied, depending on the type of interface

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.2.4)

3,2.3 Product integrity.

The equipment shall periorm within specifications for a service life of years when subjected

totheenvironments which areexpected tooccur dutingthe intended usage. Theequipment shall
perform within specifications after exposure to the expected transportation, manufacture, storage, and
maintenance environments. Other product integrity requirements shall reestablished in accordance with
MI L-HDBK-87244.

REQUIREMENTR ATIONALE (3.2.3)

A formal product integrity program reduces development and life cycle problems with electronic systems
which must withstand the often severe environment within aircraft and perform under adverse conditions.
It integrates the numerous plans, analyses, and tests and ensures that the required activities are
completed atthecorrect timetoinfluence thedesign andmanufacture of the product. Thelength of time
the equipment will be used will affect many aspects of the design.

The following discussion deals mainly with those aspects of integrity that are unique to displays - this
infomation should reintegrated with an overall avionics integrity program.

RECIUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.3)

The actual environment will depend on the aircraft type and mission. Environments for transportation,

storage, maintenance, etc., must reassessed todetermineif they areless severe than the operational
environments andconsidered inthedesign iftheyconsume asignificant panof the life. Refer to MIL-
HDBK-87244 for further guidance.

A structured and disciplined engineering approach is necessary to ensure electronics will perform their
function reliably fortheir intended sewicetife is required. Early inthedesign phase, engineers should
develop a thorough understanding of how the electronics will be used (design usage) as well as the
environments theelectronics will beexpo*d toand operated in. This understanding helps
designere/engineers determine various stresses the electronics will experience during the service life
cycle. ltisalso necessay tounderstand thepropefiies, characteristics, andvatiabilitiesof materials,
parts, andprocesses used in the equipment. This knowledge anddata arethen used toanalyze and
evaluate thedumtifity anddamage toferan@ of the equipment. These analyses aresuppwtedand
supplemented byapproptiate engineerin@development tests. Incremental verification of thedurabifity
and service life requirements takes place via analyses, lower level en9ineetin9 tests, and finallY a
Durability Life Test (DLT). Appropriate life management andquality aSurance provisions are
established.

Environments will typically be much different for cockpit-mounted units than for equipment-bay-mounted

units. Forexample, temperatures over 100"Chave been measurtiin a closed, non-operafing cockpit
under desert conditions.
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A Sunshine and Ultraviolet Radiation requirement applies to cockpit equipmant which will be exposed to

sunshine, either while operating or non-operating. An intensity of 950 W/m2 (8E W/ff2) has been used to

represent a closed cockpit in the desert. Radiation of 1076 W/mz (100 W/ft2) is appropriate for a
canopy-open condition, but should not be used with the maximum closed cockpit temperature. Most

long term damaga is due to ultraviolet radiation; a test using 5000 hours of UV radiation at 100 W/m2 has
been used to simulate a lifetime of UV exposure. Organic dyes and materials tend to be most
susceptible.

Display equipment must be designed to prevent entrapment of fluids, such as rain, and must nut be
damaged by contact with oil, fuel, or de-icing fluid. Optical filters are generally affected by oil (including
oily fingerprints), and must return to full performance when washed with alcohol or window washing
detergent.

Requirements for resistance to contact with fluids should not be applied to items where meeting them is
impractical or of fittle value. For example, the tape used in video tape recorders is generally not usable
after contact with these fluids, but it is expendable and it is not practical to make cassettes watertight.

Full performance in some extreme environments is sometimes not required, for example:

a) Flicker, jitter, noise, resolution, etc. of a display may be allowed to deviate from specifications
during gunfire, provided the picture remains usable, since the vibration is savere and the duration is short.

b) A magnetic field environment of up to 5 Gauss, with a gradient of up to 6 Gauss per ft (20
Gauss per meter) is sometimes applied. High resolution color CRTs may lose color purity under these
conditions. A deviation should be allowed in this case, since these are short+arm, worst-case conditions,
normal operating conditions are much less severe, the image remains usable, and preventing the purity
loss would require other design compromises.

c) Many avionics displays require full performance within two-minutes of startup at cold

temperatures (-40”C or -54”C). Displays required for engine starting and emergency taxiing in aircraft
that must start quickly on alerl will have shorter startup times. It is often appropriate to allow deviations
from full performance (reduced brightness, distortion, smearing, image lag) for the first five or ten
minutes, since such cold starts should be rare, the displays would still be usable, and meeting full
performance may require other compromises, such as use of excessive heater power.

The traditional documents on standard environmental requirements and environmental test methods
(MIL-STD-461, RTCA-DO-160 and the MIL-STD with an %’, a‘1’ and a ‘0 in the number--which we are
no longer allowed to reference) may provide additional guidance on general levels and test methods that
are in common use, but the specific environments of the equipment in question should be the overriding
factor.

A CRT life requirement is often included for high brightness CRT displays such as a HUD, where the
CRT is typically driven very hard in order to meet brightness requirements. A duration and brightness
which represents the normal amount of operation at full brightness should be used. One thousand hours

at6,800cd/m2 (2,000fL) measured offthecombiner wasspecified forthelANTIRN HUD CRT.

ASC/ENAS tested a similar CRT at 38,000 cd/m2 (1 1,000 fL) measured at the CRT (no filters) and
found that its fife was significantly shortened.

Electromechanical elapsed tima indicators were once used in most display units, but they added cost and
faifure modes to the equipment. Modern equipment with a processor and non-volatile memory can
electronically record operating time, onfoff cycles, flying time, etc., with very little additional hardware.
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I

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.3)

The rain, high humidity and high temperature environment has been observed at Eglin AFB, where F-4
canopies left open during maintenance were closed as quickly as practical during a sudden summer
thunderstorm. After thestom, maintenance operation continued, with sunshine heating upthe closed,
wet cockpit.

The anti reflective coating on the F-16 radar display experienced excessive spotting after only 25 hours of
asevere humidity test. Therequirement forthis filter waschanged toaless severe requiremefii, since it
could meet this requirement and the filter is in a position where it will dry quickly.

4.2.3 Verification of product integrity.

Verification shall be by

I VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.3)

I Compliance must be verified to assure that the equipment withstands the environment and has adequate
service life and durability characteristics.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.3)

Tests, analyses, demonstrations, and inspections, as outlined in MIL-HDBK-87244, should be used

Equipment using forced-air cooling should be subjected to a “sand and dust in the cooling air test if small

I or complex air passages are used, or if the cooling air passes over components or connectors.

Verification of fungus resistance is often done by analysis on avionics, since modern electronic
equipment usually contains ve~ little fungus nutrient material.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.3)

Significant degradation of display optical filters in sunshine has been experienced. As a result of field
degradation of filters on F-4 Wild Weasel aircraft, filter tests were performed and cerlain laminated filters
warafound to degrade. Holographic optical elements from the LANTIRN HUDprogram were also tested

for approximately 900 hours at 150 W/mz, which was intended to represent three years of sunshine.
These elements contain a layer of dichromated gelatin, and the test result showed minimal degradation.

3.2.4 Maintainability.

The design of the equipment shall be such that the unscheduled active corrective maintenance times at
the organizational and intermediate levels shall not exceed the following:

[a] Meancorrective maintenance time: Organi=tional level: hours Intermediate level:
hours

[b] Maximum corrective maintenance fime(95th percentile): Organizational leveL hours

Intermediate level: hours

REQUIREMENTRATIONALE (3.2.4)

Design for maintainability is a critical driver of fife cycle cost.

I
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.4)

Maintenance times should be specified based on an analysis of equipment complexity, deployment
concept, andmaintenance time budget. Thscanbe ave~sub]ective area, andthe actual requirement
inserted in the specification may be basedon the opinion of anengineer whohas experience on recent
maintainability demonstrations of similar equipment. Thetimes specified should beshofi enough to
require good design practice and encourage innovative approaches to easy maintenance, but long

enough toallow reasonable performance, reliability, and cost.

REQUIREMENTS LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.4)

4.2.4 Maintainability verification.

Maintainability demonstration testing shall be conducted in accordance with , to

demonstrate that themaintainaMlity requirements specified herein have been Wtisfied. The conditionsof
the maintainability demonstration and tasks demonstrated shall represent those which can be expected 10
occur inthe operational environment. Task selection shall bein accordance with A single

simulated or induced fault or failure may be counted as a maintenance action at both the organizational
and intermediate levels when practical.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.4)

For development programs where the designer has some control over the maintainability featuras of the

equipment, a demonstration isneeded toassure equipment availablity andmaintenance costs will be
acceptable.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.4)

Amaintainability demonstration may bedonein the Engineering/ManufacturingDevelopmentphaSS.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.4)

3.2.4.1 Maintenance concept.

The equipment shall be designed for a maintenance concept. This maintenance concept

consists of

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.4.1)

In many cases the maintenance concept for a piece of equipment should be specified to assure that it will
be compatible with existing spares provisioning and maintenance procedures.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.4.1)

The three-level (organizational, intermediate, and depot) maintenance concept has been used in the past
for most complex electronic units, such as CRT displays. This philosophy should be reevaluated for new
technology and packaging schemes. Forexample, asmallcircuit card orahermaticaily sealed module
may be cheaper to maintain as a throw-away module (no depot repair) rather than buy spare paflS, data,
andsupport equipment to repair it. A description of planned basing andshop mobility requirements
should atso be included, if possible, to guide decisions on how each part should be maintained.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.4.1)

The trend toward better built-in-test (BIT), and the high cost of providing intermediate suppori facilities at
remotalo~tions, have caused most programs tochange toa We-level maintenance concept. Under this
concept, problems areisolated tothefailed module orasembly ontheaircrafi, based on BIT, and failed
modules are shipped directly to a depot for repair.

4.2.4.1 Verification of maintenance concept.

I Compliance shall be verified by analysis

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.4.1)

Use of design philosophy for the chosen maintenance concept must be verified to assure low
maintenance cost.

~

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.4.1)

Analysis of documentation can be used to verify compliance.

I
VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.4.1 )

I
3.2.4.2 Scheduled maintenance.

Theequipment shall redesigned tominimize scheduled preventive maintenance. Scheduled preventive
maintenance shall not be allowed for any parfs replacement unless it is established that such parfs have
a wearout characteristic which results in a determinable fife span with non-random Iifa distribution
characteristics.

FIECNJIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.4.2)

Scheduled maintenance is generally prohibited for electronic display equipment because of the cost in
time and papemvork required to plan and perform it and keep the corresponding records.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.4.2)

Scheduled preventive maintenance is normally not allowed

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNEO(3.2.4.2)

4.2.4.2 Scheduled maintenance.

Compliance shall be verified by audit of maintenance data.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.4.2)

Compliance must be verified to assure that the equipment is easily maintainable

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.4.2)

The fact that no scheduled maintenance is included in the maintenance manuals, or reliability analysis
and test, must be verified to assure low cost field operation.
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VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.4.2)

3.2.4.3 Self tests.

The equipment shall have the capability to display and/or report faults and out-of-tolerance conditions by
employ ing an automatic, non-interruptive self-test. Self tests shall becapable of detecting
percent ofallfaulk.. Self test falsaalarms shall not exceed percent of indicated faults.
Faults or out-of-tolerance conditions that are obvious by looking at the display are considered “detected”
even if they are not electronically reporied.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.4.3)

Equipment self test is easily implemented on digital equipment, and generally provides confidence that
equipment is working properly. Analog circuit~(such asthatdnving aCRT)is harder to test.

FfEQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.4.3)

Formiasion-essential equipment containing a digital processor, ahighlevel of mission-essential fault
detection andalow lalseatarm rate shoutd be specified. Aninety-five percent detection and a one
percent false alarm rate is not uncommon.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED(3.2.4.3)

I

I 4.2.4.3 Verification ofaelf testa.

Compliance shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.4.3)

Appropriate detection and false alarm rates must be verified to assure that the equipment user will have
confidence in the equipment and insure that he does not unknowingly rely on degraded equipment.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.4.3)

Data gathered during a mairrtainabiliw demonstration is generalfy adequate to be used in an analysis to
verify this requirement.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.4.3)

I
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3.2.4.4 Built-in tests (BIT).

Operator-initiated BIT, supplemented by self test, shall be capable of detecting at least
percent of the malfunctions and out-of-tolerance conditions (at their predicted frequencies) with a false
alarm rate of less than ‘percent. BIT, supplemented as necessaw by self test, shall be
capable of isolating to the faulty LRU a minimum of percent of the detected malfunctions
and out-of-tolerance conditions. The BIT shall isolate to the faulty SRU percent of the

time. Built-in tests may rsquire interruption of normal equipment operation. If applicable, selection of the
BIT shall result in the equipment self generation and display of the appropriate test pattern on the display
surface. BIT results shall be easily interpretable without the use of table fookups. Faults or out-of-
tolerance conditions that are obvious by looking at the display are considered “detected” even if they are
not electronically reported.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.4,4)

A BIT capability generafly does away with organizational level (on-aircraft) test equipment and aflows for
the fastest possible correction of problems on the aircraft.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.4.4)

High levels of fault detection and isolation to the faulty LRU are impofiant in reducing unnecessaw LRU
replacements andimproving aircraft availability. Aninety-five percent detection, ninety percent isolation,
and five percent false afarm rate can reachieved innewequipment which is mostly digital, and
processor-controlled, lsofation tothefaulty SRUisalso required in some cases. The system
specification forthe KC-135 fCDU required the following SRU fault isolation performance:

90 percent to one SRU

95 percent to two SRUS

100 percent to three SRUS

Some display parameters are best evaluated by operator interpretation of an internally generated BIT
pattern display. Aflightfine go/no-go evaluation of brightness, contrast, resolution, color convergence,
and purity (on shadow mask CRTS), etc., based on an internally generated test image should be
considered.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.4.4)

A test pattern generated within the display system helps maintenance personnel quickly decide whether
the display, or a system providing data to the display, iS at faUk.

4.2.4.4 Verification of buift in tests.

The BIT capability shall be verified by analysis and by data gathered during the maintainability
demonstration test and flight tests.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.4.4)

BIT capability must be verified to assure low maintenance costs and high aircraft availability rates.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.4.4)

Verification should be based on data collected during maintainability and flight test
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VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.4.4)

3.2.4.5 Testability.

Each LRU shall contain test points in accordance with Each SRU shall have test access

points in accordance with These test points shall be adequate to allow the following levels
of fault detection:

[a] Theminimum acceptable level of fault detection shall be percent of all failures of
digital SRUS and percent for analog SRUS.

[b] Fault isolation toasingle circuit element (component)in percent of the detected
failures for digital SRUS and percent to three active components on analog SRUS.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.4.5)

Design for testability is needed to assure that maintenance work and supporf equipment is reasonably
simple.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.4.5)

These requirements aredependent upon thetype of equipment andthemaintenance concept chosen
andshould beestabhshed byathorough ana!ysis of these factors. Fault detection rates 0190 percent
(sometimes 95percent or99percent) fordigital SRUs and90percent foranalog SRUshave been
used. isolation toasingle component in90percent of failures ondigi@l SRUs, and to three
components on 90 percent of analog failures, has been used.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNEO(3.2.4.5)

4.2.4.5 Verification of testability.

Testability design shall be verified by use of analytical/statistical data prepared either manually or by
making use of available computer aided test analysis programs such as the Navy/Air Force Logic Stimuli
and Response (LASAR) program.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2,4.5)

Testability must be verified to assure that equipment is easily repairable.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.4.5)

Verification is normally done by analysis.

Verification LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.4.5)
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3.2.4.6 Fault reporting.

The equipment shall report self test- and BIT-detected faults to the via the data bus

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.4.6)

For aircraft having a central computer capable of storing maintenance data, self test- and BIT-detected
failures should berepofled inorder toallow rapid maintenance. This ispatiicularfy impoflant in finding
faults which are intermittent or only occur in certain flight conditions.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.4.6)

Ttisr~uirement should reapplied wherever acomputer capable ofstoting fault data isavailable. Ina
system with nocentral fault reporting system, thedisplay subsystem should record ahistovof its fault
reports. This data should be retained in a non-volatile memory until it is intentionally cleared by a
maintenance person.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.2.4.6)

4.2.4.6 Verification of fault reporting.

Compliance shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.4.6)

Verification is needed to assure that faults reported to the computer are consistent with what the operator

saw.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.4.6)

Data can be taken during the maintainability demonstration to analyze compliance.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.4.6)

3.2.5 Weight.

Thewaight of theequipment shall bekeptto a minimum. Theweight shall not exceed

RECYJIREMENTRATIONALE (3.2.5)

Weight of equipment should be specified to prevent adding excessive weight to the aircraft, and in many
cases to meet critical aircraft weight and balance requirements.

RECIUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.2.5)

Equipment designed forretrofit into existing aircraft mayhave tomeetspecific existing limi!s. For new
aircraft. the manufacturer should allocate allowable weights to the various avionics or provide specific
guidance on the severity of weight control measures to be taken.

REQUIREMENTLESSONS LEARNED(3.2.5)
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4.2.5 Verification of weight.

The equipment shall be weighed.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.5)

Weight must be measured to assure that excessive weight is not added to Ihe aircraft

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.5)

Equipment shall be weighed.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.2.5)

3.2.6 Volume.

The equipment shall not exceed the volume of

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.2.6)

Volume must be constrained to lit in the available aircraft space.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.2.6)

Equipment designed for retrofit into existing aircraft must generally fit into an existing space, whose
dimensions can be obtained from existing design date and put in the specification in the form of
dimensions or a sketch (figure) showing the outline.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED(3.2.6)

4.2.6 Verification of volume.

The dimensions of the equipment shall be measured.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.2.6)

Volume must be measured to assure that equipment will fit.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.2.6)

Verification should be by measurement.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.2.6)

3.3 Deslgnand conatructlon.

4.3 Verification ofdesign andconstructiot?.

3.3.1 Explosive decompreaaion.

The shall not be damaged and shall perform as specified after an expiosive decompression

of thesurrounding air. Thepressure change shall be
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.3.1 )

Crewstation equipment should survive a sudden decompression caused by battle damage, canopy
removal, etc.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.3.1)

Equipment located in the crewstation may be exposed to explosive decompression and should continue
to operate. An appropriate air pressure change rate and limits must be inserled.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.3.1 )

This requirement is not applied to all crewstation equipment but should be applied to any equipment in a
pressurized area which is critical to safety.

4.3.1 Verification of explosive decompression.

Crewstation equipment shall be subjected to an explosive decompression test or analysis. The initial
altitude shall be and the final altitude The rate of change of pressure shall
beat least

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.3.1 )

Compliance must be verified to assure operation of equipment after decompression

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.3.1)

The cabin altitude and flight altitude corresponding to the greatest pressure change should be inserted.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.3.1)

3.3.2 Safety.

The equipment shall incorporate design features in accordance with which promote the

health andsafely ofthose permnnel whowill useandmain&in the system. Hazards which maycausa
adverse explosive, fire, mechanical, or biological effects on personnel during system operation, test,
maintenance, and training shall be eliminated or controlled.

REQUIREMENTRATIONALE (3.3.2)

Safety requirements and features are needed to protect personnel and equipment.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.3.2)

Hazards associated with displays include

a) Exposure to mercury. Florescent tubes used as backlights for AMLCDscon@in a small amount
of mercury. This has been evaluated anddelermined toposeno more threat (intherare instance thats
bulb would break in the cockpit or during maintenance) than the Ilorescent tubes used in office and
residential lighting. The amount of mercu~in aflorescent tube issosmall that noextra precautions are
normally taken.
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b) Implosion of CRTs. The CRT is a large glass vacuum tube, and will implode violently if broken.
The pilot should be protected from flying glass by a filter glass bonded to the front of the CRT, which

effectively makes the faceplate much stronger than the rest of the CRT, so the glass will be contained
within the display unit box.

c) LCD fluid. The liquid crystal fluid inside an AMLCD could escape if the glass were broken. The
amount of this fluid in a display (a layer of only 5-8 microns thick) is too small to be a hazard.

d) Broken glass from an AMLCD. The front glass on an LCD is generally thin (compared to CRT
faceplates), If it is impacted by a tool, a person’s foot, etc., it could break, exposing the crew to sharp
glass fragments. This is not particularly significant in a normal cockpit environment, but in a zero-gravity
environment the broken glass fragments are a hazard because they can be inhaled or ingested. This has
resulted in a requirement for a rugged faceplate, tested by the “steel ball drop test” for displays used in
space applications.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (3.3.2)

4.3.2 Verification of safety.

The equipment shall be inspected to determine compliance.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.3.2)

Compliance must be verified to assure that personnel are not exposed to unnecessary hazards

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.3.2)

Verification should be done by inspection.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.3.2)

3.3.2.1 Escape clearance.

The design of cockpif/crewstation equipment shall be compatible with the escape envelope and
ingress/egress requirements as described by Final escape envelope clearance shall be

approved by the procuring activity.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.3.2.1)

For equipment bcated near the ejection envelope of an aircraft with ejection seats, clearance must be
provided for safety.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.3.2.1)

Drawings or other data showing required clearance for cockpit equipment should be provided, usually as
a figure in the specification.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED(3.3.2.1 )
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4.3.2.1 Verification ofeacape clearance.

Escape clearance shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.3.2.1 )

Escape clearance must be verified tb assure safety.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.3.2.1 )

Drawing analysis or a cockpiticrewstation demonstration should be used, depending on the equipment’s
position in the cockpit. AFGS-87235 covers additional es=pe system requirements.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.3.2.1 )

3.3.2.2 Acoustic noise generation.

Cockpit equipment shall not generate noise in excess of dB

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.3.6.2)

Cockpit noise level must not be high enough to interfere with pilot or maintenance permnnel
performance.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.3.6.2)

Noise levels should not exceed 75 dB where this can be easily achieved. Acceptable levels of equipment
noise will depend on the duration of exposure and sound attenuation characteristics of helmets and other
personal equipment.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED(3.3.6.2)

Noisa from avionics is generally caused by high speed cooling fans. In some cases, noise created by
equipment bay units is also a problem since maintenance personnel must be able to converse while
performing bench checkout.

4.3.2.2 Verification ofacoustic noise generation.

Personnel exposure protection frornacousticnoise shall reverified onthe A scale ofastandardaound
Ievel meter at slow response. If thealternate octeveband analysis method is used, theaquivalent A-
weighted sound level may be determined from This test may be waived if the equipment

does not produce significant noise.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.3.2.2)

Compliance musl be verified to assure noise is not objectionable.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.3.2.2)

Compliance should be verified by test unless the equipment does not produce significant noise. The
equivalent A-weighted sound level may bedeteminedfrom AFR 151-35.
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VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.3.2.2)

3.3.2.3 X-ray emissions.

The equipment shall not produce x-ray emissions of more than milliroentgen per hour
under normal operating conditions.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.3.2.3)

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.3.2.3)

The high voltage accelerated electron beam of a CRT can produce dangerous x-rays, especially in high-
brightness color designs with anode voltage over30kV. Alimitof onemilliroentgen perhour has been
used. Reference OSHA, Code of Federal Regulations, part 1910.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED(3.3.2.3)

4.3.2.3 Verification ofx-ray emissions.

TBD

3.3.2.4 Craah safety.

The cockpit equipment shall withstand the crash safety shock of The equipment shall

remain in place without failure of \he mounting attachment and shall not create a hazard, bending and
distortion are permitted.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.3.2.4)

Equipment must not create a hazard to the crew in case of a crash landing.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.3.2.4)

Appropriate crash safety shock levels for the intended aircraft should be inserted, The requirement should
be applied to crewstation equipment only.

Requirement LESSONS LEARNED(3.3.2.4)

4.3.2.4 Verification ofcrash safety.

Cockpit equipment shall be subjected to the crash safety test as described in

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.3.2.4)

Compliance must be verified by test or analysis for safety.
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VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.3.2.4)

A test on a structural mockup or an analysis of design data is often an appropriate alternative to a test of
actual equipment, since the g levels are very high and can damage valuable equipment.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.3.2.4)

3.3.2.5 Combining glass bird strike.

Thecanopy issuchthat itcandeflect andimpact the HUDcombiner when bird strike occurs. Therefore,
the HUD combiner and its mounting shall be designed to prevent large, sharp, or high velocity fragments
from disabling the pilot when the combiner is struck along its upper edge.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.3.2.5)

In some aircraft, the HUD combiner glass is close to the canopy and the canopy can deflect sufficiently
under bird strike conditions toimpact the combiner. While itispreferred tomakethe canopy more figid
and/or higher to provide clearance, weight and aerodynamics mnsiderations have made this impractical
inseveral fighter aircraft. lnthese cases, the HUDwasdesigned towithstand the shock of a bird strike
on the canopy without injuring fhe pilot.

REQUIREMENTGUIDANCE (3.3.2.5)

This paragraph should be deleted, except for a HUD in an aircraft with a canopy that can deflect and
impact the HUD. Da@onaircrafi type, airspeed, andcanopy configuration should beinsefled.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED(3.3.2.5)

4.3.2.5 Verification ofcombining gfasabird atrike.

The combining glass, along with a windscreen mounted in the aircraft configuration, shall be subjected to
a bird strike test in accordance with

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.3.2.5)

Compliance must be verified to assure pilot safety.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.3.2.5)

A bird strike test, such as the one performed by General Dynamics on the F-16 HUDS, is generally
appropriate.

L

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED
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3.3.3 l+umanengineerlng.

4.3.3 Human engineering verification.

3.3.3.1 Harrdles andgrasp areas.

Handles and grasp areas, for ease of handling and installation, shall be provided in accordance with

RECIUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.3.3.1)

Equipment must be designed for compatibility with human operators to be useful.

REC)UIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.3.3. t)

Extensive guidance is contained in MlL-STD-l 472.

RECXJIREMENTL ESSONS LEARNED(3.3.3.1)

4.3.3.1 Verification ofhandlea and grasp areas.

The equipment shall be inspected to determine compliance.

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.3.3.1)

Verification is required to assure comfortable and safe equipment handling.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.3.3.1)

Verification shall be done by inspection.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED(4.3.3.1 )

3.3.3.2 Keyboard requirements.

[a] Keytravel andpressure. Theoperating travel forthekeysshaflbe The operating

pressure shall be Key operation shall provide tactile feedback such that an operator
wearing gloves can clearly tell when a key is actuated.

[b] Key operation. Alfkeys shall operate ina mode.

[c] Keysize andspacing. Thekeys shallbe and shall be no closer than
edge to edge from any other key, switch, or knob.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (3.3.3.2)

For equipment with a keyboard, the characteristics of the keyboard must be specified to assure that
comfortable, accurate operation intheairtmrne environment impossible. These requirements will also
apply to push buttons, such as might be located on the periphey of an MFD.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (3.3.3.2)

The operator should receive positive tactile feedback that a key has indeed been activated; however, it
is imponant that the operating pressure be such that keys are not easily activated by accidenL The
KC-1 35 ICU key operating pressure was originally specified at 16 f4 ounces but was lat@rchan9ed to
20 +4 ounces. The oDeratina travel was specified to be 0.13 to 0.51 cm (0.05 to 0.20 inch) with clear
tac~le feedback. -

4.3.3.2 Verification of keyboard requirements.

The key travel distance, pressure, operation mode, size, location, and tactile feedback shall be verified by

VERIFICATION RATIONALE (4.3.3.2)

Keyboard characteristics must be verified to assure usability.

VERIFICATION GUIDANCE (4.3.3.2)

These characteristics are normally verified by measurement and inspection.

VERIFICATION LESSONS LEARNED (4.3.3.2)

5.0 DEFINITIONS.
Within this handbook, the following definitions apply

5.1 Average luminance.
The average of two or more luminance measurements taken at appropriate locations over a specified
area.

5.2 Built-in teats (BIT).
Automated internal tests, which may be further defined ascontinuous orinterrupfing

5.3 Con formal.
An image where the angles between points or objects match the real world. On a HUD, symbols which
overlay objects or depict angles as the pilot sees them in the real world are called conforrnal.

5.4 Contrast definitions.
There are numerous expressions for contrast, contrast ratio, modulation, and various other similar
quantities, with very fittle standardization of meaning or usage. The following definitions forma consistent
sec most of the other definitions which are found are actualfy equivalent to one of these (but may be
expressed differently) or are so rarely used that they should be avoided. These definitions are based on
the following measurable quantities

Lt, the total luminance of the image, or brighter area, including any background or reflected light, as

measured in the specified lighting conditions.

Lb, the luminance of the background, or dimmer area, including any reflected light and any stray

display emissions, measured in the specified lighting conditions.

AL, (delta luminance) the difference between the higher luminance (Lt) and the lower luminance

(Lb). For a CRT, this is only light emitted by the display, that is, measured directly in a dark room. For
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devices which rely on reflectance changes (such as LCDS or painted-on instrument faces), AL cannot be
measured directly; butitcan becafcufated as Lt-Lb

LUI, the luminance of an unlighted elemenfi this will be the same as Lb for a CRT, but will be

different for a device with discrete image elements, like an illuminated switch cap or a segmented LCD.

a. Contrast ratio (CR) orluminance ratio. CR= Lt/Lb, numerically equal to (AL+ Lb)/Lb, dSO=l.O+A

L/Lb Thisquantity ranges from l. O(nocontrast) toapproaching infinity, andiscommonly used in CRT

and HUD specifications. It is used not only because it is larger (more impressive) by one than the
contrast definition (below), but because it makes sense and is easy to use where two Iuminances are
being compared, such as between shades of gray on a CRT.

b. Contrast (C) or )uminance contrast. C=AL/Lb, numerically equal to (Lt-Lb)/Lb, also = CR -1.0.

This quantity ranges from 0.0 (no contrast) to approaching infinity, and is commonly used in instrument
and control panel specifications. It is used in lieu of the contrast ratio definition only because it starts at
zero, which is more logical to some people. Sub-definitions include Cl, which is the contrast of a lighted

element against an unlighted element, and Cul, which is the contrast of an unlighted element against its

background.

c. Contrast as modulation (Cm). Cm=(L1-Lb)/(Lt+ Lb), numerically equal to AU(Lt+Lb). This quantity

ranges from 0.0 (no contrast) to 1.0, and is often found in human factors research, such as in discussions
of contrast sensitivity of the eye. It has been called contrast, Michelson contrast, modulation, luminance
modulation, or, when multiplied by 100, percent contrast, depending on the author. This quantity is
consistent with “modulation” as defined in communications theory.

d. Luminance contrast. LC=(~-Lb)/ Li , numerically equal to AULt. This quantity ranges from 0.0 (no

contrast) to 1.0, and was called luminance contrast in some older documents. It is equal to the Cm

definition (c. above) for Cm =1.0 or 0.0, but is larger than Cm elsewhere. It is luminance difference

divided by (normalized to) maximum luminance, rather than mean luminance or minimum luminance, and
is rarely used.

5.5 Diffuse reflection.
Scattared or broken up reflection of light. The BaS04 reflectance standard used in photometric tests,

and ordinary white paper, are examples of diHuse reflectors.

5.6 Display element.
The smallest addressable entity of the display. In the case of a color matrix LCD, the smalfest
addressable shutter or dot of an individual color. In the case of a segmented display, any of the shapes,
characters or symbols made up of only one individual addressable entity. Sometimes called a “dot”, a
“segment”, or (when a pixel is subdivided to spatially achieve color or gray shades) a “subpixel”.

5.7 Fill factor.
On a matrix display, the transmissive or emissive area divided by the total image area, normally
expressed as a percentage. Actually, the light transmission (in percent) of a display is a more significant
performance parameter. Transmission is affected by the other things besides fill factor, such as the
quality of the color filters.

5.8 Gray ehade.
One increment in luminance, generally assumed to be a ratio of 1.41 (square root of two) brighter than
the adjacent shade. This ratio is based on the traditional definition (in optics and photography) 01 a gray
shade, and the number of gray shades displayable is often used as a benchmark measure of a display”s
dynamic range.
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5.9 Gray level.
One increment in luminance. The size of the increment depends on the system. The number of levels is
a measure of how finely a digitized image is quantified in luminance. For example, if a system uses 8 bits

of data to define the luminance of a display element, the luminance can be set to any one of 28 (i.e., 256)
levels, and these levels would (hopefully) be close enough together that a viewer will not notice the
discre!e edges (contours) where image luminance changes from one level to the next.

5.10 Line pair.
One bright line and the adjacent darkened space between that bright line and the next bright fine,
comprising a portion of a group of alternating bright and dark parallel lines. Note there are two lines per
line pair, and each line must be active, i.e., can be turned “on” or “off.”

5.11 Line rate.
In raster scanned systems, the total number of horizontal line times which occur in one complete frame
time, Note that this is different from the number of active lines (those that appear on the screen) and the
horizontal resolution (also dependent on things like bandwidth and spot size). For example, commercial
TV in the US is 525 line rate, 465 active raster lines and has a horizontal resolution of around 300 lines.

5.12 Linea (of resolution).
The maximum number of afternate light and dark lines that can be resolved within a unit dimension,
generally “lines per cm” (or inch), ‘lines per picture height,” or lust “fines”, which can be assumed to be
lines per picture width or height. On a device with discrete picture elements (pixels), the number of pixels
is stated as the resolution, although it is not strictly equivalent to lines of resolution on an analog display.
The units of “lines per picture height” for horizontal resolution, defined in EIA-RS-170, were used in many
TV systems, but are now rarely used because of the confusion caused by expressing horizontal
resolution in terms of verlical screen height, and the fact that it gives a lower (less impressive) number on
a 4:3 aspect ratio (standard rectangular) display.

5.13 Malfunctions.
Equipment failures which render the equipment or equipment modes unusable

5.14 Minutes and milllradiana.
Units of angular measurement. 60 minutes of arc = 1 degree. 2 pi radians= a circle (360 degrees),
therefore 1 radian = 57.3 degrees, 1/1000 radian (one mil[iradian) = 3.44 minutes of arc. Milfiradians
are convenient units for small angles because the size of the object, divided by the distance to the object
(in the same units), gives its angular subtense in radians.

5.15 Occfude.
To block off or cut off, as when one symbol overlaps another and the one “in back” is partially hidden
from view. “Occult” has a similar meaning and is sometimes used interchangeably.

5.16 Out-of-tolerance condition.
Equipment faults which cause the equipment to perform below specified performance limits but do not
render the equipment modes unusable.

5.17 Pixel.
Contraction for “Picture Element”. In a matrix display, the smallest element or group of elements which
provides spatial information and can produce all of the cofor and gray level capabilities of the display.
Note that some use pixel to refer to a single “display element”, as defined herein. It may be necessary to
use the phrase “color group” or ‘lull color pixel” to clarify, See “Flat Panel flsplays and CRTs” , by
Lawrence Tannas and SAE-ARP-4256.
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5.18 Self-tests.
Automatic, non-interfering performance testing employing either continuous or iterative monitoring
techniques.

5.19 Specular reflection.
Mirror-like reflection, with the characteristic that the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. An
image of your face, seen reflected in a display, is a specular reflection.

5.20 Quantifies of light.

5.20.1 Candela per square meter (cd/mz).

The cd/m2 (also called nit for normalized rn!ensity)t is the S.1. (Systeme International d’unites, or
international system of units) unit for luminance. Luminance is used to measure light radiating or

reflecting from a surface, such as the face of a CRT. A cd/m2 is approximately 0.292 foot Lambert

(1 fL approx. 3.43 cd/m2).

5.20.2 Lumens per square meter (lm/m2).

The lm/m2, or fux (!ight flux) is the S. L unit for ilfum;nance (commonly called illumination). Illuminance is

used to measure light falling on a surface, such as a desk or display surface. One Iux is approximately
equal to 0.0929 foot candles (1 fc approx. = 10.76 Iux).

5.20.3 Candelas (cd).

The cd is the S.1. unit of luminous intensity (commonly called just intensity). Intensity is used to measure
light coming from a point source in a given direction, such as the light coming from a landing light or anti
collision light on an aircraft. It is also used to measure devices which are too small or non uniform (like
LEO?.) to be accurately measured in luminance units. It is roughly equal to the obsolete units of candles
and candlepower. One candela = 1 lumen per steradlan.

5.20.4 Lumens (Ire).

The Im is the S.1. unit of luminous flux, Luminous flux is used to measure the total light coming from a
source, such as an ordinary light bulb.

6.0 NOTES
Section 6contains infomation ofageneral orexplanatow nature. Itcontains information designedto
assist in determining the applicability of the handbook.

6.1 hrtendedu se.
T~shandhk entitled Electronically/Optically Generated M~rne Displays, isintendedfor useas
guidance for developing a waapon system’s electronically/optically generated airborne displays
subsystem Ievel specification.

6.2 Subject term(key word) listing.
The following subject terms (key words) allow identification of the document during retrieval searches.

displays

airborne displays

cathode ray tube

cockpit displays
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CRT

head-up display

helmet-mounted display

LCD

liquid crystal display

multi-purpose display

multi-function display

sunshine legibility

6.3 Changes from previous issue.
This handbook contains most of the same material (with technical revisions) which was previously
includedin the Appendix to Air Force Guide Spec87213(AFGS-87213 ),titled”Displays, Airborne,
Electronically/Optically Generated”. Duetothe extent olchanges, thechanges are notmarked.

Custodian:

Air Force -11
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HISTORICAL INFORMATION ON ELECTROMECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS AND DISPLAYED
PARAMETERS

Forward

This appendix was derived from AFGS-87216, Instrument Systems, Airborne, which dealt almost
exclus"wely with electromechanical instruments andisnm Hnceled. Ahhough electromechanical
instruments are becoming obsolete and are being replaced by electronic displays, AFGS+37216
contained awealthof rationale andguidance onpreWnting instrument information in the cockpit. This
information has been collected into this appendix foru~asa reference. Note that many stated
requirements in this appendix are no longer valid with the current generation of aircraft and avionics -
they areprovided only asa historical reference, Oneshoutd replace ”isrequired” with %asrequired”
when reading this material, since many of the requirements are not appropriate with electronic displays.
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The following fist of inskumentafequipment are covered in this appendix

Equipment
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Flight Director System
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Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI)
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In some cases both sensors and indicators are covered, since they were generally specified and
developed together because of the tight integration needed with analog systems.
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A.1 Acceleration display.
The acceleration display shows an instantaneous normal (z axis) acceleration of the air vehicle in units of
gravity (“g”). It shall have the following characteristics:

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (Al )

An acceleration indicator is usually provided on those aircraft which are fimited in positive or negative g
Ioading capability. ltisalso used incombat andtorecord maximum andminimum glevelstheaifirame
has experienced.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (Al )

Most of these devices were mechanically operated from an acceleration sensitive spring/maas sensor
Iocsted within the indicator itself. Thesensor mechanism onthese devices isgeared directly toa pointer
which will indicate theg-loading ona round dial display. Most of these devices also have a mechanism
including twoaddtional pointers which will allow themaximum positive andnegativeg reading to be
retained aflerthe aircraft hasencountered those maximum load factors. Atypical display would show the
instantaneous pointer, maximum posifive acceleration memory pointer, maximum negative acceleration
memory pointer, and reset button. The reset button is provided for the purpoea of allowing the memory
pointers 10 be reset to the 1 g indication during or after each ffight.

Some form of internal protection against acceleration forces incident to shipping is often necessary,
particularly for mechanical accelerometers. A locking device can be incorporated in the mechanism
which will prevent damage to the instrument if it is dropped or severely jolted in shipment.

Acceleration indicators for those air vehicles which requira them may be provided in several forms. They
may be round dial, self-contained mechanical instruments; vertical scale displays with remote sensors; or
any form of efectro-optical display with appropriate sensors. The following factors must be considered:

a. Range. The range of the accelerometer should be specified baaed on the mission and type of
the aircraft. Typically, a high performance fighter aircraft has a range of g loading from approximately
-2.0 to +8.00 g’s, and therefore, a range of -4 to +10 g’s on the accelerometer is reasonable. For a
cargo/transporf aircraft which has a mission with no high g loading, an accelerometer with a range of
-2 to +4 g’s could be used.

b, Accuracy. The limiting factor on most g meters is the design of the sensor. With a mechanical
device, 0+0.2 g’s accuracy was considered to be the state-of-the-art. Electrically driven indicators with
remote transducers can be designed to be more accurate; however, it is questionable whether or not an
accuracy batter than D+O.2 g’s is required,

c. Response. The purpose of the g metar is to sense steady-state g loading on the aircraft.
Acceleration loading due to vibration of the aircraft also exists. This g loading is a function of the
frequency of vibration, and therafore, the g meter should be damped so as not to sense this porlion of the
aircraft g loading. Most accelerometers damp out any g loading due to vibration at frequencies above 5
Hz, This damping is critical in the design of the g meter, and any vibration above 5 Hz that is not damped
out will be displayed by the pointer and make the display unacceptable.

d, Oisplay. A typical display proven acceptable in USAF aircraft is shown in MfL-HDBK-27261 and
STANAG-3330. As noted, the g meter shoufd read 1 g when in a normal position with no g loading on
the instrument since the mechanism should sense the earth’s normal g force acting on the aircraft. Other
displays such as head-up displays (HUDS), etc., maybe considered if it can be shown that the display will
be operationally acceptable. The maximum positive and negative memory feature should be incorporated
in any considered dispfay due to the fact that during aircraft maneuvering the pilot may exceed his
allowable g Ioadi?g limits without reading his accelerometer and will not know that he has exceeded the
limit. The memory capability will provide the crew (pilot and ground crew) that information.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (Al )

Design complexi~and ~orreliability have been experienced with some central test systems. High cost
isanother consideration. Sell-test onceflain individual instruments has been successful. Maintenance of
the lest systems has been a problem.

A.2 Attitude display.
The attitude indicator (Al) displays the air vehicle pitch and roll attitude with respect to the gravity vector
and shall have the following characteristics

REQUIREMENTR ATIONALE (A.2)

Attitude indicators are used to determine, achieve, and maintain aircraft pitch and roll attitude in all
phases of flight. Themost criticai useisdufing flight inlFR(lnstrument Flying Rufes) conditions. As
such, it is a prima~ safety mf-flight display, and a minimum of two independent attitude references per
aircraft are usually required.

REQUIREMENTG UIDANCE (A.2)

There aretwobasic types of attitude indicators: (l)self-conlained Alswhich contain avenical sensor
I

coupled to the display; and (2) the remote Al which is driven electrically by a separate attitude reference
svstam. Electro-optical displavs may beused, providing they meet therequirements of contrast ratio,
e~c., previously stated.

Self-contained Als were frequently specified for use to provide standby attitude information when the
primary attitude display fails. lnthecase ofgyroscopic instruments, thegyroscope wheefhasaceflain

coast-down time which provides a usable attitude display for several minutes in the event of a power
failure. Self -mntained aHitude indicators have proven tooffer size andweight advantages over remote
standby attitude indicating systems. The following items must begiven consideration when specifying
attitude indicators:

a. Display. Thecommon element ofaHitude indicators isthatthey alldisplay aircraft pitch and roll
attitude by means of atwo-colored display (aspheroid ordrumon some self -contained Als). The upper
half of the spheroid simulales the sky or above the horizon and is colored a light gray or light blue (blue is
preferred inwhite-lighted applications). Thelower half simulates theground or below thehotizon and is
colored black or brown (brown ispreferred inwMte-hghted applications), Theinteraaction of the two
colors represents thehorizon tineorzero pitch-and-roll reference. Afixedminiature aircraft symbol in the
center of thedisplay isthereference towhich atiitude is displayed. Upward movement of the horizon line
indicates adivemaneuver and downward movement indicates a climb maneuver. Roll attitude is
displayed by rotation of the horizon line, spheroid, and roll pointer which should beat the bottom of the
display. ClocM*rotation indiHtes leftwing down andcounterclmbise rotation indicates fight wing
down. Thisatiitude display convention simulates what thepilot would seeifhe were flying visually and
observing theearih's horizon through the cockpit window. Itissafety-of-f light critical that allanitude
displays operate inthis manner. Examples can be found in MIL-1-8Z336 and STANAG-3637.

b. Range. Therange of the Almustbe compatible with theairvehicle inwhich itisto be used.
The range of electro-mechanical Als is typically 85 degrees in climb and 85 degrees in diva with an
unlimited range of360degrees in roll. Thepitch range isusually limited bythevetiical aansor. If loop
maneuvers areto be flown, itmaybe desirable tospecify maximum errors allowed dutingand after loops
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c. Pitch trim, Most attitude indicators used by the USAF incorporate a pitch trim adjustment to
align the horizon fine with the miniature aircraft symbol. This allows the pilot to “zero” the display when
conditions require maintaining a relatively large angle of attack due to a heaW load or low airspeed for
long periods. The zero index mark shows the pilot that some trim has been put in. Certain users,
including some NATO nations, do not favor. the incorporation of pitch trim for safety reasons. The range
of pitch trim is typically 5 degrees to 10 degrees down to 10 degrees to 20 degrees up. These values are
not critical and can be specified based on the normal angle-of-attack range of the aircraft.

d. Self-contained indicator, When a self-contained Al (vertical sensor and display combined) is to
be specified, the following items must be considered:

(1) Static accuracy, The static accuracy of self-contained attitude indicators is usually specified
at 0.5 in pitch and roll. An accuracy better than this is very difficult to measure and would simply be a
matter of judgment on the part of the tester.

(2) Dynamic accuracy. Dynamic accuracy isthataccuracy which can beexpected to be
maintained during various flight maneuvers. It isvirfually impossible totestin the laboratory, and other
means of specifying this requirement have been used in the past (see lessons fearned).

(3) Caging. Self-contained Alsusually require acaging mechanism to bring thedisplayto O
degree in pitch and roll during start up or if the vertical sensor has deviated from vartical for some reason
or another. ltwillbe necessa~to specify thepanel tilt angle lorself-contained Alsbecauseit must be
taken into account when designing the vertical sensor in the case.

(4) Power warning flag. Thepowerwarning flagtells theaircrew when power tothe Al has been
discontinued. l\isdesirable tohavethe flag remain from view aslongas ausable aHitude referenceis
maintained, such asinthe coast-down mode of thegyroscope wheel, if used. Iftheflag does come in
view immediately upon power failure, it must notobscure thedispfay ifthe Aldesign provides atfitude
information fora Iimited time after power failure.

e. Remote driven indicator. The following factors must reconsidered when speciming Als that are
driven from a remote vertical sensor:

(1) Compatibility. Theindicator must redesigned to becompatible withthe vaflical sensor
plannadto be used. lfthevetiical sensor hasanall-atiitude capability, thaindicator should also have this
capability.

(2) Accuracy. An accuracy of ~0.5degree within ~30degrees ofzeropitch and roll is
necessary and is easily attained. Precise aircraft attituda control andmanual divebombing accuracy

are depandent on the accuracy of the attitude indicator. Accuracy at higher attitudes becomes leas
crhical, butit istypically +1 degree.

(3) Sensitivity. A sensitivityof ~0.25degree or better isnecesaery toprovide detection of
minute attitude changes, Sensitivities greater than ~0.25degree arenotdesirable, as undetected
attitude changes, especially at high speeds, can cause difficulty in maintaining constant altitude.

(4) Foflow-up operation. Thepitchand roflfoffow-up rates shoufdbecomptible withthe
maximum pitch androll rates of theaircraft without excessive lag. Typical rates for high performance
aircmfi would be60degree#*cond inpitch and300degree#semnd in roll, Typical Alshave90
degreesfseccmd pitch capability and 300 degrees second roll capability with lag no greater than 3 degrees
and 10 degrees, respectively.

(5) Hunting and jumping. ltisve~impodant thatthe attitude display operate smoothly with no
noticeable sticking, hunting or jumping, as these conditions are generally accepted as indications Of a
malfunctioning indicator. In addition, non-smooth operation would bedistracting andannoying to the
pilot.
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(6) Pitch scaling. For3-inch casesize primavatiitude indicators, thepitch display maybe
expanded toprovide thenecesaw resolution toeasily detect small attitude changes. The expansion
ratio is typically 1.5to 1. Expanded pitch display smaybeprovided inlarger Alsiftheffight
characteristics of theaircrati dictate theneed to beableto detect ve~small pitch attitude changes. Too
much expansion could be undesirable as it could result in a noisy display (too much sphere motion).
Expansions inthe rangeof 1.5toi 102.0101 have generally proved acceptable.

(7) Malfunction warning flag. The Alisaptima~ safety -of-f light instrument, andifit fails and
gives erroneous information without the pilot’s knowledge and he continues to assume it is right, the
aircrah could beputinto ahazardous andpossible nonrecoverable attitude. Forthis reason it is
mandatory that the Al contain maximum self-monitoring capability.

The following are conditions which should actuate the warning flag:

(a) Lossofpower totheindicator orsenaor.

(b) Invalid pitch orroll attitude signals

(c) internal failure of the Aldisplay mechanism, suchasamplifier failure, sewo-motor failure, etc.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (A.2)

Dynamic or flight accuracy ofgyroscopic-type self-con@ inedanitude indicators isdifficult toveflfy. It can
only be accomplished under actual flight conditions and the Al compared to an accurate reference, such
as an inertial navigation system.

It has been found from experience that dynamic errors can be held to within reasonable limits if certain
characteristics of the gyroscope are maintained. These characteristics are:

a. Drift rate. The free gyroscope should notdriff more than 0.75degree perminute in either axis
when tested on a 3-axis motion table (Scorsby).

b. Erection rate. Theerection rateofthe gyroswpe isusually specified atl.9degreesto3.l
degrees perminute in both pitch and roll. Thetypical value isapproximately 2.5degrees perminute. If
thespecified erection rate istoohigh, significant errors will result from accelerations and turns. If the
erection rate is too low, the gyroscope will not remain erect.

c. Erection cutout angle. The erection cutout angle is usually specif ied at 6 degrees to 8.5
degrees in pitch and roll for 2-inch indicators. The typical value is approximately 7 degrees. The
cutout angle for 3-inch indicators is usually specified at 7 degrees to 10 degrees in pitch and roll.
Indicators with electrical erectors will have a smaller erection cutout angle in the roll axis and may have
no arection cutout in the pitch axis.

The performance of remote attitude indicators is based on the accuracy of the remote verlical sensor.
However, the Al must smoothly follow the output of the sensor. Experience has proven that hunting and
jumping magnitudes less than 0.04 inch total amplitude provide the degree of smoothness that pilots will
accept. The rates at which this tolerance is most critical and must be adhered to are the lower rates
between O degree and 20 degreeefsecond.

A.3 Attitude director indicator (ADI).
The attitude director indicator shall provide attitude information mmbined with action director information
superimposed on the attitude display. It shall have the following characteristics
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REQUIREMENTR ATIONALE (A.3)

Attitude director indicators perform the same function as the attitude indicator in addition to displaying
additional flight control information, such as steering commands, rate ofturn, sfip, etc. These additional
functions, incorporated into one display, reduce pilot cross-check workload, which is very important
during high workload flight, such as during instrument approaches.

REQUIREMENT GUIOANCE (A.3)

Theinfonation andrequirements foraHitude indicators apply lothe ADl. Inaddition toattitude
infomation, the ADlprovides pitch and bank steeting command display swhichare controlled by a flight
director computer. Thesteefing command display typicaffy consists of Wobars. Averticaf barprovides
roll steeting commands andahotizontal barprovides pitch steeting commands. The flight director
computer which drives the bars is mechanized such that the bars will be centered on the miniature
aircraft symbol when the aircraft is on a flight path that will either result in the aircraft flying to the desired
flight path orwillmaintain theaircraft onthedesired ffight path. Thecommand bars aretypically used
dutinglLS approaches andinintercepting and flying adesired heading or TACAN radial. The command
barsare biased outofview when not in use. Awarning flag isprovided towamthe pilot olaninvafidor
Iailedftight director computer. The ADldisplay also incorporates aglideslope deviation scale and pointer,
arate-of-turn needle, anda slip indicator. Theglideslope pointer indicates aircraR position relative to the
lLSglideslope centerline andreceives itsinput signal directly from the fLSglideslope receiver. The rate-
of-turn indicator indicates turn rate of the aircraft where fufl scale (two needle widths) is normally
equivalent toastandard 2-minute turn. Therate-of-turn needle receives itsinput from a rate-transmitting
gyro or a derived rate-of-turn output (heading rate) from an attitude heading reference system.

Like the attitude indicators, the ADI should have a malfunction warning flag for the attitude portion of the
indicator.

Apitchtrim control knob maybe provided. lfused, itshall beinthe lower right side of theindicator (see
paragraph A.2 fordetails). The ADlcanincorporate other displays depending onthetypeand mission
requirements of the aircraft. Typical ADlfunctions include the following:

a. Rising runway symbol. This symbol display sthemain landing gear radar altitude ahve the
runway. Itcomes into view normally at 200 feet radar altitude andmoves up towards the miniature
aircraft symbol asthe aircraft descends. Thesymbol wiIlcoincide with the botiomof the miniature aircraft
when themain }anding gear wheels touch the ground. Therising runway dkplayshoufd be includedin
ADIs intended for use on aircraft that will be required to make Category II (1200-foot runway visual range
and 100-foot decision height) landings. Thesymbol receives itsinput from a radar altimeter.

b. Expanded locefizer display. Localizer deviation isdisplayed with afull-scale range ofone dot.
Thelocafizer signafis rweived directly forthelLS locahzerreceiver. ideally, this display should be
comb}ned with the rising runway symbol although a separate scale and pointer in the lower part of the
ADlcen be used. incorporation ofalocalizer display inthe ADlwill minimize cross-check workfoad
during the final phases ofan instrument approach. This function should reincorporated in ADlsintended
foraircraft that will land inweather minimums lower than Catego~ll. Unassociated failure warning ffag
is required.

c. Speed command dispfay. TNsdlsplay mnsists ofa~inter that moves inaveflical path
normafly located ontheleft side of the ADl display. Theoperation of thepointer issuchthat ifit is above
center, the aircraft approach speed is fast and if it is below center, the aircraft approach speed is slow.
With thepointer centered, theaircraft isonthe proper approach speed. Theinput forthisdisplay is an
angte-of-atfack based signal. This display shoufdb included in ADlsintended foraircraft that wilf lanolin
weather minimum Iower than Category Il. Unassociated warning flag to warn of invafid inputs is required.

d. Heading. Some ADlsincorporate a3-axissphere. Thethird axis isusedto display aircraft
heading using appropriate markings. Anexample ofthis ADfcanbe found in MIL-1-27619.
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e. Atfitude display configuration. Generally, theattitude display will conform tothat describedin
A.2.

f. Pitch and bank command characteristics. Deflection of thecommand symbol or symbols

should belinear indegree with respect tothe input signal. Damping andresponse should besuch as to
minimize lagandovershoofing. Thedisplay must bestable aspractial under rough airandvibratov
condkions, Accuracy andscale factors shall besufficient toallow thepilot tomaintain thedesired flight
path without excessive overshooting orsnaking. Theeffect ofacceleration onthedisplay accuracy musl
be negligible.

g. Gfideslope deviation scale factor. Thescale factor should besuchthat one-dot deflection is
equivalent to a 0.25 degree deviation from glideslope centerline and shall require an input of

Two-dot deflection shall beequivalent to 0.5degree deviation and shall require
an input of .Pointer deflection must behnear with respect tothe input signal. The fminter
mechanism must be overdamped. Theeffect ofacceleration onpointer amuracy must benegligibfe.
NOTE: Theinput signal depends upon \hecharactetistics of the flight director computer (see A.7).

h. Turn and slip sensitivity. Therate-of-turn andslip indicator should meet the requirements
necessary tocontrol the air vehicle, Guidance can be found in A.27.

i. Auxiliary attitude outputs. Outputs of thepitch-and-roll display position can be provided if
necessary for use by an external attitude comparator monitor.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (A.3)

Thechamctetistics of the ADldepend upon the flight characteristics of theair vehicle. Typical valuesof
accuracy, response, and damping, which have proven acceptable for the pitch-and-roll stee~n9
commands, are a linear response within 7.5 percent of the proportionate full-scale value of the input,
damping such that overshoot is held to less fhan 1.5 percent and response time of 1/3 second.

It has been found that the use of “raw” deviation data applied to the steering commands is unacceptable.

If the air vehicle has redundant pilot and copilot attitude displays and reference systems, it is
recommended that anattitude comparator monitor reinstalled. Thecomparator monitor compares the
twoattitude display systems, andifthey differ, afailure warning is annunciated. The ADlsmustbe
mechanized toprovide signals attheindlcator connector suitable forusewith a comparator monitor. The
signal characteristics aretypically asynchro resolver statorand rotor. Twosets are required--one
provides roll-axis position and the other provides pitch-axis position.

A.4 Cfocfdtfmer.
Theclock ortimer shall incfude adisplay of realtime. The following characteristica will be provided:

RECXJIREMENT RATIONALE (A.4)

Theprovision ofaclock is basic toany air vehicle. Inaddition toproviding real time, most clocks provide
elapsed-time measuring features which are required for many functions.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.4)

The clock may be either mechanical or a numeric solid-state electronic type which displays time of day in
hours, andminutes andhasan elapsed-time mpatiliw in seconds. When themission requires abomb
timer, it should be a solid-state electronic design.

a, Clocks. The following characteristics should reconsidered when specify ingclocks and timers:
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(1) Display. Thedisplay may beananalog, numeric, oracombination ofanalog and numeric
displays. In addition to a display of time o{ day, elapsed-time and countdown cfkplays may be specified.
Historically, clock displays have consisted of hour, minute andaacond hands, 12hours being used for
onerevolution of the hour hand. Straight numetic readout clocks have been tested bythe Air Force, and
most of thepilots accepted the display. Ifanumeric display is desired, itshould be carefully evaluated
foracceptance bytheusers, includng possible foreign buyers/users, before it is specified. Numeric
readouts shou!ddkplay realtime from OO:Ol to24:O0. Elapsed time andcountdown time maybe analog
or numeric. Thetime petiodcapability must satisfy mission requirements.

(2) Accuracy. Theaccuracy must besufficient tomeet mission requirements. It maybe
necessa~to specify accuracies athighand lowtem~rature aswellas ambent temperature, depending
upon the clock design and its characteristics.

(3) Elapsed-time actuator. lfequipped withanelapsed-time display, apushbutton mustbe
provided tostati, stop, andreset orobliterate thedisplay. When the button ispushed, thedisplay should
starfto count up. When ihebuHon ispushed again, thedisplay should freeze. When the buffonis
pushed a third time, the display should reset or disappear from view.

(4) Countdown modeactuatiom Ifacountdown modeisrequired, apushbutton shouldbe
provided toinitiate thecountdown modeof theclock. Asecond actuation of thecountdown push buffon

should zero the countdown mode.

(5) Timeset. Asuitable means must beprovided forresening thetime ofdaydisplay whenit
does not correspond to actual time.

(6) Power. Mechani=l clocks have benspring-wound types since their inception. New
technology permits the use of a self-contained battery or external power, but the use of self-contained
batteries in instruments has not received wide approval in the Air Force due to logistics problems.

(7) Power interrupts. lfanelecttical input clock isspecified, theclock should becapableof
operation during power interrupts of the longest duration anticipated.

(8) Running fime. Running fimewill depend uponthe clock design. Spring-wound clocks wiff
normally run for eight days.

(9) Self-test. lfnumetic light-emitting dispfay isused, apush-to-test switch should be provided
which shall cause all digits to appear.

(10) Casesize. A2-inch nominal casesize isnonnally specified forelocks. Special purpose
clocks may have to be larger.

b. Bomb timers. When specifying bomb timers which aresometimes usadona backup system to
a primary weapons delivery system, the following modes of operation require consideration:

(1) Clock mode. Controls andmode select capability may beusedto provide a time-of-day
readout.

(2) First andsacond stopwatch modes. Controls andmode selection capability may bespecified
to provide stopwatch modes capable of munting up to the time required for the bomb delivery.

(3) Single countdown timer mode. (%ntrols andamoda select capability may beprovidedto
allow apreset timeto deselected. The bomb/timer, upon being started, will cOuntdownto zero. An
output signal and a visual indication of zero time should be provided.

(4) Dual countdown time mode. lnthismode. thetimerfunctions asabombincr DulluDand. . . . . -..
release timer. Controls and mode selection capability must be made available to allow two preset timers
to be selected. Upon initiation the bomb/timer counts down to zero on the first present time. At zero an
output signal is provided. When the first preset time reaches zero, the timer automatically switches and
starts to count down the second preset time to zero. Again, when zero is reached, a separate output
signal is provided. Visual cues are provided when each time reaches zero.
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REQUIREMENTL ESSONSLEARNED (A.4)

A.5 Engine pressure ratfosystem(EPR).
The EPR display shall receive signals from an EPR sensor and shall display EPR values to the aircrew.
The EPR sensor shall sense the engine inlet total pressure, the turbine exhaust total pressure, divide the
exhaust pressure by the inlet pressure, and provide a signal proportional to this nondimensional ratio for
useinadisplay orincontrol of an aircraft. Theperformance of thesystem shall be as follows

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.5)

Depending upon the type of engine used in the weapons system it maybe necessary to provide an
indication of EPR to indicate the amount of thrust being operated by the engine.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.5)

Engine pressure ratio (EPR) is the ratio of the total pressure in front of the engine compressor divided
into the total pressure behind the turbine. EPR is a dimensionless number normally in the range of 1.0 to
3.5. Turbofan engines tend to have lower EPRs because of the power extracted by the turbine to drive
the fan. Some commercial EPR systems have the ability to compute and display an EPR of less than
1.0. This condition may be encountered on a large fan engine that is throttled back to flight idle for
descent. An EPR of 1.0 or fess means that even though the engine is running, the net effect on the
aircraft is a negative thrust. It is recommended that the military not require the capability to compute
display EPR less than 1.0 as it increases the complexity of the system more than it increases the
usefulness of the system.

Related to EPR is FPR (fan pressure ratio). On large fan engines some commercial users require a
display of the fan pressure ratio. Whife FPR gives a good indication of the thrust being produced by the
fan, it is difficult to compute because of the small diHerences (low ratio) between the two pressures being
divided. Additionally, the plumbing requirements impose a much greater weight penalty than does an
EPR system. The use of FPR by the military is not recommended.

EPR is applicable to any fixed nozzle engine. EPR is not suitable for use on any variable nozzle engine,
even if the engine employs a two position nozzle. This is because of variations in nozzle geometv and
control, It would be possible for two engines to have the same EPR but be producing quite different
levels off thrust. For variable nozzle engines, use of a thrust computing system is recommended (see
paragraph A.26 for a thrust computing system).

The following requirements should be specified in procurement documents:

a. Range. Generally speaking, the EPR transmitter is designed specifically for the engine it is to be
used with. An off-the-shelf transmitter may be usad only if it very closely matches the requirements of
the engine. This is because an unused range is extremely costly in terms of accuracy. Normally, a 0.08
percent unused range is adequate to provide for engine growlh.

b. Accuracy. Traditionally, accuracy requirements are driven by the capability of the EPR
transmitter manufacturer. EPR accuracies are always expressed in terms of thousands of an EPR unit.
Different tolerances are required for different pressures. The larger tolerances are allowed at the lower
pressures. The 1.000 point is significant because it provides an operational point that can be checked
prior to engine starting. A typical accuracy requirement would be D+O.020 EPR units.

c. Response. The system should be abfe to respond just slightly faster than the engine can
change its pressure output. Many times when a new EPR system is flight teated, there is a noticeable
“jitter” in the pointer and counter. This problem can usually be solved by installing pressure dampers in
the high pressure line where it enters the transmitter.
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d. Sensitivity. Athigher pressures more liberal tolerances foraensitivi~ are allowed. Sensitivity
requirements arenormally intherange of O.0008to 0.15 inches of mercury. Essentially, sensitivity isa
measurement of theinternal ”stickiness” and “Iooeeness” wilhinthe transmitter and indicator.

e. Attitude operation. Even if the aircraft isnotintended cooperate atallattitudes, thetransmitier
should becapable ofoperating at all attitudes. This isreally a test (which becomes arequirement to the
manufacturer) toassure that internal moving pafls are kept ingood mechanical balance. A well-balanced
system will be more immune to wear due to vibration.

f. EPR limit or command. Many EPR indicators incorporate manual or automatic comma,nd “bugs”

or limit markers. These markers are useful during takeoff and other flight modes. EPR command “bugs”
are used with some fuel savings advisory systems to direct the pilot to the most efficient EPR range.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNEO (A.5)

It is advisable to make the pressure lines and the transmitter connections two different sizes. A one-
fourih-inch hne and a five-sixteenth-inch line are sometimes used. There may well be twelve or more
connections in the lines between the engine and EPR transmitter. II the lines are made the same size,
sooner or later someone will cross-connect the lines and destroy a transmitter.

A.6 Engine temperature display.
The engine temperature display shall receive signals from an engine temperature sensor and shall
display temperature in degrees Celsius to the aircrew. The display shall have the following
characteristics

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.6)

The temperature indication is used to avoid high temperature damage to the engine, determine proper
engina operation, and detector avoid hot starts during engine startup.

REQUIREMENT GUIOANCE (A.6)

An engine temperature display is provided for each engine and gives an indication of the engine operating
temperature. Thedisplay receives atemperature signal from the engine. This isnormally, but not
necessarily, a thermocouple signal generated by a harnesa of thermocouples located in the engine gas
stream. Thethermocouples should be Type K(chromelafumel). When other types of engine
temperature sensors are used (such as the optical pyrometer), the indicator must be tailored to the
specific output of the sensor.

The following requirements need to be addressed when specifying engine temperature display

a. Range. Therange of thedisplay shall beexpresed in degrees Celsius. The range specified
should be such that the fewest operating engine temperature at any operating condition (e.g., altitude,
airspeed, throtite position, etc.) andthehighest ~ssible temperatures areinclud4. Therange should be
limited to these levels to maintain the smallest usable span between the lowest and highest
temperatures. Thehighest temperature should also delimited bytheuseful range of the sensor
employed in the indicator system.

b. Accuracy. Theamuracy requirements specified should benogreater than needed--nomally
~5degrees Cinthe most accurate region of the display. Thedisplay maybe broken into regions of
difleting accuracies which aredependent upon theneed forauch accuracies. Ao.w’eciesshouldbe
specified for both normal room temperature operation, operation at the extremes of ambient operating
temperature, and operation during refinability testing.
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c. Warm-up response. Theresponse requirement specified should beinthe form of response toa
step change of theinput temperature signal. Thesize of thestep change may bespecified by defining
thestafling andending indication input temperatures of thestep change. Thetoferance (settling-out
characteristics) of the final indication and the time within which this final indication is reached should be
specified. These requirements aredictated bytheneed todetect abnormally high temperature tise within
theengine during ahotstart condition. Asuggested adequate response is6seconds teal OOOdegree C
step change within t20 degrees C.

d. Display. Thedisplay may beeither round dial orverficalacale. Round-dial displays ars normally
of the2-inch diameter type. Greater accuracies areobtainedby use of supplemental counters or
expansion of thescalein ranges of greater needed accuracies. Thenormal operating posifionduting
cruise shoufd be approximately at the 9 o’clock position of the round dial.

e. Thermocouples. Thedisplay must becompatible with andcalibrated foru*with the specific
type of thermocouples to beusedon theengine. Standards (NBS) 125. Monograph Thermocouple
characteristics aregiven inthe National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Monograph 125.

f. Grounding of thermocouple extension wires. Amaximum shift ofindication when either
thermocouple lead is connected to the ground or low potential side of the input power supply should be
specified. Thegrounding may beat any point between thethermocouple andtheintefior of the display.
Typical limits are ~2.O degrees C.

g, External thermocouple circuit resistance. Thedisplay shall redesigned such thala change in
thermocouple circuit resistance between the hot junction and the indicator produces a negligible or small
change in indication. Asuggested adequate tolerance is5degrees C.

h. Thermocouple cold @nction compensation. Thedisplay should redesigned such that the
thermmouple circuit cold junction islocated wittin the display. Electronic compensation forthe cold
junction ambient temperature must be provided. Temperature control orstandard cells must not be used
inthecold junction circuitry. Thecompensation must besuchthat theindication accuracy isas specified
regardless of the temperature of the cold junction.

i. Optional features. Thedispfay mayinclude asettable maximum temperature recording pointer or
a set of contacts which close at a cerlain temperature to energize a remote over temperature warning
light.

RECWIREMENTLESSONSLEARNED (A.6)

I A.7 Flight director system (FDS).
The FDS shall display the air vehicle interception and tracking of course, heading, attitude, and
alidesloDe, based onpresent position, heading, desired position, andrate of convergence. The FDSwill
~ontinuously calculat6the proper pitch, bank, >ndpower topedorm thedesired maneuver. It shall
conform to the following:

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.7)

When crew workload associated with operation of an aircraft is very high, flight director systems may be
empfoyed to provide relief. Factors bearing uwnthedecision toemploy the flight director shall include
aircraft speed (and associated aircraft control ability), complexity of aircraft systems and/or subsystems,
andtheoperating environment. lnce*in applications flight director systems maynot provide sufficient
relief, and the use of automatic {fight control systems must be considered (e.g.,: all-weather Iandhg and
high-speed Ierrain-foflowing).
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.7)

a. General. Ilaflight dkector islobeemployed, components of thesystem must be specifically
identified, including:

(1) Attitude Drector indicator (ADl)antior Head-up Display (HUD).

(2) Horizontal Situation lndicator(HSl).

(3) Ffight Director Computer (FDC).

The FDC maybe analog, digital, or hybrid and maybe dedicated equipment or part of a cantral
computer/processor. Regardle=, thecontrol algorithms must becarefully specified toassure satisfactov
system performance.

(4) Flight Director System Control Panel.

The control panel must provide a means for crew selection of navigation modes, manual heading mode,
and OFF(orstandby) mode. Positive indimtion of theoperating mode must be provided. When
automatic switchhg between manual heading submode and other navigation modes is employed,
indication of the operating submode must be provided at the control panel or on the primary flight
instruments,

b. System interface. Specific equipment which comprise the flight direc\or system must be
identified toestabfish system interface requirements. Inaddltion, applicable equipments inthe following
list (if they provide input to the FDC) must also be identified (see 3.8):

(1) Atfitude and Heading Reference (AHRS, DG/VG, orlNS).

(2) Navigational Radio Receivers.

(a) Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN)

(b) VHF Omnidirectional Range (vOR)

(c) Instrument Landing System (ILS)

(d) Microwave Landing System (MLS)

(3) Radar Altimeter

(4) Air Data Computer

(5) Data Link Receiver

c. Flight director system (computer) logic. The ffight director system may be utilized to reduce pilot
workload in intercepting and tracking course, heading, altitude, or glideslope, Basad upon present
position, desired position, and the rate of convergence, the flight director computer continuously
calculates the proper pitch, bank, or power to perform the desired maneuver (the commands are
presented on the control displaydindicators). One of the following methods of displaying commands can
be used:

(1) Pitch and bank cross pointers (in the ADI). When the aircraft is not properly positioned for
course intercept, the vertical steering pointer is offset. By banking the “miniature aircraft” toward the
pointer, the pointer moves toward the center of the ADL By maintaining the pointer at center, the
computed steering commands are satisfied. The computer will recognize proximity to and rate of
convergence on the desired course and will supply appropriate commands to permit asymptotic intercept
and stable tracking of the desired course. The above method of operation is equally applicable to vertical
steering. When steering commands displayed on the horizontef pointer are satisfied, the aircraft will
intercept and track the desired vertical path.
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Power commands mayalso redisplayed on ADlscontaining aFast-Slow display. Theabovesystem
description is identified as the “conventional FDS- or the “2-cue system.” A variation of this system is the
integrated cue system in which a single cue is utilized; it is analogous to a pivoted horizontal pointer--
when the cue pivots, the pilot must introduce bank to satisfy roll commands and as the cue transitions
vertically the pilot must introduce pitch to satisfy steering commands.

(2) Three-cue flight director system (3-Cue FDS). Thistype ofsystem isusedptimarily for
V/STOL aircraft. ASinthe conventional system, thevefiical pointer furnishes guidance for lateral
steering. However, thehotizontal pointer isutilized tomaintain reference airspeed byconlrolling pitch.
The third cue (normally a scale and pointer similar to the gfideslope display in the ADI) is utilized for
verlical path control (ILS glideslope tracking, altitude hold, or climb/descent rate).

(3) Electro-optical dispfays (HUD, VSD, EADl). These types ofdispfays utilize electronically-
generat4symhls todisplay flight director steeting commands. Thecontrol logic associated with these
displays is identical to conventional displays, In some aircraft the outputs from the FDC are scaled such
that flight director steering commands are displayed on both HUD and ADI simultaneously.

d. Modes of operation. There areseveral modes ofoperation for flight director systems,
Accordingly, specific modes of operation for a particular flight director system/weapons system must be
specified. Inaddrtion, many modes are comprised of twoormore submodes anddepend upon automatic
beam sensing andswitching toeffect submode changing. These submodes andoperating regimes must
also be specified, as wefl as automatic switch functions. The following modes (which may also be
submodes) are provided

(1) Manual heading mode. Thepilot mustselect thedesired reference heading (seting HDGon
the HSlorsimilar control/display/f light control panel). The ffightdirector system uaaspreset heading and
reference heading to generate the proper steering commands to turn to and maintain the reference
heading. The stendard rate of turn is 3 degrees per second.

(2) Data link mode. This mode is most often an adaptation of the manual heading mode except
that the heading aat function is remotely controlled by a ground statiotimission controller.

(3) Inertial navigation system (INS) mode. Desired course is established by a central
navigation/mission computer by way-point identification. Deviation from course, as measured by an INS,
provides a course error reference upon which to base lateral steering commands.

(4) Radio navigation mode(s). The desired radio reference (VOR/TACAN/lLS/MLS/etc.) must be
selected, and reference course identified by setting the CRS on the HSI or similar control/dispfay/f light
control panel. The FDS senses present position (heading and course error), desired course, and rate of
convergence to generate the proper steering commands to capture and track desired course. Some
ffight director systems employ submodes and automatic submode selection in this major mode of
operation. When course error is great, the manual heading submode is used and the pilot must set
reference heading to initiate course capture. When approach to course is sensed, the FDS will
automatically switch to the course capture (radio navigation) submode. When submodes are not
employed, the course intercept angle must be limited (normally to 45 degrees) and the FDS will
command a turn to the 45 degree course intercept angle (when course error is great) immediately upon
se fection of the radio navigation mode.

(5) Approach mode. In this mode, the FDS (or operator) first assures that lLS/MLS murse
capture has been effected (per paragraph “& above). After course is attained, the operator or system will
select the vertical path (gfideslope) submode. Automatic systems will sense approach to gfideslope and
will select the approach mode at the proper time. In some systems, radar altitude is also utifized to
control glideslope steering sensitivity to desensitize steering commands as the glideslope beam narrows
near the decision height. If altitude-hold mode is active prior to the approach, glideslope steering shall
override altitude-hold upon sensing approach to glideslope.
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(6) Altitude-hold mode. In most applications, the pilot must manually fly to the desired
(reference) altitude, Upon reaching this altitude, he will select the altitude-hold mode. In more
sophisticated systems, the pilot may select the reference altitude (barometric or radar altitude) before
reaching it. The FDS will command proper pitch and obtain and maintain the reference altitude.

(7) Climb-descent modes. This mode is generally used in conjunction with the airspeed-hold
mode. The pilot must set reference vertical speed in addition to airspeed. The control parameter is power
(i.e., a 3-cue FDS), As in the airspeed mode, the climb or descent speed maybe manually selected or
the existing rate at the time of mode selection maybe the reference speed (the method of selection must
be specified).

(8) Airspeed-hold mode. In this mode, a “fast-slow” cue is used in conjunction with manual
control of power. Reference speed must be set and employed in conjunction with engine dynamics and
control characteristics to determine proper throttle commands. By maintaining the power cue at the
command reference point, the pilot will attain and maintain the reference airspeed. Such command may
be displayed on the FAST-SLOW display on some ADIs or similar display on electro-optical displays. In
simpler systems, the airspeed-hold mode will simply maintain that speed which was present at time of
mode selection.

(9) Terrain-following mode. This mode is used in conjunction with forward-looking radar. It is
normally mechanized as a rate climb/descent mode such that when terrain falls within a predetermined
envelope (template) ahead of the aircraft, a climb command is issued; when no terrain is with}n the
specified envelope, a descent command is issued. Capability to track the desired flight path is dependent
upon flight performance of the basic air vehicle, but once the appropriate template is defined, the FDS
must provide very high probability of meeting required tracking accuracy.

e. FDS performance criteria. Specific performance criteria with respect to course intercept
(maximum allowable overshoot, number of overshoots, and time to stabilize) must be tailored to each
aircraft. FAA Advisoiy Circular 120-29 may be used as a guide. In establishing this criteria, pertinent
aircraft performance requirements and characteristics must be established (i.e., cruise speed, approach
speed, course intercept angle, and distance to station, including expected range of all parameters listed).
Course tracking criteria shall also be specified. For most applications deviations from course centerline
after course capture is lees than 1/2-dot (course deviation scale on HSI); furiher, there must be no
sustained oscillations about course centerline. Crosswind compensation is normally provided such that
when operating in crosswinds up to 10 percent of aircraft speed (or 20 degree crab angle), there is no
steady-state beam standoff. Navigational radio aids to be employed must be specified; particular
attention is directed to tailorable ILS in which Iocafizer width may be as narrow as 3 degrees (standard
width is 5 degrees).

NOTE: l/2dot deviation has the following real values for a standard ILS:

TACAN - 2-1/2 degrees

VOR - 2-1 /2 degrees

fLS-LOC - 5/8 degrees

f. control algorithms (and associated control parameters). To assure understanding of the control
algorithms and mode control logic, simplified diagrams of lateral steering circuits, veriical steering circuits,
beam sensor circuits, etc., shall be provided. In addition, tables of values of gains and time constants
associated with these diagrams shall be provided. The latter shall be presented as nominal values and
allowable tolerances.

g. System safety, The following requirements are provided to assure safe use of the flight director
system:
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(1) Rawdata (course deviation display, glideslope deviation display, etc.) uponwhich the
computed steering commands are based shall be displayed concurrently with flight director data to permit
operator assessment ofsystem performance, (e.g., lLSfocalizer andglideslope deviation shall be
displayed whenever ILS approach mode steering commands are displayed.)

(2) Failure warning. The following features shall reconsidered standard:

(a) Flight director command cuesshall bestowed outofview whenever thereference signal
source (navigational radio, air data computer, etc.) for the selected mode of operation has failed or
whenever the flight director computer has failed. (An acceptable alternative, if anexisting ADl design is
to be utilized, is the employment of failure warning flags--one for each steering pointer.)

(b) Failure warning flags orsymbols shall beprovided toassure validity ofnavigational radio
information, airdata computer, etc,, onwhich the FDS depends.

(c) Whenvariable gain features areemployed, thesystem shall redesigned torevefl toa
single nominal value intheevent ofgain controller failure. fnmostflight director systems which use
variable glideslope gain (in approach mode), the gain isdesensitized tothelowest possible gain upon
sensing that radar altitude input is invalid.

Basic requirements for a FDS are found in MIL-F-26665.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEAFINED (A.7)

Po~ible disorientation canoccur ifthe HUDand ADldo not agree. Forexample, the F-16uses normal
flight director data on the HUD but only raw data on the cross pointers in the ADI. This is not a
recommended practice because the HUD pointer display may be centered, while the ADIs are not.

A.8 Rate of fuel flow ayatem.
The rate of fuel flow system consists of a display used in conjunction with a flow sensor. One display is
used for each engine to display rate of fuel flow in (uniLs). The system
requirements shall be as follows:

~

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.6)

Fuel flow is used for engine starting, calculating flight time remaining, and giving an indication of thrust
output. It is also used for engine fuel control trimming and on tankers to display rate of fuel flow transfer.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.8)

Fuel flow measurement systems used on Air Force aircraft are to be of the mass measuring type. Most
of the transmitters in current use are of the angular momentum type. Mass flow measurement is required

because the heat content of a fuef is measured in heat units per mass and engine output is directly
proportional to the heat content of fuel assuming a given engine efficiency. Fuel flow is measured in
pounds per hour (PPH) or kilograms per hour (KPH).

The following items must be considered and specified for fuel flow systems

a. Range. The Iowar range should be adequately low to provide an indication of f/ow for engine
start. The lower hmit will vary depending upon the ovarall range of the system. It is difficult to obtain a
dynamic range of much greater than 200 to 1 in most mass flow systems; therefore, if a 100,OOO-pound-
per-hour (PPH) maximum range is required the low limit will be around 500 PPH. The upper limit maybe
the total core engine plus after burner flow or may be limited to core flow only depending upon mission
requirements and necessity for afterburner monitoring, fuel-used computations, etc. The highest flow
currently used is on the F-15 having a 100,000 PPH capability. The range may be specified in kilograms
per hour on aircraft destined for use in countries using the metric system. The range of systems used for
refueling can go as high as 600,000 PPH or higher.
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b. Accuracy .Theaccuracy of fuel flow systems invariable depending upon the flowrate. Typically,
maa.sflow transmitters havea ''bafhtub-shaped" cuwewith less accuracy allhelow andhigh-flow rates
ancfgreater accuracy inthemid-flow range. lnd{cator accuracies areusually constant overthe entire
range. Mid-range accuracies of transmitters areusually about +l.O percent of reading. It will be
necessary topreparea table of accuracies versus ffow rates in the detail specification. Accuracies
should not begreater than required ateachflow rate specified. Tolerancesat high and low temperatures
will be greater than at room temperature and will have to be specified accordingly depending upon the
temperature extremes expected and the accuracies required.

c. Response. Specification of fuel flow system response may berequired fortworeasons: to follow
rapid throttle movements andtocalibrate fuel control systems. Typical throttle response times would
require thesystem torespond toafull-scale step input witNn 1 percent after 3t05 seconds. If the
system istobeused for fuel control calibration, theresponse time can beaslow as2seconds, and the
flow rates must betailored tocover therates required forcalibration. Theresponse time maybe
specified for the transmitter only assuming the fuel flow readout will be an X-Y plotter or other display.

d. Display .Fuelflow tisplays aretypi~lly 2<nchround dalindcators installed in2~nch clamp-
mounted cases per MS-33639. Thescale should beotiented wthatthe cruisrange fuel flow rate is
positioned at 9 o’clock. Displays maybe varied depending upon mission requirements and the aircraft
panel design. Digital numetic readouts, vetiical scale indicators or CRTs maybe used.

e. Transmitter. The fuel flow sensor/transmitter must beofthe true mass flow measuring type.
Theoutput signal shall beproponional totherate of flow andmaybe analog ordigital informal. Ifa
digital signal is specified, it shall be compatible with Ml L-STD-l 553 or with ARINC standards, depending
upon end usage.

f. Pressure drop. Pressure drop isimpotiant because itrequires pumping force toovercome. ln
some aircrafi pressure drop iscfitical when thepumps fail andtheengine must be fed bygravi~ flow. A

typical pressure drop ina 10UfIJOppHtra nsmitteris2.5psiat flow. Preasure drop genemlly increases
byasquare power of the flow. Thepmssure drop requirement is based onseveral factom. such as the
requirement for gravity feed, auxiliary pumping equipment, fail-safe considerations, etc.

g, Pressure. Thestatic pressure that thetransmiHer mustwithstand without rupture orleakaga
must be specified. Thecomponent should be capable of withstanding apmofpressure of fwo times
maximum operating pressure, an ultimate pressure of three times the maximum pressure, and a negative
pressure ofapproximately oneatmosphere. Afuelresistance testsimilar tothatspecified in MlL-F-86l5
should be conducted.

h, Contaminated fuel, This requirement should reincluded because itisnot always possibleto
keep fuel from becoming contaminated. A typical contaminant for test purposes is fisted in MIL-F-8615.

i. Flame. Some transmiRers maykrequired towithstand aflaming environment, patiicularlywhen
they aremounted on the engine. Ifaflame should occur around the transmitter, itisessential that there
benodamage that could result in leakage. Typical limits for\his test are1093degrees Cflame
temperature foraperiod of five minutes. Dependng upon, theengine operation, fuel may be flowing or
stalicat a particular pressure. Data from theaidrame manufacturer may berequired tocompfete this
requirement.

j. Excessive and reverse flow. This requirement may benecessa~ onsome aircraft depending
upon howandwhere the fuel flow transmitter isplumb4into the fuel system. Inaome installations fuel
flow rates may exceed the maximum specified in certain instances when fuel is being transferred from
onetank toanother through the transmitter. Reverse flow may berequired during refueling operations.
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RECIUIREMENTL ESSONSL EARNED (A.8)

Past experience has shown that certain materials are not well suited for use in fuel flow transmitters when
they come incontact with fuels. Most plastics areunstable andcanbe affected by fuef additives;
magnesium alloy sarehighly corrosive andreact toanymoisture in the fuel. Magnesium protective
coatings have not proven effective over long periods because of scratches and thin spots in the coatings.
Copper alloys and cadmium plating have been found to be attacked by many fuel additives, and copper
salts are detrimental to engine oil which could become contaminated through the fuel in the engine.
These materials should beprohibited. Fuel seals should beinaccordance with MIL-STD-1587.

Fuel flow transmitters aremounted ontheengine oraitirame. Thetransmitter should bemountad ala
slight angle with theoutfet tigherin order topurge air from thetransmiHer. Sharp bends inthe inlet and
outlet plumbing shall be avoided. This causes turbulence in the fuel and can produce erratic fuel flow
measurement. End fittings may be''O"ting clamp-type, screw-on, or flange-type. Mounting designs must
take into account plumbing expansion and contraction and vibration and temperature when mounted on
the engine.

A.9 Fuel savings sdvisory system (FSAS).
The fuel savings adviso~system shall display optimum flight profiles forminimum fuel consumption. The
system shall becompatible with theaircrafi andthemissions to be accomplished. The following
characteristics shall be included in the system for display to the aircrew:

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.9)

The Air Force hasstrong motivation toconsider techniques for fuel consemation. Fuel costs continueto
increase, and projected cost increases make fuel conservation even more important.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.9)

The FSAS uses a technology which offers the potential for achieving significant fuel savings through the
u*offuel minimizing-optimum flight path andthroHle control laws. These control laws are designed to
enable a pilot or an automatic flight control/autothrottle system to regulate an aircraft’s kinetic and
potential energy so that a minimum amount of fuel is expended while meeting the mission objectives.
The FSAS should demonstrate mission fuel savings while considering the variability of aircraft
performance, the current atmospheric conditions, and the existing air traffic control procedures.

Quantitative fuel savings should be in the range of 3-5 percent with the use of an FSAS as opposed to
conventional flying procedures. The system is applicable to both current aircraft as well as future aircraft
andoffers arapidreturn oninitial investment costs through fuel %vings. Asecondary benefit of the
FSAS is that it will lessen the flightcrew member’s workload by relieving him (them) of the necessity to
frequently calculate the aircraft’s best altitude and airspeed from the flight manual charts. A typical FSAS
isdescribed in Exhibit ASD/ENAID-79-l, Revision 1.

Abasefine system would consist ofacomputer andadisplay unit. Theaddition of EPRandlAS/Mach
indicators with manual orremotely adjustable cursors will improve theusabili~ of the system. Integrating
the system into an aircraft’s automatic flight control system and an auto-throttle system wifl further
improve the usability and also provide additional fuel savings through more precise control of the aircraft
flight. lfanaircraft hasautopilot andautothroflle systems available, itisadvisable tointegmte them into
the FSAScontrof foop, asthiswill result in about 1 percent fuel economy improvement. Furthermore,
depending on the type of equipment available on an aircraft, dedicated FSAS equipment may not be
required. Asanexample, anexisting digital computer with spare capability can reutilized topeflom the
computations or an existing display can be utilized to display the FSAS functions.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (A.9)

Flight tests onC-141, B-52, and KC- 135 aircraft have confirmed that fuel savings of approximately 3
percent can be realized if an FSAS is used.

A.1O Fuel quantity system.
The fuel quantity gaging system shall indicate the amount of fuel in The
system shall measure and display the fuel quantity in (units) and shall be in
accordance with

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.1O)

The fuel quantity readings are needed by the aircrew member to plan the length of his mission, to control
the center of gravity of the aircraft, and to insure that sufficient fuel reserves exist to insure a safe return
to baae. ltalsois used asaninput towmefuef savings adviso~ systems.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.1O)

The fuel quantity gaging system for use on Air Force aircraft shall measure and indicate the fuel quantity
inpounds or kilograms. Most gaging systems areofthe capacitance type that sen*changesin the
dielectric constant of the fueffair mixture between the cylinders of the capacitance probes brought upon
byraising orlowering the fuel fevel. Compensation isprovided tocorrect forvaving tankwnfigurations.

The following items should be considered and specified for fuel quantity measuring systems.

a. Range. ltisimpoflant tomeasure fuel from full toasnear empty as possible. If a large
unmeasurable amount of fuel exists, it will rob the aircraft of some of its potential range and apply as a
weight penalty.

b. Accuracy. The readings must be most accurate when the fuel tanks are near empty to insure
sufficient fuel to return to base. Typical accuracies are Class 1,MI L-G-269SS, t4 percent of indication in
addition to *2 percent of full scale, for older aircrafi. Most newer systems 5PecifY Cla.55 II, f2 Percent of
indication added to tO.75 percent of full scale. In rare instances where fuel quantity is extremely critical
and is needed to control the center of gravity of the aircraft, such as the B-1 system, a tighter tolerance is
used. That tolerance is usually Class Ill, ~1 percent of indication and @.5 of full scale. This accuracy
requires an attitude correction computer as part of the system and will, therefore, result in much more
expense. New weapcm systems should be encouraged to utilize Class II systems whenever possible.

c, Provisions. The fuel gage should provide an adjustable signal to close the refuel valves for
intermediate fuel loads.

d. Display. Fuel quantity displays take many different forms, including round dial, numeric readout,
vertical scale, etc. The configuration of the air vehicle will dictate the best display. In general, a display
will be included for each tank. A display of total fuel is also usually provided.

e. Tank units. The aircraft fuels and all their additives (including anti-static additives) and water
that condenses out in the tanks should not detrimentally affect the life, reliability, and accuracy of the tank
units.

f. Materials. Aircraft fuels and additives should not affect the materials used to construct the tank
units so that the fuel gaging system accuracy is not adversely affected and fuel is not mntaminated.

g. Installation and calibration: Guidance for installation and calibration of the fuel quantity gaging
system is contilned in MIL-G-7940 and MI L-F-871 54.

.
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RECWIREMENTLE SSONSLEARNED (A.1O)

It has been found that tank units should be top-mounted and externally accessible wherever possible for
system maintenance.

The use of fuel additives, alternate fuels, and contaminated fuels is causing some concern about the
adequacy of Capacitance-type gaging systems. These factors should reinvestigated when specifyinga
capacitance system

All Horizontal situation indicator (HSl).
The HSI shall provide a pictorial display of the navigational relationship of the aircraft to the earth,
including other information as follows It shall be compatible with

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (All)

The HSlisusually lhepilot's primary heacfing reference. Itisanavigation instrument whose display was
developed to aid pilots in intercepting TACAN or VOR radials, but it is also used with other navigation
methods such as Area Nav and INS.

FfEQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (All)

The HSI shows the aircraft heading with respect to north (magnetic or true) and the aircraft position with
respect toaselected ground station anda~lected course lothe ground station. Theaircraft heading is
shown onacompass card beneath a lubber fine. Thedisplay also gives slant range and bearing toa
sefected ground station andaIlows thepifot toselect adesired course toward the station. The HSl then
shows theaircraH position with respect tothis selected course. Thepilot canselect a desired heading
which is shown by a marker on the outer edge of the compass card. TO-FROM information with respect
to the selected ground station is shown in the center of the HSI. The HSI also has various failure warning
flags. The following functional capabilities are considered to be the minimum necessary for an adequate
HSI display:

a. Heading. The aircraft heading is the direction the aircrah is pointing. The actual direction of
flight (track”) may be slightly different depending on crosswinds or aircraft control problems. The
heading may be referenced to either magnetic north or true north depending on the directional reference
source. Usually, a directional gyro output is referenced to magnetic north while an INS output is
referenced to true north. The accuracy of the azimuth card (or compass card) is usually specified as
1 degree minimum, which is readily achieved in any well-designed instrument and is about the limit of
readability on a normal azimuth card with 5 degrees between markings. For the larger fisls (4 x 5 or
5 x 5), an accuracy of 1/2 degree can be specified with the azimuth card marking spaced at 2 degrees.
The heading input signal for the HSI depends upon the directional reference source which probably will
have a synchro signal output but which may have a digital output, such as with a MlL-STD-l 553 data
bus.

b. Command heading. The command heading is a heading the pilot wishes to fly from O to 359
degrees and which can be set with a knob on the HSI or can be set remotely, usually by a second HSI.

c. Heading marker. A heading marker is set around the outside edge of the azimuth ring to show
the command heading which has been selected. The heading marker (also called heading “bug” or
“Captain’s Bars”) is set manually or remotely depending on the HSI mode (master or slave), which is
controlled by the external pin connections. In a two-place cockpit, one HSI will be the master and one the
slave so that both HSIS will display the same command heading. Each HSI should be capable of acting
as either the master (called “remote device” in specification) or the slave. The signal may be synchro or
digital. When choosing a signal format, consideration should be given to the signal format of any

equipment which interfaces with the command heading display of the HSI.
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d. Command heading rateand accuracy. Themaximum rateofchange forcommand heading is
usually specified to be 60 degrees per second, as this is about the maximum rate at which the pilot can
manually setthemaster HS1. While theminimum rate ofchange is Odegree persecond, the lowest
measured rate of change is usually l-l/2 degrees persecond, which corresponds toa4-minute turn.

e. Remote heading signaf. When the HSlisoparating inthe SLAVED mode, itmust receivea
command heading signal fora remote source. If nosignal isavailable, theheading marker may rotate
continuously around the azimuth card. When an HSI is in the SLAVED mode, rotating the set knob may
temporarily move the heading market however, the marker must return to the heading of the remote
device to preclude having separate command heading values on the two HSIS. After being set manually
(only in the master mode) or remotely, the marker must not move with respect to the azimuth card even if
the azimuth card is rotating, The accuracy will normally be specified as 1 degree with an azimuth card
having 5 degree marking or 1/2 degree with a card having 2 degree markings.

f. Command course. The command course is a heading the pilot wishes to fly toward a specific
point, usually toward a selected TACAN station. The course can be set manually with a knob on the HSI
or it can be set remotely, usually by a second HSI.

g. Course marker. A coursa arrow (marker) is set to the desired heading on the inside edge of the
azimuth card to correspond with the course selected. The course arrow may be set manually or remotely
depending on the HSI mode (master or slave) which is controlled by the external pin connections. In a
two-place cockpit, one HSI will be the master and one the w that both HSIS will display the same
command course. Each HSI will normally be capable of acting as either the master or the slave. The
signal may be synchro or digital. When choosing a signal format, consideration should be given to the
signaf format of any equipment which intetiaces with the command course display of the FfS1.

h. Course readout. In order to aid the pifot in rapidly and accurately selacting a command course,
a digital course readout is provided in the upper-right-hand corner of the HSI face.

i. Course rate and accuracy. The maximum rate of change for the course arrow is usually

specified to be 60 degrees per second for the same reason as in the mmmand heading. Likewise, the
lowest measured rate is usually 1-1/2 degree per second. The accuracy is usually specif ied as 1 degree
if the azimuth card has 5 degree marking and 1/2 degrae if the card has 2 degree markings.

j. Remote course signal. In the slaved mode, the HSI must receive a remote course signal to
preclude continuous rotation of the course arrow. A rotation of the course set knob on the sfaved HSI
may cause a temporary movement of the course arrow however, the arrow must immediately return to
the value set by the remote device to preclude erroneous readings. After being set to a given value, the
course arrow must not move with respect to the azimuth card unless reset to a new command course.
Tha accuracy is usually specified as 1 degree if the azimuth card has 5 degree markings or 1/2 degree if
the card has 2 degree markings.

k. Course deviation bar. The command murse is a specific direction toward a specific point and
can be represented by a signal fine on a map or by an imaginary tine on the earth. (f the aircraft is ffying
on course, it should be flying directly above and along this imaginary fine. The deviation bar (D bar)
shows the relationship of the aircraft to this imaginary line, which represents a command course. If the
miniature airplane in the HSI is to the right of the deviation bar, then the actual aircraft is to the right of its
commanded course. The impedance of the D bar input is usually specified as 1000 ohms for
compatibility with existing equipment. Likewise, the current required for one-dot displacement usually
specified to be 75 uA, with two dots requiring 150 uA. In most aircraft one dot on the D bar represents 5
degrees off course with two dots for 10 degrees. One degree off course is defined as a 1 degree
difference between the command course and the bearing to the selected station.
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1. Deviation baralarm flag. Theprima~purpose of thedeviation baralarm flag istoindiHte
whether thedeviation bar input signal isuaable or not; however, when in the TACAN mode, it also shows
whether the bearing signal isusable or not. Thesuppress zero-typeof meter movement holds the flag
tightly against its stop until the input current is a substantial fraction (about 1/3) of the maximum rated
current, This pravents the flag from moving off itsstop during high vibration orhigh’’g” loading
environments, lnorder to becompatible with existing equipment, the flag isnormally required to leave its
stop at no fess than 180uAand be fully outof view at notmorethan245uA. For reasons of
compatibility, theinput impedance isusually required to bel 000 ohms. With adigital interface the flag
operation may be a function of a status bit rather than a function of an input current.

m. TO-FROM arrow. The TO-FROM arrow isusadin making TACANor VOR intercepts. The
arrow shows whether Ihe aircraft would fly toward or away from the station if the selected course were
intercepted and flown. Thesignal isusually generated inthe TACANor VORcouplec however, the HSl
can redesigned togenerate thesignal internally ifthe TACANor VORcoupler isto be deleted. For
compatibility with existing TACAN and VOR couplers, the TO-FROM arrow should have 200 ohms input
impedance andshould come into view with +225 uA.

n. Display movement. Thecentral ponionof thedsplay contains allofthe information pefiainingto
the selacted course and rotates as a unit with the azimuth card in order to present the desired information
ina usable and inherent manner.

o. Bearing pointer, The beating pointer indicates thedirection toward aselected radio stationer
other target. Because apilotmaywish totrack aTACANstation plus another radio station in the
direction finding (DF) mode or may need to find his position by triangulation, it is desirable to have two
bearing pointers onthe HSl. Ifthisis notpossible because of size constraints orotherreasons, one
bearing is considered to be the minimum acceptable. The maximum rate of change for the bearing
pointer is usually specified to be 60 degrees per sacond, as this is adequate for navigation purposes and
isrelatively easy to achieve. Italsokeeps the test requirements uniform when compared to the other
sewosonthe HS1. Thelowest measured rate ofchange forthebeafing pointer isusuallytaken to be
l-l/2 degrees persecond, asthiscorresponds toa4-minute turn. This lowrate isoften more difficult to
achieve satisfactorily bacause of problems with jumpiness and erratic movement at the low rates of
movement. Theaccuracy isusually specifiedasl degree iftheazimuth card has5degree matitngs and
1/2 degree if the card has 2 degree markings.

p, Distance display. Thedistance (ranga) toaselected station ispresented inthe upper-left-hand
corner of the HSlinoder tostandardize the display features. Thedistance isusually theslant range but
could besomeother value received from a computer. Thenormal display consists ofthreedigits, each
operated byaseparate synchro receiver with separate thr--wire inputs. Thedisplay mayalso havea
separately controlled thousands' flag toincrease therange of thedisplay from 999to 1999. If the
distance display is intended to interface only with a TACAN, a range of 999 miles would be sufficient.
The distance display can be designed with a digital interface, for use with a digital TACAN, or with a
digital multiplex bus however, the range of the display will still be a function of the interfacing equipment
which supplies the distance signal. if Ihesignal isavailable to accuracies of one-tenth of a mile, it would
beadvantageous todisplay to that accuracy. This can bedoneby adding anadditional digit or by usinga
movabfe decimal point. If amovable decimal point isusd, thetypical accuracy would beone-tenthof a
mile from 0t0999miles andone mile from 100t0999 miles,

A,12 Hydraulic pressure indicator and sensor.
The hydraufic pressure indicator is used in conjunction with a hydraulic pressure sensor and is used to
display pressure ofeachhydraulic system onthe aircraft. The following requirements apply
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.12)

Hydraulic prewure measurement isusedto monitor thehydraulic systems on the aircraft. Hydraulic
pressure measurement is necessary to insure operational and functional system capability on those
aircraft which use hydraufic power for flight control, landing gear actuation, etc.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.12)

Most of the hydraufic pressure measurement systems in current use are of the basic synchro type.

The following requirements should be specified.

a. Range. Most of thehydraulic pressure systems in Air Force aircraft require aO-4000psi range.
AfewaircraH have ~gherhydrautic pressure systems where aO-5000 psirange is required. The vehicle
system requirement will dictate the range.

b. Accuracy. Theaccuracy of thehydraulic pressure indicating system isapproximately5.O
percenl of full-scale reading. Theindicator andtransmitter accuracies areapproximately 2.5percenlof
full-scale reading andarefairly constant over theentire range. Accuracies athighand low temperatures
will begreater than atroomtemperature andwill have to bespecified accordingly depending upon the
temperature extremes expected and the accuracies required.

c. Response. Requirement of hydraulic pressure indication responS time may berequiredfor Mo
reasons (l)tofollow rapidly dropping hydraulic pressure orsystem fluctuations and (2)tofollow not-so-
rapidly dropping hydraulic pressure orsystem fluctuation wastocause o*illations or erroneous
readings. Typical response time of apressure drop from 4000 psito500psiisl second to3 seconds for
the transmitter and not more than 2 seconds for indicator response time.

d, Display, Hydrauhc pressure displays aretypically installed inl-inch round dial clampmounted
cases per MS-33639. Thescale should beotiented sothatthe normal hydraulic pressure indication is
positioned inthello’cfocktol o’clock position. Anyother display may beuseddepending upon panel
space and application.

e, Transmiffer output signal. Depending upon theindicator, thetransmitter mayuseasynchro
signal, voltage output, orother analog signal. If a digital signal is specified, itshall be compatible with
MlL-STD-l 553 or with ARINC standards depending upon end usage.

f. Overpressure. Thetransmitters areusually required towithstand anoperating overpreSureof
1000psi (500psi applied) without degrading thepedormance. ThelOOOpsi overpressure isconsidered
adequate tomeetthe most SvereoverpreSure fluduations inthehydraulic pressure system. An upper
limit of 3500 psi over max normal (7500 psi applied) is usually specified for rupture or leakage tests.
Some loss of performance or permanent damage is allowed after this test.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (A.12)

Thetransmitter should remounted asnearto thehydraulic fluid resewoiras~Sible. This minimizes
the possibility of Iineruptures andleakage duetoexposureof Ionglines toexcessive vibration or wear
against sharp edges or protuberances. Pipe connections totransmiffers areprone to leakage. Fittings
per MS-36649 are preferred.

A.13 Magnetic compasa.
The magnetic compass provides an indication of aircraft magnetic heading for use as a backup heading
reference and forcross-checking the primary heading reference system. The following requirements
shall appfy:
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.13)

Themagnetic mmpaasindicates theheating of theaircrafi with respect tomagneticnoflh. It requires no
electrical power foroperation other than for lighting. Thepurpose of themagnetic compaasis fora
heading source loremergen~ u~andfor cross-checking other aircrafi heading systems. Most aircraft
require amagnetic compass as an emergency heading source.

REQUIREMENTG UIDANCE (A.13)

The following requirements apply when specifying a typical magnetic compass:

a. Display. Thecompass mechanization typically consists oftwobar magnets attached toa
pivoted compass card and float. This mechanism ishoused within acasefull of fluid inaccordance with
MIL-L-5020. Anexpansion unit isrequired toallow forliquid expansion andcontraction with temperature
changes. Alubber line isinstalled such that parallax errors areminimum when reading heading from the
compass card. Thecompass card ismarked in5degree increments with each 30 degree increment
labeled with the appropriate heading angle and cardinal heading angfe and cardinal headings labeled with
N, S, E, and W. Increments larger than 5 degrees should not be used as readability errors would become

I excessive.
I

b. Compensator, Themagnetic compass must reequipped with acompen%tor forremoving
errors innoflh-south andeast-west headings duetoaircraft magnetic fields. The compensator consists
oftwopermanent magnets that are manually adjustable. Azeroindex mark isrequired to indicate the
adjustment position where thecompensator magnets exedzero effect on the indicator. Therange of the
compenStor must besuflicient toremove errors duetothe panicular aircraft' s magnetic field. Typical
ranges that have proven suitable for any aircraft application are between 30 degrees and 40 degrees.

c. Bubble visibility. Arbubbles should not bevisibfe intheusable atiitude range of the magnetic
compass. This range istypically no more than 18degrees in pitch. Steeper pitch angels result in larger
errors which make the compass unusable.

d. Friction error. Typically, afriction errorof 1 degree maximum hasproven acceptable and is
easily met.

e. Balance. Thecompass ardmust be balanced toprovide areadable andaccurate display.
Deviation of 1 degree between thecompass card plane andthehoflzontal plane isgenerally required and
has proven to be easily met.

f. Compass error without compensation. Theaccuracy of thestandby compass is typically within
~l.O degree without compensators attached. This requirement has generally proven acceptable.

g. Attitude range. Pitch attitudes of ~lodegrees should cause nomorethan 2de9reeschan9ein
compass indication. Pitch orroll attitudes of ~lt3degrees should cause nomorethan 5 degrees change
in indication. The~anitude errors arecharactetistic of thetypical compass mechanization andshoufd
easily be met.

h. Compass swing. Each aircraft standby compass must recalibrated through a compass swing
when thecompass is first installed, when itisreplaced, orwhenits errors become excessive. MIL-STD-
765defines themagnetic field conditions attheswing site required topefiorm thecompass swing. In
addition, itprovides thegeneral requirements foranumber ofacceptable compass swing procedures
which include the following: compass ro*pro@dure, sighting mmpassprocedure, magnetic method
using atransit, comparison swings, and air swings. Compliance with MIL-STD-765 isa requirement that
should be imposed on the airframe contractor to insure an acceptable compass calibration.
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REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (A.13)

When the magnetic compass is installed in an aircraft, its indications will be affected by magnetic fields in
theaimrafi such asthose duetomagnetic materials orlinescar~ing DC. Toprovide accurate indications
thecompass must relocated tominimize theelfectof aircraft magnetic fields. MlL-C-7762 defines the
requirements fordetermining the acceptability of a selected location. MIL-C-7762 accomplishes this by

specification of the maximum allowabfe errors due to aircraft climb and glide attitudes, movable and
removable magnetic parts, engine operation, Ianding geareffect, effect of continuously operated circuits,
effect of variable circuits, and specification of the maximum allowable uncompensated and compensated
compass deviations. Test prmedures aredefined formeasuring these vatiouseHects. The requirements
of MIL-C-7762 for direct indicating compasses should be imposed on the airframe contractor to insure
that errors due to the compass installation can be compensated for and to insure residual errors after
compensation are not excessive.

A.14 Engine oilquantity indicating system.
The oil quantity indicator shall receive signals from an oil quantity sensor and display to the aircrew the oil
quantity in (units) remaining ineachtank asWciated witheach engine. The
characteristics of the system shall be as follows

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.14)

Allaircraft engines require acontinuous flow ofoilfor lubdcation andcoohng. Each engine is usually
fitted with anoiltank, anditis impoflant toknowthe quantity ofoifineach@nk. Knowing the oilquantity
and the rate of usage as determined by the oil quantity gage, the duration of flight can be determined.
This is important in case of an oil leak or excessive oil consumption by a particular engine.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

There areseveral types ofoilquantity systems available. Technical Report ASD-TR-74-39 providesa
comprehensive review of these systems and some of the factors that should be considered when
specifying an oil quantity system.

The following requirements must be addressed when specifying an oil quantity measuring system:

a. Units of measurement. Theengine oilquantity indi~ting system should display volumetric
quantity rather than weight of oil because oil consumption is discussed in terms of quarts or liters per
hour. Oilisadded onequan atatime, asitisprocured only inquafl cans toavoid thepossibility of an
open can being left for future use and becoming contaminated.

b. Range. Full should correspond tominimum oiflevel which isabout 20percent less than actual
tank capacity toallow foroilexpansiorh Empty should correspond tominimum usable oilinthe tankin
the event that the tank is designed so that an unusable amount of oil may remain in the tank.

c. Accuracy. There is a tendency to require greater accuracy than is actually needed. Care shoufd
be taken in “profiting” the output to the tank it would be if it were mounted in a fully foaded aircraft flying
straight and level. This will normally be a different angle than the tank would assume when the aircraft is
parked on the ramp.

d. Response time. Rapid response time is not required and is not desirable. Too rapid response
time will result in much pointer fluctuation due to oil slosh. Ten to fifteen seconds for a full-scale change
is usually adequate.

e. Display. Oil quantity displays can be in many different forms. On large aircraft the oil quantity
display is normally a 2-inch diameter round dial display, On fighter-type aircraft, a dual-level system may
be considered consisting of two lights in the cockpit for each engine oil tank. One light would indicate that
the 1/2 point has been reached; the second light would indicate that the 1/4 point haa been reached.
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f. Prohibited materials. ~causeoil samples areused fordiagnostic pu~oWs, there are several
materials which maynotbe permitted tocomein mntactwith the oil. Copper isoneof these materials,
andthere are others. Slncethe list is changing, itshould reconsulted prior totheissuing ofa
specification.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

Many oilquantity gaging systems use floats. Historically, the float hasalways been considered tobea
ve~simple device to build when in reality many failures inseveral different systems were the result of
faulty float design. The float must redesigned towithstand twotypes of pressure cycles. One is the
larger change of about 6-8 lbs/sq inch which occurs a few times in a flight due to initial startup and a
altitude changes. Theother cycfeis asmallchange that occurs many limes inaflight due to temperature
changes inthetank and throttle movement. lfametal ffoatis notproperly designed, thesidesof the float
will move with the pressure changes that will cause fatigue and/or work-hardening which will result ina
crack which will sinkthe float. Nonmetalhc floats have encountered problems duetothe long-term
adverse effects of MfL-L-7E08 and MfL-L-236990ils. Consideration ofametallicffoat with internal
structural honeycomb is recommended.

All buttheve~shoflest tank probe should beretained al each end. Agoodmethod istouse a straight-
sided socket in the bottom of the tank with a mating parl with a groove cut into it mounted on the bottom
of the probe. An”CY fingonthe groove will provide fordiHerential expansion and tank tolerance
variations. The" O''ring istheonly paflofthe probe which comes into contact with the socket.
Generally, probes longer than 15 cm should be restrained at each end to prevent fatigue failure of the
probe and/or of the tank around the mounting flange.

Nucleonic oilquanti~ measuring systems should be avoided. Most of these types ofsystema have been
removed from USAF aircraft. Theacquisition cost ishigh, asisthe maintenance cost. The systems
must be recalibrated every 6 months due to the decay of the radioactive source and it is dangerous for
personnel to work around the radioactive source for more than 15 minutes at a time.

A.15 Oilpressure indicating system.
The oil pressure indicator shall display the pressure of the engine oil to each engine in

(units) using signals from a remote sensor. Theoilpressure sensor shall
measure the pressure of the oil supplied to each engine and provide a signal proportional to the pressure
foruseby adisplay orotherequipment. The following requirements shall apply:

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.15)

Engine oilpressure isofvital imponance totheoperation ofany aircraft engine. Iftheoil pressure drops
below certain fimits, that engine must be shut down or it will be destroyed.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Each engine oil system is to be provided with an oil pressure transmitter and an associated pressure
indicator inthe crew station. Oilpressure readings arecalibrated inpounds persquare inch (psi) in the
Engfish system andkilopascals (kPa)in themetricsystem, Indicator dials aretoba provided with colored
range markings in accordance with T.O. 5-1-2 and STANAG 3436.

The following requirements should be specified for oil pressure indicating systems

a. Range. Most oilpreaeure systems forengine bearing lubrication on Air Force aircraft operate in
the O-l OOpsi range. There aresystems that operate inthe O-2OOpsiand 0-500psi range.
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b. Accuracy. Theaccuracy of theoilpresure indicting system isapproximately 4.Opercent of full
scale reading. Theindicator hasan accuracy of approximately 1.5percent, andthetransmifter has an
accuracy of approximately 2.5 percent of full-scale reading and are fairly constant over the entire range.
Accuracies at high and low temperatures will be greater than at room temperature and will have to be
specified accordingly depending upon the temperature extremes expected and the accuracies required.

c. Response. Requirement ofoilpressure indication response time may berequired for two
reasons: (l)torespond inareasonably shofltime under extreme cold temperatures onenginestati and
(2)torespond nottoorapidly tocause fluctuations orexcessive oscillations. Typical response timeat
cold temperature shallbel second to4seconds with apressure change from 100psito 10psi forthe
transmiiler andnot more than 1 seconds forthe indicator.

d. Display. Oilpressur@ displays aretypi=lly installed inl-inch or2-inch round dialclamp-
mounted cases per MS33639. Thescale should reoriented sothatthe normal oilpressure indication is

approximately atthe90’clock position. Other display s maybe used.

e. Transmitter. Theoilpressure transmitter must bemmpatible with theindl=tor ordsplay
intended for use. Theoutput signal format may beanalog or digital. Synchros and variable reluctance-
types are commonly used. lfadigital signal isspecified, itshall becompatible with MlL-STD-15W orwith
ARINC standards depending upon user preference and end use.

1. Overpreaaure. Thetransmitter mustwithstand anove@ressure andstill operate within
specification tolerance requirements. Formost aircraft using O-l OOpsioil pressure systemson
overpressure of 200 psi (300 psi applied) is considered adequate for covering any severe overpressure
fluctuations occurring under most conditions.

g, Burst pressure. Anoverpressure of400psi (500psi applied) isusually specified forthe
transmitter towithstand without rupture orleakage tothepressure-sensing element. This test should be
run at 70 degrees F with pressure applied to the input oil pressure port.

h. Mounting. Thetransmitier should remounted ontheengine although itmnbe and is mounted
ontheairframe ofsomeaircraff. Mounting of thetransmitter ontheengine eliminates extra fittings and
oil lines and reduces the chances of oil line rupture on leakage.

i. Mounting torque. Amounting torque test isusualfy specified forthetmnsmitter toinsure that the
case of the transmitter can withstand normal torque forces appfied during installation without causing
distortion or other failures affecting the accuracy.

j. Temperature. Temperature requirements foroilpressure transmitters aregreater than most
other equipment. Typical temperatures usually specified are from -Wdegrees Cto+177d~rees C.

k. Materials, Asinthe case ofoilquantity gaging systems, mpperand alloys ofcopperare notto
be used in contact with engine oil.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

lnthepast, many oilpressure transmitters used silicone fluid fordamping. Very minute quantities of
silicone fluid intermixing with the lubricating engine oil results in a serious foaming problem causing loss
ofoilpressure and bearing lubrication. This problem has been encountered previously where the oil
pressure sensing element in the transmitter ruptured or failed allowing the silicone fluid to mix with the
engine lubricating oil. Theuseof ailicone fluids intransmitters should beprohitited.

A.16 Position irtdicating system.
The position indicator system is used to indicate the position of certain elements of the aircraft such as
flaps, wings (sweep), pitch trim, nozzle, etc. Itshall meet the following requirements:
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REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.16)

To provide visual feedback, it is considered necessary to provide a position indicator for any control
surface that cannot be seen by the aircrew.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Generally, surface position indicators do not have to be highly accrmte devices except for wing sweep
angle. They aregenerally used toverify that asuflace ismoving inacmrdance with a command. Nozzle
position indicator systems are used primarily to assure the pilot that the propulsive system is functioning
properly, Itisnot used asapower setting device.

The following factors must be considered when specifying these systems:

a. Display. Position display sareusually 2-inch diameter instruments. Theuseol symbolic
displays consisting olaminiature aircraH orwingcross section should reconsidered. Theeffectof
control surface trim can be displayed on the miniature aircraft and the position of life control devices,
such as spoilers and flaps, can be displayed on the wing cross section.

b. Range. Surface position isusually displayed in degrees. Nozzle position isgenerally displayed
in percent of full open.

c. Accuracy. Suriace position isgenerally display edtoan accuracy of +3 degrees of transmitter
shaft. Pitch ttimindication should redisplayed somewhat more accurately. Therigging of the linkage
between the transmitter and the control surface can be a source of considerable error, and tolerances
should be determined for technical order use.

d. Response. Theindication should becapable ofmoving slightly faster than thesudace towhich
it is attached. Since engine nozzle movement Hnbeextremely rapid, itmaynot bepossible for the
indication to follow it.

e. Torque. Thetorque required torotate thetransmitter should rechecked at temperature
extremes toinsure that differential expansion will not@use internal binding. Thetransmilter foreitheran
engine nozzle or wing surface can be exposed to a very wide temperature change very rapidly.

f. Anti-freeze-up. Position transmitters forslats and flaps arelocated inthewing and maybe
exposed when thesurface is extended. Inrainthey may beexposedtoa lot of water which can freeze
astheaircraft climbs to altitude. Ananti-freeze-up test should berequired ontransmittem subject to rain
and subsequent freezing temperatures.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

lthasbeen found that position transminers exposed torainshould beaswell sealed as possible. The
use of drain holes has been detrimental because rain is often driven into the transmitter through the drain
holes and is prevented from draining due to air flow.

A.17 Tachometer indicator syatem.
The tachometer display shall indicate the rotational speed of (units). Itshail

operate using signals from

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.17)

Engine rpm is an important parameter which must be dispiayed to the aircrew for safety and performance
reasons. ltisused during engine starting andallportions off fight.
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REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE

Therpmof gasturtine engines isalways displayed asa percent. This is because thenumberstandto
behighand varygreatly with thediameter of the engine. Forsome engines, rpmisthemain power
paramater. With fewexceptions, all USAF aircrah andcommercial airlines (and helicopters) usethe
standard tachomelersystem. Thestandard syslemconsists ofanengine-mounted tachometer generator
anda2-inch diameter indicator. Basically, thestendard system consists of anelectric AC3-phaae
generator which drives a3-phase synchronous motor in the indicator. Thesynchronous motor rotates
several magnets within acopper drag cup. Thestendard tachometer generator consists ofa 3-phase
winding with a 2-pofe permanent magnetic rotating inside the winding. The tachometer generator
provides both thesignal andtheelectriHl power todtive the indicator. Thestandard indicator hasa
four (4) pole permanent magnetic rotor turning in a field, wound to accept the 3-phase output of tha
generator. Theindicator rotor synchronizes atone-half (l/2) of thegenerator rotor speed. Therefore, the
rpmsignal istransmitted bythe frequency of the3-phase electrical signal, notthevoltage level as is
commonly believed. Thepower (l/3 ampat21 volts) generated bythegenerator drives themotor in the
indicator. Theonly external power required is forthe indicator lights. Atachometer system should be
provided foreach engine. Onduals@ol engines--notably large turbofan engines--a tachometer system
may beprovided foreach spool. Thesystem consists of anengine-mounted transmitter and remote
display. Enginarpm shall remeasured anddisplayed asapercentage of themaximum permissiblerpm
atthemaximum continuous nonafterburning power setiing. Onheficopters, therotor transmitter maybe
mounted on the transmission. Rotor speed wiflbedisplayed asactualrpm. Therpmof reciprocating
engines will be displayad as actual rpm.

The following factors must be considered when specifying tachometer systems:

a. Range. Thedisplay range forgasturbine engines should be from Otoll Opercent to provide for
enginagrowth through rebating. Propeller andhelicopter rotor speeds shall redisplayed inactualrpm.

b. Accuracy. Highest accuracy should berequired inthe80 percent tol 05percent range, To
require an accuracy of plus and minus 0.5 percent in this range isreasonabfe: even greatar accuracy
maybe desirable. Theaccuracy below 80percent could bereduced toplusand minus 2.O percent or
even plusand minus 3.Opercent. Atthelower ranges, thetachometer isusedduting staflingtoobsewe
therate ofincrease ofspeed toguard against hots@ tisandhungs@fis. Inthehigher ranges, technical
odersgenerally prescribe limits oroperating points toone-tenthof a percent (0.1 percent). At
temperature extremes, particularly low temperatures, the accuracy tolerances should be relaxed as much
as practicable. Insomedesigns, a reduction of Iowtempersture accuracy permits the use of larger
amounts of lubricant.

c. Response. Thetachometer system should beabfeto travel upscale slightly faster than the
engine canaccelerateto 100percentrpm. Particular attention should bepaidto theareabetween80
percent and 100 percent rpm to insure tfmt the tachometer indication can keep up with the engine
acceleration in this area. This issothat theoperatorwilf have thecapabilityof preventing anoverapeed
in the event of a governor failure.

d. Starting andsynchronous operation. Insomecaeea, theoperator maywantto measure
acceleration or coast-down time or perform some operation that can only be done when the engine is not
turning. Therefore, thetachometer system should stafifunctioning atave~low pm, suChas 2.5
percent, and with decreasing speed, continue to function down to a low rpm.

e. Display. Thedisplay must have thecapabitityof being read towithin 0.5 percent. This is usually
amomplished using anexpandad scale inthectitiHl regions or bythe use of avernier subdial. Displays
can be the 2-inch round dial type, vartical scale, or other depending upon user preference, cost
considerations, etc.
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f. Transmitter. Most systems utilize thestandard transmitter which mounts ontheskndard drive
padlocated ontheengine accessory case. lfamagnetic pickup o@rating from agearis used, electrical
shielding should reconsidered. Inthepast, this type of Vansmitterh asprovent roublesomeb ecausethe
coil tended toactas an antenna. Effofls toinduce anddetect eddy currents intitanium lan blades as
thev gassed a sensor have proven less than successful because of clearance variation with wear and
temperature changes. References totachometer indictors can be found in STANAG-3691, and several
military specifications found listed in the DOD index of specifications and standards under indicator,
tachometer, and generator, tachometer.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED

See paragraph A.17 - “f” above.

A.18 Thrust computing system (TCS).
Thesystem shall display actual gross thrust divid4by reference lhrustasa percentage. Rerafing of the
engine shall notrequire changes tothegross thrust computation algorithm. Thesystem will receive
information (pressures, temperatures, etc.) fromtheloflowing aircraffsystems:
The system will provide information to the following aircraft systems

REQUIREMENTRATIONALE (A.18)

Themeasurement ofengine thrust has been along sought-atier achievement. Only recently has it been

possible to measure airborne thrust, the most important parameter as far as air vehicle takeoff and
performance isconcerned. The TCSshould reconsidered foruseon anynewair vehicle using turbojet,
turbofan, or afterburning turbojet and turbofan engines.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.18)
I

The TCS computes the actual gross thrust (in pounds) being produced and the percentage (based on
milita~power, nonaHerburning) ofavailable thrust that isactually being delivered. The TCS inoperable
onthefvound andinall flight modes. while the TCSisapPficable toanYtumoiet orturbofanen9ine,
gmate~benefits can bea~crued byapplying ittovatiable nozzle engines. Invariable nozzle engines,
the TCSprovides petiormance information notavailable from other engine instrumentation. Some
potential benefits of utilizing the TCS are as follows:

(1) Singfeinstrument, quickly interpreted.

(2) Provides immediate quantitative assessment ofmalfunction, deterioration, icing, batile
damage.

(3) Confirms proper operation ofmmplete propulsion system prior totakeoH.

(4) Reduces unsubstantiated pilot squawks.

(5) Alfowsmore accurate engine ttimming which will reduce costs.

(6) lnputto energy maneuverability system, flight recorder, etc.

(7) Unchanging performance standard built intoeach system.

When specifying a TCS, the following requirements must be considered:

a. Range. Thepercent system should redesigned so that 100percent isequivalent to full military
power (non afterburning forafterburning engines). Inthisusage, thetenm ”fullmilitary power” means the
maximum nonaftetiurning thrust level that theengine ~nmaintain mntinuously in an operational
situation. Onanafte~urning engine, whenever theafierburner islit, thepercent display will indimte over
100 percent.
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b. Accuracy. To beu*ful, thesystem should haveagross thrust error ofnotmore than plusand
minus 2.5 percent of the point. Theaccuracy should begreater atthefull milita~~wer point, especially
ifthe TCSisto beusedfor engine trimming. Theaccuracy of thepercent function will necessarily be no
better than the accuracy of the gross thrust readout.

c. Response. Thesystem should becapable ofchanging indication stightly faster than the engine
is capable of changing the amount of thrust thaf it is producing.

d. Sensitivity. Thesystem should be~pable ofresponding totheminimum adjustment of the fuel
control.

e. Interfaces. Thesystem will interlace with thecentral airdata computer (CADC)and the engine
pressure transducers. The CADCwill provide ambient pressure andtemperature information tothe TCS
aswellas providing a MACH signal. Theengine pressure tranducers will provide inputs of total
pressure behind the turbine, static pressure at the flame holder, and the static pressure at the entrance to
thenozzfe tothethrust computing algorithm. ftisexpected thatthe output of the TCSwifloperatea
cockpit display, a go-no-go indication, play a part in any diagnostic or engine monitoring programs, and
provide an input to future energy management or energy maneuverability systems.

f. Display. Thetisplay maytake anyconvenient format suitable totheair vehicle. ltisanticipated
that the thrust display (percent thrust or gross thrust or both) will become the primary engine instrument,
thus relegating the traditional engine instrument displays to an area of lesser importance.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (A, 18)

lthasbeen learned by AFLCthat J85engines can basuccessfully tfimmed using aTCS system. The
engines are experiencing longer life characteristics because the trimming is more accurately cuntrolk?d
toward the minimum allowable thrust range, thereby maintaining a more uniform, lower operating engine
temperature.

A.19 Turn and slip display.
Turn andslip displays provide anindication ofaircrafi rate-of-turn andslipinfonation. Itshall have the
following characteristics:

REQUIREMENT RATfONALE (A,19)

Theturn-and-shp display provides anindication ofaircraft rateofturn and slip. It is sometimes
considered as a standby indicator in event of failure of the attitude indicator.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.19)

The turn needle can dispfay either a standard two-minute turn for one-needle-width deflection or a four-
minute turn for one-needle-width deflection depending on the mechanization of the indicator and system
or rate gyro, sensing aircraft rate of turn. Most rate-of -turn display saremechanized todisplay a four-
minute turn forone-needle-width deflection. Theshpindicator orinclinometer indcates aircraft sfipor
skid by means of abalffree torollin acurvedglaaa tube. This tube is filled with acolorless fluid which is
normatfy alcohol to provide damping. Thepreferred color fortheball is white. However, ilthesfip
indicator ball issmaller than 0.20inches in diameter, a blackball is preferred. Thereason forthis is that
black balls being metal are denser than the white ceramic balls, and as a result, the possibility of sticking
is minimized. White ball slip indicators of less than 0.2inches indiameter havegenerally proven
unacceptable,

The foltowing requirements apply:

a. Rate-of -turn display. Theturn-rate display normally appears similar tothat contained in
MI L-I-7627.
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b. Turn-pointer damping. ~eturn-pointer must have =medamping toprevent pointer oscillation.
A suitable damping factor of full-scale deflection from one to three seconds has been found to be
satisfactory.

c. Turn-pointer accuracy. Inaccuracy ofnotmore than plus andminus 7.5 percent of the input
rate has been found adequate.

d. Slipdisplay. Thedisplay ofslipis mounted directly below theturn display and usually consists
ofaball rolling inacuwed glass tube asdescribed above. Atleast half of the ball must bevisible atall
times. Noparfof anairbubble istobevisible in the tube.

e. SIip-indicalor damping. Thetime fortheslip balltoroll from thezero marktothe endof the tube
should be not less than 0.2 seconds when the indicator is rapidly tipped to an angle of 24 degrees.

f. Full-scale deflecting. Theslip ball should travel full smlewhen theindicator istippedbeWeen6
degrees and12degrees depending upon thesensitivity required for best aircraR control. The ball must
travel freely from oneendto theother with no sticking. Most of therequirements established for turn-
and-slip indicators were generated through ttial and error. Damping andsensitivity requirements were
determined by flight tests and pilot opinion and have been found to be acceptable in most aircraft.
STANAG 3322 outlines international agreements established for the indicator.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (Al 9)

Since most turn-and-sfip indicators were and are powered by 28V DC, the original designs used DC
commutator motors toturnthe gyro motors. The brushes used in DCmotors aresubject to wear and
provide very low reliability. Newdesigns specify theuseof invetiers and ACmotors which greatly
increase the reliability of this type of indicator.

Nomally, turn-and-slip indicators pretested onlevel rata Qbleswith no bank angles applied. This does
not represent a true flight condition because there will always be some bank angle, depending upon
airspeed, when theaircraft is turning. If very accurate turn-rate indications are required, it is
recommended that the bank angle corresponding to the airspeed and rate of turn be applied when testing
the indicator, This requirement would mean that theindlcator woufdhave to redesigned foracetiain
airspeed. lfthiswere done, theairspeed forwhich theindicator isintended should bemarked on the
case.

A.20 Warning system.
The warning system shall warn the aircrew of a dangerous situation or an impending dangerous condition
using anaural tone andlorvoice warning. Awarning of the following conditions shall be provided:

The warning system shall have the following features

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.20)

Warning signals areaninherent paflofthe operation ofanyaircraH, Ouringheavy workload periods, the
aifcrew cannot monitor every system adequately and must be warned of a dangerous or an impending
dangerous condition.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.20)

Awarning can represented tothepilot byvisual, aural, and/or tadile means. Recommendations
concerning intensity, color, aural frequency, and repetition rates of the warnings involve considerable
human factor considerations. AFSCDHl-3provides guidanm inthese human factor considerations.
The requirement stated here is intended to be for more complex warning systems and does not include
simple warning orcaution lights forlowoil pressure, over temperature, high orlowvoltage, and other
similar warnings.
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The following warnings may be considered for the air vehicle

a, Stall warning. A warning of pending approach to aircraft stall. Refer to Air Data System and
Equipment Specification, AFGS-87211.

b. Gear-up warning. A warning that landing gear has not been lowered while airspeed and altitude
are in landing envelope. Refer to Air Data System and Equipment Specification, AFGS-8721 f.

c. Barometric altitude warning. A system to aid the pilot by presenting him with: command
information prior to capture of a preset altitude, deviation notification upon departure from preset altitude,
and optional notification just before and at a preset decision height altitude. Refer to Air Data System
and Equipment Prime Specification, AFGS-87211.

d. Ground proximity warning system (GPWS). A system to reduce the number of controlled-flight-
into-terrain (CFIT) type accidents. The system monitors outputs of aircraft sensors, such as radar and
barometric altitude, glideslope deviation and configuration (gear, flaps, etc.); evaluates these aircraff
parameter and gives a warning if a potentially dangerous situation exists. The aircraft parameters are
evaluated in pairs with each pair defining a mode (i.e., radar altitude versus radar altitude rate with gear
UP). A warnin9 area is defined for each of Ihese two dimensional modes. When the aircraft parameters
fall within this area, the warning is given (i.e., when an aircraft is descending at 3000 fpm and descends
below 1500 feet, the aircraft is in the Mode 1 warning envelope). The basic GPWS system is defined by
five modes

Mode 1- Excessive rate of descent with respect to terrain

Mode 2- Excessive closure rate to terrain

Mode 3- Excessive sink rate after takeoff or missed approach

Mode 4- Too great of a proximity to terrain for aircraft mnfiguration

Mode 5- Gfideslope deviation.

Improvements are being made in GPWS by a few manufacturers. One improvement is use of an
additional parameter of airspeed which is used to modify the warning area of some modes thereby
increasing warning time and decreasing the occurrence of nuisance warnings. Another feature of an
improved system is an expanded warning vocabula~. A standard GPWS has only a simulated voice
warning “PULL-UP” preceded by a “WHOOP-WHOOP” siren. An improved system could have
additional voice warnings such as “SINK RATE,” “TERRAIN,” “DON’T SINK,” “TOO LOW,”
“GEAR, - and “FLAP.” These warnings have better pilot acceptance because the warning identifies its
cause. A standard GPWS is designed for a 2500-foot range radar altimeter and would use only 2500 fact
of higher range altimeters in the USAF inventory. An improved system might use the full range of high-
range radar altimeter. In the more distant future, one may see the use of weather radar as an input into
GPWS for forward-looking capability. Aural warning generation should be centralized if any of the
following features are desired:

(1) When warnings must be prioritized,

(2) When a large vocabulary of simulated voice warnings is desired.

(3) When simultaneous warnings are not allowed.

Tone warnings must be distinct and consistent with established practices. Frequency, period, sweep
rate, and volume discussions are found in the Stations and Passenger Accommodations fvlifitay
Standard, MI L-STD-1776.

Human factor testing has shown that voice warning allows for a more immediate pilot response. The
vocabulary can be command or informative. Clarity of simulated voice is a function of technique and
allotted memory. Vocabula~ discussion will be found in the Crew Stations and Passenger
Accommodations Military Standard, Ml L-STD-l 776.
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GPWSisrequired by Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) foralllarge tutine-powered aircraft. The
requirement compliance date wasextended once to 1 September 1976. Theextension was due to
resolving problems with unwant40r "nuisance'' warnings. Thesolution wastoreduce the protection
araaof the envelopes. lnthediscussion of thenuisance warning problem, itwasevident thatone could
make thegeneral statement that with larger aircraft, onewould notice fewer unwanted warnings. This
indicated that onesetol envelopes isnotideafly suited toallfarge turtine aircraRinafl roles. Flight
testing andtailoting theenvelope foreach aircraft type is recommended. Thetailoring must bedone bya
contractor who has accident data knowledge so that change effects on both warning time and occurrence
rate of nuisance warnings can reweighed. Oneshoufd be cautious if acontractor proposes to provide
GPWScapabifity insomecentral computer without theaidof aprogressive GPWS manufacturer. The
governing FAR GPWS TSO is RTCA Document DO-1 61A, but it does not define all aspects of the
warning, such as filtering of signals and delay times. Acontractor maytake the approach of defining an
envefope and then by flight testing keep reducing the protection area until he achieves a satisfactory
occurrence rate of nuisance warning with little thought given to the resulting protection against CFIT
accidents.

REQUIREMENT LESSONS LEARNED (A.20)

There are numerous, continuing accident reports on wheels-up landings and on controlled-f lights~nto-
terrain. ftisbelieved that manyofthese accidents could have been avoided ifproper warning systems
were used.

I
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